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ABSTRACT

This study examined the predominant instructional approach (transmission,

scafforded, and/or use of co,aborative Iearning) and cognitive text-processing strategies

employed by middre and senior years content area teachers. Rerationships between

teacher demographics (university education, year of graduation, totar years teaching,

gender, age, subject area taught, number of years teaching subject area, schoor Iocation,

and size) and instructionar approach, as welr as the use of comprehension strategies were

investigated by means ofa questionnaire. Foüow-up interviews with ten of the teachers

who used high levers of scaffording and cotaboration provided further insight into

instructional approaches and the challenges faced in implementing social constructivist

practices.

statisticar findings in conjunction with a conceptuar moder of instructionar

approaches (Straw, 2002) reveared that the teachers in this study used a mix ofa three

approaches. Before reading cognitive texrprocessing strategies were emproyed more

often than after and during reading strategies. There were no statisticaty significant

relationships between: instructional approaches and text-processing strategies,

demographics and instructionar approaches, and demographics and the use of text-

processing strategies. Interview data showed that teachers who used high levels of

scaffolding and corraboration were knowredgeable in their subject areas, freeing them to

focus on learners in personal, and meaningful ways. Time was a challenge, Iimiting

involvement in student-centred activities and cotaboration with co eagues. Meeting

diverse student needs required creative, flexible instruction.



This sfudy provides teacher preparation programs and policy makers with

evidence to reconsider issues associated with (a) the cunicurum, (b) testing, (c) class size,

(d) class make-up, (e) differentiated reaming needs, and (f) professional deveropment.
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CIIAPTER T

Nature of the Study

Tensions exist between present day theoretical beliefs underlying Iiteracy

instruction and the rearity of the teachingJearning context. on the one hand, social

constructivist theory (Au, l99g; Roguff, Matusov, & White, 1996) suggests that learning

takes place through active participation and interaction between teachers, students and

their peers (Au, l99B) with the teacher both: (a) scaffolding or providing support ro

guarantee successful learning; and (b) aranging collaborative experiences to facilitate the

ongoing construction of knowledge. In addition, investigations into content area reading

instruction over the rast twenty years have rong since varidated the effectiveness of

cognitive text-processing strategy instruction to enhance the deveropment of independent,

strategic readers and thinkers (palincsar & Brown, l9g4; Roehler & Duffy, 1991).

In spite ofthe research validating teaching practices based on social constructivist

beliefs and the varue inherent in the expricit demonstration ofspecific comprehension

strategies, current studies (Alverman & Moore, 1991 ; Bean, 2000; Davey, 19gg;

Hinchman, 1987; Langer & Applebee, 19g7; O'Brien, 19gg; pressley, Wharton_

McDonald, Hampston, & Echevarria, l99g; Ratekin, Simpson, Alvermann, & Dishner,

1 985) indicate that the majority of middle and senior years content area teachers continue

to address course content through a transmission-lecture style approach to teaching that

maximizes teacher contror and increases learner passivity. Even new teachers

indoctrinated into the importance ofsocial constructivist practices, including scaffolding,

organizing collaborative groups, and developing text-processing strategies, seem to revert

to lecture style teaching after two or three years in the field (Bean, 2000).



A student-centred approach in a colraborative rearning context engages students in

using the literacy toors of reading, writing, speaking, listening, viewing, representing, and

critical thinking with others in a search for meaning. crassroom observation, however,

reveals that only a smattering of content area teachers pursue this type of instructional

practice (Alverman & Moore, 1991; Davey, 19gg; Hinchman , l9g7; I-anger &Applebee,

1987; O'Brien, 1988; Ratekin, Simpson, Alvermann, & Dishner, 19g5). The majority of

teachers remain teacher-centred in their instructionar approach, activery engaged in

transmitting knowledge. yet vacca and vacca (2002, p.6) state that when information or

content is "broadcast" by the teacher on a dairy basis, students become bogged down in a

mire of passive learning that stânds in the way of cognitive processing and mitigates

against taking ownership and responsibility for learning. Such instruction in this teacher-

dominated moder is characterized by teacher Iectures, fill-in+he-brank worksheets and

short answer questions, followed by memorization of the content fbr later recit¿tion on

tests.

social constructivist theory, that forms the underpinnings of our current

understanding of Iiteracy learning, emphasizes that meaning is constructed through the

dynamic interaction of both teachers and students (Au, l99g). yet classroom

opportunities to discuss and write about content-related topics are often passed over in

the classroom' due in paft to pressures inherent in needing to cover heavy, content-

dominated curricula, as well as concerns over student success on high stakes testing.

Teachers are driven to "get through" as much course content âs possibre, which is often

accomplished by transmitting information.



The comprehension of written text requifes that students activery monitor their

understanding and apply text-processing strategies before, during and after reading. It is

the role of the teacher to model and demonstrate specific strategies for processing

different kinds of text (Roehrer & Duffy, l99r) as we, as to teach for transfer by herping

students know when and why to use specific strategies (Brown, 19gZ). In reflecting on

the relative absence of cognitive text-processing strategy instruction in the content areas,

investigators (o'Brien, stewart & Moje, 1995; hessrey,2000) berieve that the fairure to

integrate these metacognitive strategies into middre and secondary classroom instruction

is largery due to a mismatch between the experimentar methodology in which the text-

processing strategies were studied and the classroom context.

In other words, one of the causes for fairing to integrate text-processing strategies

into classroom instruction rerates to the failure to recognize the classroom rearning

environment. In anaryzing how cognitive text-processing instruction was studied under

experimental conditions, Alvermann and Moore (r99r) concruded that the research

neglected to consider the rear classroom situation in that the study pfocedures: (a) were

short term, (b) Iacked connections with the regurar crassroom program, (c) had Iimited

teacher input, (d) used short reading serections, and (e) faired to folrow through with on_

going professional deveropment to assist teâchers in providing strategy instruction to

their students.

Based on their investigations, o'Brien, stewart, & Moje (1995) concruded that

teachers do in fact perceive potentiar value in using research-based instructional

strategies, but are often unabre to see connections to their own content area. In fact, the

research at this point has not made definitive concrusions about the particular usefurness



of one strategy over another for specific content areas (Brown, t gg4; o,Brien, stewart, &
Moje, 1995; Pressley,2000). Some teachers are making in-roads into using particular

cognitive text-processing strategies, however strategy implementation may take up an

inordinate amount of time and be difficult to adapt to particurar disciplines (o,Brien &

Stewart, 1992; Stewart, 1990; Vacca &yacca, 1993).

Teaching by transmission continues to occur despite evidence in the Iiterature that

social and cultural factors also play an important role in learning (Au, l99g; Wham,

Lenski, & Griffey, 1999). A sociocurtural approach to rearning views instruction from the

point of view of a "situated perspective,' (O,Brien, Stewart, & Moje, 1995) that

recognizes the presence of contextuar factors or comprexities in the teachingJearning

environment that pray ân important rore in how teaching and learning are prayed out in

the classroom. A "situated" sociocurtural context (Moore, 1996) has the potentiar to read

to a better understanding of instruction; specifica y the cha enges teachers face in

implementing sociar constructivist practices and cognitive text-processing strategy

instruction. A sociocurturar view of teaching and rearning creates a window to develop:

(a) an understanding of the comprexities and pressures faced by students and teachers

because of their positioning in the schoor system, (b) more refrective thinking associated

with the analysis of curricurum, pedagogy, and the classroom environment; as we as (c)

alternative ways to incorporate a social constructivist perspective and cognitive text-

processing strategies into instruction (O'Brien, Stewart, & Moje, 1995).

Summary

The ultimate goar of research in reading comprehension is to guide students to

become independent, competent readers, writers, and thinkers. Essentially, this requires



that research be translated into practice that teachers âre wiIing and abre to incorporate

into their crassroom instruction (RAND Reading study Group,2002). Research over the

Iast twenty years has provided us with instructionar practices and strategies to support the

processing of content area text, while sociar constructivist theory has deepened our

understanding of the learning process. Knowledge is viewed as a process of construction

rather than dissemination' with the teacher supporting student rearning and using

collaborative groups to negotiate meaning. Yet both social constructivist practices and

cognitive text-processing strategy instruction remain strikingly absent from the practices

of large numbers of content area teachers (Brown, 1994; O,Brien, Stewart, & Moje,

1995; Pressley, 2000). Descriptions of the classroom context have been missing from

earlier accounts of the effectiveness of instruction in cognitive text-processing, scafforded

teacher instruction, and the use of collaborative learning groups.

Theoretical Perspectives

Epistemological Belíefs Retated to pedagogical practices

Epistemological beriefs, or how one views knowredge, its nature and how we

come to know (Murphy, 1997), are inextricably Iinked to how we perceive what

constitutes learning (Ernst, lgg5). In fact, discussions about the connection between

epistemology and Iearning have been taking place for thousands of years, even as far

back as Socrates and questioning techniques to enhance criticar thinking (von Glaserfeld,

1987 cited in Murphy, 1997). &lucational practice, or how a teacher instructs students, is

guided by how the teacher perceives both what constitutes knowredge and the process

involved in coming to know or becoming knowledgeabre about content. A teacher's

theoretical perspective determines the instructional practices that are used to teach subject



area content' and may be represented at eithef end ofa continuum by a transmission

model, on the one hand, or a social constructivist on the other.

Transmission or teacher-domin^led moder. Historica'y, content area instruction

has been guided by a positivist view of knowledge based on the berief that knowledge is a

fixed quantity of information that can be acquired by listening to someone more

knowledgeabre. If one berieves that learners passivery receive information, then the

instructional focus wilr be on the transmission of knowledge. The teacher, as the expert,

presents information and devises tests so that students are abre to demonstrate their

knowledge, At the same time, teachers act as managers overseeing students, work

(Rogoff' Matusov, & white, 1996). Knowredge is viewed as an objective rearity based on

the world outside of oneserf. It is viewed as something to be acquired in an isorated

fashion apart from social interaction with others.

Based on this view of knowredge as a fixed quantity, most cu*icura of middre and

senior content area subjects have been buirt on the assumption that knowredge can be

objectifi ed and disseminated into compartmentalized separate disciprines (o,Brien,

stewart, & Moje, 1995). From this perspective, curriculum is viewed as a predetermined

source of knowredge, with a required textbook and specific readings contro ing what is

deemed to be legitimate. This, in turn, restricts the way in which knowredge is taught,

presented, and discussed (Apple, 1988, 1993; Apple & Christian_Smirh, l99l; Giroux,

1988).

The view that knowledge is a fixed quantity, that typifies a traditional

behaviourist perspective, influences both teaching and rearning and defines the rores of

teacher and student' The Iearner's role, from a behaviourist perspective, is to acquire



knowledge of the worrd as transmitted by the teacher, who prays a mechanistic function

in the transfer of knowredge (von Glaserferd, lgg5). The teacher is at the center of

instruction, dispensing information and orchestrating knowredge acquisition while the

Ieamer attends rectures, compretes assignments involving the transfer of textual

information in response to teacher_composed questions, and memorizes notes for

subsequent recitation. L€arning is, therefore, the resurt of environmentar contingencies

(Alexander & Fox, 2004). Most of the literature (Arverman & Moore, lggl ; Bean, 2000;

Davey, 1988; Hinchman, l9g7; Langer & Applebee, l9g7; O,Brien, lggg; Rarekin,

Simpson' Alvermann, & Dishner, 19g5) suggests that this behaviouristic, transmission-

based instructional moder drives the pedagogicar practices of the majority of content area

teachers.

Teaching practices are further influenced by: (a) teacher affiriations and royarties

thât are tied deeply to rheir disciplines (O'Brien, Srewart, & Moje, 1995), (b) rhe values

and beliefs teachers have deveroped from a variety of Iife experiences, and (c) the

theofetical background that was prominent at the time of their teacher education program

(Wham, Lenski & Griffey,1999). At the opposite end of the continuum from

transmission lies a sociar constructivist point of view of teaching and Iearning.

social constructivi$ rheory. sociar constructivist theory provides new insights

into teaching and learning, pracing students at the centre of their own rearning. whire

Fosnot (1996) cautions that sociar constructivism is a theory about rearning, and not a

description of teaching that can be directry and succinctly transrated into a set of

instructional practices, the thrust of social constructivism is on the cons truction of

knowledge through interactions with others. A constructivist moder of teaching and



Iearning stands as the antithesis ofa transmission model in which knowredge is viewed as

being passed on by the act of hearing it. sociar refersto participation as a member in a

community where serf and sociar reflection are practiced. Learners colraborate, negotiate

and participate as members of a rearning team. This community of learners shares its

understandings and thinking, and evaluates divergent points of view, both individuaty

and as members of a group (Rogoff, Matusov, & White, 1996).

Rather than viewing the rore of the teacher as being a transmitter of knowredge,

social constructivist theorists focus on the experiences and the multidimensionar views of

both teachers and learners as they construct meaning together, supported by texts and

multiple and diverse media (Au, r99g). If one perceives, as social constructivists do, that

in order to make sense of our worrd learners activery construct knowledge as they seek

understanding, then teaching wi focus on deveroping meaning. unrike those with a

traditionalist viewpoint, constructivists do not adhere to the berief that knowredge exists

outside oneself and needs onry to be revealed. Glasersfeld (r9g7) contends that

knowledge is not simply transferâble and that telling is not the most effective mode of

conveyance. Instead, constructivists believe that learning requires the active participation

ofindividuals who' given a particurar text and particurar issues to think about, discuss

what they understand, and through their personar experiences and beriefs, together buird

understanding. It is evident, therefore, that to understand a concept and to make learning

our own, we must: (a) process the information through the application of cognitive

strategies, and (b) experience the text content in some personal way. The way we teach is

thus influenced by our understanding of the learning process that has undergone a



theoretical shift from a behaviourist to a cognitivist to a social constructivist stance

(Geoffrey & Anderson, 2000; Jetton & Alexander, t99g).

social constructivist theories of learning provide a framework for viewing riteracy

as the vehicle from which meaning and understanding are constructed and constituted

(cook-Gumperz, 1986). Through literacy acts, peopre engage in communication with the

text and others to come to an understanding both individualy and as a community of

Ieamers. Every literacy act is of a social nature, even if interacting with the author,s

words alone, since the text itself is constructed by the author and from alr the past

interactions s/he has experienced.

Readence, Bean, and Bardwin (r99g, p.4) define content ârea literacy in their co-

authored textbook as,'"The lever of reading and writing skill necessary to read,

comprehend, and react to appropriate instructional materials in a given subject area," of
significance is the active role that the learner plays in using literacy skills to construct

understanding. The content of specific disciprines is not viewed as an entity in itself.

Knowledge acquisition is believed to be embedded within literacy, and so the ability to

read with understanding is paramount to creative and critical thinking and learning. Thus,

text in its broadest sense refers to printed materiar in books, articres, newspapers, media

and the computer screen, as we as to talk; these are, in effect, the vehicres around which

social constructivists begin their dialogue.

It is acknowledged, however, that a teacher,s approach to instruction may not

clearly be one approach or the other. Instruction may be dominated by a transmission or a

social constructivist approach or may follow a combination of these approaches, as is

discussed in the next section.



Instructional p ractices Beflr,e en the Dichotomies

The reality of classroom prâctice is that instruction may not be easily

dichotomized into one approach or the other; in other words neither a purely

transmission nor a purely sociar constructivist approach holds sway in most classrooms.

straw (2002), for example, envisions instructionar practice in terms ofa continuum that

incorporates both high and row levers of teacher scaffolding and colraborative rearning

groups. This crassification system resurts in the conceptualization of four quadrants: low

scaffoldingJow corlaboration, high scaffoldingJow coflaboration, low scaffording-high

collaboration, and high scaffolding-high colaboration, as iflustrated in the accompanying

diagram (Figure 1.1) adapted from Straw (2002).

Scaltolding

Figure L I . Conceptualization of instructional approaches (Straw, 2002).

In the low scaffoldingJow collaboration quadrant, representing a traditional

transmission model, teacher-tark dominates. The teacher lectues or dictates notes, and

Collâbo¡'atioI

10



there is an absence ofexplicit instruction and scaffolding. In the high scaffordingJow

collaboration quadrant, the teacher provides expricit cognitive shategy instruction with

students working independentry. In the row scaffolding-high cotaboration quadrant, there

is an absence of strategy instruction. Students collabo¡ate in small groups with a

minimum of teacher input. Finalry, in the high co'aboration-high scaffording quadrant,

that characterizes a social constructivist approach, the teacher offers scafforded strategy

instruction and students work together collaborativery untir they understand and leam the

subject matter. stirl, these classification quadrants may not be so mutually exclusive in

real classroom practice. Approaches to inshuction may be more eclectic.

current Theory of pedagogy: An Evorution of Instructionar practices

The evolution of our understanding of the learning process began with

behaviourist notions, progressed to an understanding of the rore of cognition and finally

to the realization that we leârn through sociar interaction. These three stances, as we as

the teaching practices that emanate from them, can be traced back to their

epistemological roots. Rather than considering these rearning theories as separate, with

one replacing the other, we need to revisit the cognitive processing model in right of

social constructivism. That is, the sociar constructivist view provides another dimension

to readdress the cognitive viewpoint, specifically, cognitive text-processing.

Vygotsky (1978), whose work initiated our understanding of social

constructivism, states: "Alr higher level cognitive processes arise out of sociar

experience. Each inte ectuar function â person acquires... must appear two times: first at

a social external level between individuars, and then at a personal, internar levei within an

individual" (p.163).

11



According to Brock and pressrey (2003), in order to operationarize Vygotskian

views that incorporate both cognitive and social dimensions, there must be two levels of

instruction: the modefling and expranation of comprehension processes to guarantee that

students acquire a repertoire of cognitive text-processing strategies, and scaffording to

support student learning in colaborative groups that Iead to the independent apprication

of strategies. Gee captures these notions by distinguishing between three phases of

teaching, the first of which is "acquisition" that begins by providing a meaningful

context; the second, that involves bu ding strategy awareness or,.conscious knowredge,,

regarding how to process text; and the third, that rerates to teaching .,meta-knowredge,, 
or

knowledge about strategy application _ when and why to apply strategies (19g7, p.9).

once acquired, these phases, he berieves, capture the process of herping students become

truly literate.

Summary

Although literacy researchers have provided us with a wealth of information

about text-processing strategies and sociar construitivist practices to enhance student

learning, and although this information is widery available in professionar journars and

through teacher in-servicing, according to the riterature the instruction of a preponderance

of middle and secondary schoor teachers continues to be governed by a transmission

model of instruction. The status quo continues in the majority of classrooms, despite

theory and research which suggests that students benefit from cognitive text-processing

instruction in social constructivist crassrooms. one of the major purposes of this study,

therefore, is to identify the chalrenges teachers face in fo owing a sociar constructivist
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approach to instruction and in providing direct, expricit instruction in cognitive text_

processing strategies to facilitate Iearning in content area subjects.

Significance of the Study

This is an exploratory study to investigate the issues teachers face in following

theoretically-driven and research-based riteracy practices, and to develop demographics

on the instructionar practices of content area teachers in the middre and senior years. The

research seeks to uncoyer the effect that factors such as lever of education, year of

graduation, years of teaching experience, gender, age, subject area, years teaching a

subject, schoor rocation, number of students in a schoor, and number of teachers teaching

the same subject in a schoor have on the imprementation of practices emanating from

current theory and research in terms of cognitive text processing and social

constructivism. This part ofthe study used a quantitative design. As a follow_up, the

qualitative, constant comparative method of grounded theory inquiry (Graser & strauss,

1967) was employed to discover the chaflenges teachers face in integrating cognitive

text-processing and sociar constructivism into content area instruction in today,s

teaching-learning environment and the socio-curturar factors that influence teacher

decision-making.

The projected findings will add insight into the implementation of constructivist

approaches and cognitive text-processing by: contributing to a better understanding ofthe

kinds of instructionar and situational influences that middre and senior years teachers

encounter as they support student rearning, and uncovering the specific tensions that

teachers in the field experience as a resurt of provinciar, schoor division, and schoor-site

administrative policies,

13



In summary, by using quantitative methods, this research will identify (a) the

predominant approach to instruction used by middre and senior years, (b) the use of

before, during and after reading cognitive text_processing strategies and (c) the

relationship between instructionar approach and cognitive text-processing strategies and

between each of these variabres and demographics. The quaritative data gathered through

teacher interviews wirl reveal the cha enges and concerns that impact instructional

decision-making' Findings wilr provide teacher preparation programs as welr as poricy

makers with evidence to reconsider the positive or negative influences associated with (a)

the cunent curriculum, (b) testing, (c) class size, (d) class make_up, (e) differentiated

learning needs, and (f) support for teachers in implementing new instructional strategies.

Questions for Study

Based on questionnaire data, the questions included:

1 . what are the characteristics of the teachers who participated in this study in terms of

a demographic profile?

2. What is the most predominant approach to instruction used by middle and

senior years teachers in this sample? Do teachers in this jurisdiction use

mainly a transmission or lecture approach, a scaffolded or a collaborative

approach to instruction?

3. What are the five most frequently used instructional approaches used by middle

and senior years teachers in this study?

4' what is the nature of use of the cognitive text-processing strategies (before, during,

after reading) that teachers use?

5. Are there statisticarry significant differences in the frequency of use of cognitive
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text-processing strategies before, during or after reading?

6. Is there any rerationship between predominant approach to instruction and the use of

cognitive text-processing strategies before, during, and after reading?

7. Are there differences between content area teachers according to instructionar

stance (transmission approach, scaffolded instruction, use of collaborative learning

groups or a combination of scaffolded instruction and collaborative rearning groups)

and such demographics as (a) level of education, (b) year of graduation (c) years of

teaching experience, (d) gender, (e) age, (f) subject areas taught, (g) years teaching a

subject' (h) number of teachers teaching the subject in the same schoor, (i) school

size, and O school location?

8. Are there differences between content area teachers according to the use of cognitive

text-processing strategies and demographics, incruding (a) lever of education, (b) year

of graduation (c) years of teaching experience, (d) gender, (e) age, (f) subject areas

taught, (g) years teaching a subject, (h) number of teachers teaching the subject in the

same school, (i) school size, and O school location.

Based on interview data, the questions included:

9' Are there common, shared characteristics between teachers who use social

constructivist approaches in their teaching?

10. what do the instructional programs of teachers using social constructivist practices

look like?

11. what do content area teâchers perceive as their concerns and challenges?

12. Is there sufficient support from the division and school level to fulfill teachers,

professional development needs?
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13. How do teachers perceive their workplace environment in terms of

curricula, timetabling, class size, and composition?

14. What do teachers know about their adolescent students that informs their

instruction?

The terms used in this study are defined in the following section.

Explanation ofTerms

Adolescent literacy. A term used to address the distinctive and multiple

dimensions ofthe reading and writing of young people that moves beyond school-based

literacy activities and incorporates expanded notions of text (film, cD-RoM, the Internef,

popular music, television, magazines and newspapers).

Best practices. Within the social constructivist approach, best practices are

defined in this paper as theoretical- and research-based principles that provide a

foundation for instruction to support the reading development of all learners (Mazzoni &

Gambrell,2003).

Cognitive perspective.l-earneß are actively engaged in constructing meaning by

interpreting and making sense of their world based on what they already know and what

they construct or reconstruct as they participate in new experiences or acquire new

information (Dillon, 2000, p.3).

Cognitive text-processing. The deliberate and conscious application of

comprehension strategies to facilitate the construction of meaning while reading content

area text. These comprehension strategies are applied before, during, and after reading.

Strategies include the following: previewing, self-questioning, making connections,



visualizing, knowing how words work, monitoring, summarizing, and evaluating

(Mclaughlin & Allen, 2002,p.9).

An example ofa before reading text-processing strategy is an advance organizer

defined by Jones, Tinzmann, Friedman, & Walker (19g7) as a way of presenting

information before reading a text to assist in organizing ideas. Advance organizers

provide an overview of the content to be studied serving in this way as a framework for

comprehension (IRA, 1988). An example of a during reading strategy is reciprocal

teaching (Palinscar & Brown, r9g4) which is defined as a cooperative paragraph by

paragraph discussion activity to support metacognition by teaching students the value of

questioning, clarifying, summarizing, and predicting what might come next (unrau,

20M; Zwiers,2004). Two after reading strategies are the jigsaw (Aronson, 1n7g) and

the fishbowl technique. Thejigsaw deverops the abirity to summarize understanding ofa

text in order to communicate the message to others. student groups become experts on a

selection of text, and then form new groups each with a representative expert on a

different text and communicate their understanding to each other (Zwiers,2004). The

fishbowl strategy consists of a group of students observing an activity in which up to

eight students are seated in the center ofthe crassroom. The students in the inner circre

are involved in a discussion of a piece of riterature that they have read. Meanwhire, the

students seated outside this circte, observe and listen to the comments and verbal

exchanges of the inner circle. Following the discussion, the students in the outer circle

offer feedback, such as summarizing points made by the inner group, expressing interest

in specific comments and ideas, and asking for any needed crarification (New Jersey

Language Ar1s Literacy Curriculum Framework, l99g).
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content area readìng. This tefm rerates to the materials, traditiona y content area

textbooks, that students encounter as they study such subjects as science and sociar

studies. These materiârs usua y require advanced revels of riteracy processing skilr

(Moje, Young, Readance, & Moore,2002; Readance, Bean, & Baldwin, 199g).

Fair and equitabre assessment. An accountability poricy in which courses of the

same subject and the same grade follow the same content and imprement identicar tests

and exams across the school division.

Metacognitive ab ities. This invorves "one's knowledge concerning one,s

cognitive processes" [and] "the active monitoring and consequent reguration of these

processes" (Flavell, 1976, p.232). rn other words, metacognition incrudes both

knowledge of strategies to assist in obtâining meaning from text and the contror over

these processes to support further comprehension and learning when working

independently.

Middle years. Refers to students in grades 5 to g who are approaching

adolescence and in transition between elementary and secondary school.

scaffolded instruction.ln this study, scaffolded instruction was characterized by

teachers interacting with stûdents to support successful task completion, accepting

responses that were partially correct; and using such organizational frameworks as

semantic maps.

secondary years' Refers to adorescent students in grades g to 12 (Senior r to 4).

situated perspective. According to Smith-Burke (19g9, p,l3), literacy skilrs

(reading, writing, speaking, Iistening, viewing, representing and criticar thinking) are not

viewed simply as tasks to be performed, "but are enmeshed in cultural and social webs,
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values, attitudes, and beliefs" that are in the school environment and have often been

overlooked by research conducted in the empirical_experimental mode.

sociar constructivism. A theory of rearning that praces students at the centre of

their learning. Knowledge is constructed through interactions with others. Learners

collaborate, negotiate, and participate as members of a learning team. As a community,

learners work together contributing their understanding, thinking, and considering

different points of view (Rogoff, Matusov, & White, I996).

Text. rn contrasf to the traditionar concept of text as being rerated to books and

magazines read in linear fashion (wade & Moje, 2000), the range of materiar

encompassed in the definition of text used in this study included not only traditional

books, but also media and the computer screen, often read in a nonlinear fashion. Text

can also include classroom discourse that also plays a rore in subject matter learning

(Jetton & Alexander, 1998).

Traditionnr behaviourist moder (Transmission approach to instruction). underries

teaching practices that predate the notion of riteracy as a meaning-making process. The

teacher assigns text for students to read, and then through teacher deveroped questions or

lectures ¡¿l/s the students what the text is about by explaining the ideas and information

(vacca &vacca,2002, p.6). Teacher scaffolding of student learning and co aborative

learning groups are not a part of this instructional approach.
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CHAPTER 2

Review of the Literatue

Reading development takes place along a continuum that starts in early childhood

and extends throughout the adolescent years, with the needs of primary, elementary, and

adolescent students being quite diffe¡ent from one another (Alexander, 2003). By the

time students have completed their primary and elementary schooling, they have acquired

a great deal of information about reading and writing. There is, however, much more

knowledge to be acquired in order to become a sophisticated adult language user.

Adolescent literacy development requires the same attention and respect given to

begiming reading (Moore, Bean, Birdyshaw and Rycik, I999), in part because the

literacy demands on adults of the future are expanding. Accordingly, adolescent readers

must be prepared to carry out a wide range ofliteracy tasks across time, domains, and

contexts including more reading and writing than at any other time in history.

A Crisis in Adolescent Literacy

Research by the National Assessment of Educational progress (NAEP, l99g)

reveals that the literacy challenges facing both middle and senior years students across

different academic domains are not being met by currently offered instructional

programs. subject area instruction typically focuses on content rather than the leaming

process. NAEP found that while approximately 60%o of American adolescents were able

to comprehend textual information that was factual, few ofthe students in their

assessment had advanced to more complex reading and writing achievement levels. Less

then 5%o ofthe students in their assessment could extend or elabo¡ate their thinking



beyond the printed text. In the writing assessment, only a small number of students could

provide supportive detail that developed the main idea further.

The process of leaming to become accomplished in the use of all the literacy

skills that support thinking-reading, writing, listening, speaking, viewing, and

representing, occurs in developmental stages. This means that the early knowledge and

application ofthese strategies is critical to further literacy development. Additionally,

competence builds over time. Early success does not preclude the need to hone literacy

skills in the adolescent years. In other words, literacy development is not the ter¡itorial

domain or sole responsibility of the primary or elementary teacher. Nor is it restricted to

leaming a set ofdiscrete skills and responding aesthetically to literature (Alexander,

2003). It is at the middle and secondary school level that complex and intricate literacy

skills are refined to meet the increasing demands ofbeing an adolescent in a literate

society--to speak convincingly, to think and reflect, and to acquire lifetime skills.

According to the RAND Reading study Group (snow,2001), the goar ofreading

instruction is to develop proficient adult readers who are able to "read a variety of

materials with ease and interest, ...read for varying puqposes, and ... read with

comprehension even when the material is neither easy to understand nor inhinsically

interesting" (p. xiii), The development ofadvanced literacy knowledge during the

adolescent years requires the guidance ofknowledgeable teachers. Moore, Bean,

Birdyshaw and Rycik (1999) contend that teachers working with youth at upper levels

need to be aware ofand provide supportive instruction to help students: (l) increase

fluency, (2) adjust speed to purpose, (3) discern the characteristics ofdifferent kinds of

fiction and non-fiction, (4) cultivate reading preferences, (5) refrne responses to literature,
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and (6) apply previously leamed reading strategies to make sense of more complex and

abstract subject matter that lies outside the rearm ofpersonal experience.

In 1999, carol santa, then president ofthe Intemationar Reading Association

(IRA)' declared that adolescent literacy was in an ,.ever deepening crises', (Moore, Bean,

Birdyshaw & Rycik, 1999) and contended that the literacy needs of adolescents we¡e

being overlooked. While both govemment and the public are aware of and support

literacy development in the early years (Kindergarten to Grade 3), and in particular early

intervention, the literacy needs ofthe adolescent go unnoticed. Media interest in

adolescent literacy is negrigibre. Further, adorescent literacy lacks the attention ofpolicy-

makers, including those involved at both divisional and locar school levels.

In response to Santa,s statement, a Cornmission on Adolescent Literacy was

formed within the Intemationar Reading Association, and a position statement approved

in May 1999. The position statement (Moore, Bean, Birdyshaw, & Rycik, 1999)

reinforced the idea that adorescents deserve: (1) access to a wide variety ofreading

material; (2) instruction that builds both the sk r and desire to read increasingly comprex

materials; (3) assessment that identifies their strengths as well as their needs, and guides

further instruction; (4) expert teachers who model and provide explicit instruction in both

reading comprehension and the study shategies; (5) reading specialists who assist

students experiencing difïiculty; (6) teachers who understand the complexities of

individual adolescent readers, respect their differences, and respond to their

characteristics; and (7) homes, communities, and a nation that supports their effofts to

achieve advanced levels ofriteracy and provides the necessary support. santa considers

that the honific massacre at columbine High School in colorado, which coincided with



the commission's work, highrighted the need to address the serious societal problems of
adolescents.

spurred on by this event, in 1999 the unites states office ofEducational

Research and Improvement Deparhnent ofEducation requested that the Rand Reading

study Group (RR.G) develop a research agenda to address the most pressing literacy

issues. This group recommended that reading comprehension in the middle and senior

yeæs be the focus oftheir research, A number of factors precipitated this decision

including the folrowing facts: (l) high school graduates ofthe 2lsrcentury require a high

Ievel of literacy proficiency, among them the ab'ity to comprehend complex texts; (2)

compared to other countries, American students in the upper grades perform poorly in

content-related subjects; (3) gaps in reading performance persist between different

demographic groups despite efforts to address the problem; (4) best practices in content

area literacy instruction require further investigation, teachers not having been provided

with: effective evidence-based instructionar strategies on ways to enrance reading

comprehension; ways to advance content area leaming through the reading of informative

text; or ways to meet the needs of reamers with varying comprehension sk ls; and (5)

policies and programs directed at improving reading comprehension, including state

mandated student testing, teacher acc¡editation, and the empirical evaluation of

approaches fo intervention. These issues are also relevant in canada where education is

the responsibility of the provincial govemments with relativery limited federar support.

In the Intemational Reading Association's seventh a¡urual literacy education

survey of twenty-five experts representing teachers, school administrators, and professors

in higher education from the united states, canada, and outside of North America
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(cassidy & cassidy, 2003), adolescent literacy was rated as a .,hot topic,, by s0% of
respondents, fotowed by unanimous agreement that adorescent riteracy should be

considered an ,,extremely 
hot topic,,.

In short' the riteracy demands on 2r'r century adurts w'l enta'more reading and

writing than any other time in human history (Moore, Bean, Birdyshaw, & Rycik, 1999).

More sophisticated riteracy skilrs are required to be effective in the work force, in

managing a home, in becoming a responsible citizen, and in conducting ones, life.

Complex literacy skills are needed to cope with the flood of informatiqn available in our

technological world where times are constântry changing. Literacy sk'ls are necessary to

fuel the creativity necessary to solve unparalleled problems.

Furthermore, with an increasingly multiethnic population, the diversity of our

society continues to grow. Teachers wifl encounfer more and more disparity in crassroom

makeup' Adorescents with different languages, and diffe¡ent backgrounds and

experiences will conhibute to wide ranges in academic ab ity, even within individual

class¡ooms. Teachers must provide differential instruction to help cope with this

diversity. There are thus not only cognitive demands on students, but arso socio-curtural

forces that influence adolescent riteracy reaming and instruction that teachers must

consider. Knowredge may "reside in the context itselfrather than in the individual

leamers" (Alexander & Fox,2004, p. 49).

Student Diversìty

As suggested, from a socio-cultural perspective, murtiple literacies and discourses

operate within the context ofeach classroom. These influence how each student reams

both individually and as a group. Reading, writing, speaking, and ristening are embedded
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within cultural practices and as such are distinctry rerated to a set of norms, varues,

identities and how a particular group uses language and literacy (Gee, 2000). In other

words, students will use and understand language according to the different discourse

groups that have been and are part oftheir life experience, including the current pop

culture that may override academic values.

Among the many curtural influences that impact on adorescent student leaming

are family, community, ethnic, school, classroom, teen, and many other subculfures

(unrau' 2004). students may be out of tune with academic expectations because they

may be coping with disparities behveen the culture oftheir heritage and the prevailing

North American culture' parental indifference, and pressure from the cultural group to

which they belong that shares the same values, attitudes and perspectives on life. un¡au

emphasizes that the issue ofhow culture shapes experience is not hivial for educators.

Confounding these issues is the reality that teachers, too, are part ofa cultural

group and interpret student behaviour through their own curtural subjectivity. on the one

hand teache¡s feel pressured to cover the mandated curriculum, and on the other are faced

with leamer resistance. coping with crassroom diversity becomes a challenge.

This challenge, to develop instructionar programs that take into account the

complex and diverse needs ofstudents from varying backgrounds within the context ofa

single classroom, becomes readily apparent by studying the accompanying Figure 2.1

(Sweet & snow, 2002) which praces riteracy reaming within a socioculturar perspective.

Each ofthese elements is considered separatery in the foflowing discussion, but the broad

sociocultural context that is highlighted in the concentric circle, affects the nature of the

interactions between and among them.
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The reader. In order to comprehend and remember text, the reader must have a

wide anay ofabilities. These include: cognitive ability, critical anal¡ic ability, the ability

to concentrate and remember, as well as the ability to visualize and make inferences, and

understand different types ofknowledge (vocabulary, domain and topic knowledge, as

well as linguistic and discourse knowledge). other leamer attributes include purpose,

interest, and motivation. while all ofthese abilities influence comprehension and

memory, student leaming is also influenced by the responses of classmates evident in

classroom discourse, the activity in which they are engaged and the text.

Figure 2.1. Reading within a sociocultural perspective (Adapted from Sweet & Snow,
2002,p.24).

The text. The concept of text canies a much broader connotation than previously,

extending beyond textbooks to include many forms ofprint literacies including

newspapers, magazines, brochures, flyers, and newsletters, electronic texts, and

multimedia documents. Text also includes talk, the discourse that transpires when topics



are discussed which becomes a text in itserf. The socioculturar background of the

classroom also influences this text. As indicated, comprehension is affected as well by

the relationship between the text and the range ofreader knowredge and abilities.

comprehension w l also be infruenced by the leaming activities structured by the teacher

to help students process the information. Depending upon the sociocultural make-up of

the sfudents; their attitude, strengfhs and interests, some activities are more appropriate

than others. The teacher is further challenged by the cunent expectations that 4// students

will be able to read increasing amounts of text at more complex levels.

Ledrning activity. Each classroom activity has a purpose that further defines both

how the activity should be canied out, including individually or as a group, the time

allotted, the working guidelines and supports, as we as the expected outcomes and

grading criteria. The reason for engaging in the activity is either intrinsically driven by

the student or extrinsicalry determined by the teacher. problematic to extemally driven

purposes is the possible lack of compliance or "buy-in" from the students. Accordingly,

the sociocultural context also plays a significant role in teaching and leaming.

socioculturar context. rn additionto the nature and content ofthe material, the

topic and the leaming activity, the sociar interactions among teacher and students also

contribute to learning in profound ways, the discourse community in each classroom

being unique. Differences behveen the classroom discourse community (teacher

expectations and student-student and teacher-sfudent dynamics), the social, culturar,

lirnguage and literacy practices ofeach student infruence the rearning that takes place.
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Semiotic Domains and Student Success

James Gee (200r) adds to our understanding ofthe sociocurtural context that

influences language and literacy learning. with a ringuist's background, Gee speaks in

terms of semiotic domains, the discourse groups in which members have particurar ways

ofthinking, talking and interacting with one another. Throughout our rifetime, according

to Gee (2001) and D'Andrade and strauss (1992), we are socialized into a number of

Discourse groups (signified by a capitar "D") (Gee, 1999a). These serve as curtural

models and are valueJaden, providing us with guidelines to know what is appropriate and

inappropriate as members of that particular Discou¡se.

In schools, students are expected to read and write in a variety ofthese

Discourses, using for exampre, the language of the mathematician, the historian, the

geographer, the health care worker, and the academic. school success means the ability,

at the very least, to recognize these varying Discourse groups and their social languages

and, more importantly, to assume a particular identity through reading and writing in that

social language. The school, with changeable content area groups becomes a Discourse

community in its own right.

with this in mind, Gee places leamers along u 
"onrinrur, 

from the disadvantaged

whose life experiences offer little exposure to the ideas, values, and ways of thinking that

are part of academia on the one end, and on the other to the more advantaged, whose

background, values and experiences closely match the culture ofschooling. Gee (200r)

believes that disadvantaged students who lack the semiotic background that presides in

the context ofthe school can change the course ofevents by choosing to master the

school-based domain. The "entry price" into this new domain nonetheless requires
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personal commitment and totar dedication of body and mind in terms of the desire to

belong to the, perhaps new and different, affinity group. Another factor influencing

whether a reamer is abre and w ling to pay the entry price and enter successfufly into the

school domain is the influence ofother people, including classroom teachers.

Gee (2001) contends that it is necessary to empower those individuars whose life
experiences are not prototypicar ofthe kind ofschool based literacy practices experienced

in classrooms' From this sociocognitive viewpoint, teachers must make student-student

and student-teache¡ discussion a valued part ofthe leaming experience in every school

subject and provide substantive support for language development not only in terms of
reading and writing, but also in terms oflistening, speaking, viewing, and representing.

Gee (2001) argues fuilher that ranguage is most appropriatery used in terms of two

functions: (1) to guide or direct the action of others; and e) toguide individual

co*ections to different cultural, social, and institutional ways of thinking, feeling,

acting, and talking through experiences so that individuals take on certain perspectives.

Language has traditionaty been viewed as a crosed system (crancey, 1997 in

Gee, 2001), in that the comprehension of what is read or heard has been thought ofas a

process of translating the message into one,s own words or into an ,,internal 
mental

language" that closely resembles language and is a representation ofthe message that was

heard or read' situated cognitive studies (Baralou , r999a, r999b;Brown, colrins, &

Dugid, 1989; Gee, 2001) have led sociocognitivists to view meaning derived from

language not only as some kind ofverbal language proposition but as an experiential

phenomena complete with perceptions, feelings, actions, and interactions, that are stored

in the brain as dynamic images rinked to our perceptions of the world and our intemal
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states and feerings. This profound insight into the rore ofranguage in leaming suggests

that leaming is more than a process of expraining information, and not simpry the process

ofsending and receiving information and rewording or paraplrasing the ideas expressed

in a lectu¡e or read in a textbook. Learning is a process of drawing on ord experiences to

help make connections with new experiences. By hearing other viewpoints and how they

are expressed through cerûain words and grammar, students can imitate and intemalize

different communicative intentions (Tomasello, I 999).

The way in which we use language, then, is a reflection of the way in which we

understand and react to the world. crassroom sociar interactions afe a \ryay of expanding

leaming and deveroping clearer wo¡ld-views. Freire (1995 as cited in Gee, 200r) states

the implications of ranguage and its role in interacting with the worrd this way: ,,Reading

the word and reading the world are, at a deep level, integrally connected _ indeed, at a

deep level, they are one and the same" (p. 717).These new insights lead to a discussion of
the historical context ofteaching and learning.

Trends from the pd$ ro the present__Models oflnstruction, Theory, and practice

Traditional Transmission Model

The earliest experiences in pubric schoor leaming were guided by the theory that

knowledge was transferable from one person to another. Knowledge was viewed as a

commodity that could be conveyed ffom the knowledgeable individual, the teacher, to the

student simply by listening, the assumption being that a direct conduit existed between

the talker and the listener, and through the act of listening the exact reprication of
knowledge could be implanted into the minds of students (Bainbridge &. Maricky,2004).
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Along with this behaviou¡istic notion of knowledge hansmission, teaching and

leaming were measured in terms of quantity or the number of facts stated by the teacher

and reproduced later by the student on demand, usualry through testing. Instructional

practices relied heavily on the lecture format to convey information to sfudents.

Essentially, teachers imparted knowledge to their students and then measured student

understanding ofthe content by testing their recall ofthe information, poor test

performance was a sign ofa student,s poor listening ability or inattentiveness.

observations ofcontent area classrooms made over the past decade reveal that

while some progress has been made, the majority of middre and senior years crassrooms

remain largely unchanged. A transmission model of teaching and leaming predominates

(Alverman & Moore, 1991; Davey, l9g8; Hinchman, l9B7; Langer &Applebee, 1987;

O'Brien, 1988; Ratekin, Simpson, Alvermann, & Dishner, 19g5). Content area

instruction continues to consist mainry of teacher talk and lectures, textbook assignments,

and the memorization of information for later recitation (Goodlad, r9g4;yacca &.yacca,

2002). Further, in classrooms where the transmission model of teaching and leaming

drives instruction, the following characteristics prevail: (l) all decisions regarding

learning tasks are decided by the teacher, (2) student leaming, progress, and evaluation

are the teacher's responsibility, (3) knowledge, skills, and attitudes are taught and

assessed as separate entities by the teacher, (4) teacher talk predominates throughout the

day, (5) leaming follows a linear path in incrementar stages, and (6) mastery is reflected

in responses to questions, completed worksheets, and test performance (Bainbridge &

Malicky,2004). This type ofinstruction is referred to as being teacher-centered; the

teacher being the most active participant in the leaming experience. The student is praced
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in a passive role that essentially inhibits ownership and leaming responsibility (vacca &

Yacca,2002).

Cognitivist Paradigm

In the 1970's and 1980's a paradigmatic shift occurred in adorescent reading from

a focus on instruction in the study skills to an emphasis on the role ofcognition and

metacognition in leaming. This shift resulted when researchers in the disciplines of

cognitive and instructional psychorogy, psychoringuistics, and sociolinguistics began to

investigate reading comprehension from the perspective oftheir disciplines. The result of

this multidisciplinary approach led to unprecedented advances in reading theory and

model building to help explain leaming and the comprehension process.

underlying this shift from a behaviourist hansmission model of instruction to a

cognitive paradigm was the beliefthat leamers were not passive recipients of information

but were actively engaged in thinking during leaming. Learners were placed at the centre

ofthe leaming experience with teachers facilitating leaming rather than dispensing

knowledge. Through the perspective of cognitive psychology, the learner was seen as

instrumental in contributing to his or her own leaming success.

During the first part of this paradigm shift in the 1970's, research from the other

disciplines revealed that reading was a process involving the thoughtful selection and

application of strategies (Pearson & stephens, 1994). comprehension was enhanced if
readers varied their reading strategies not only before, but also during and after reading,

with the application ofspecific metacognitive strategies applied at each stage (Tierney &

cunningham, 1984). on the basis ofthese revelations, reading comprehension strategy

instruction evolved into helping direct students at each stage of the process, before,
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during, and after reading. The purpose of teaching a variety ofcomprehension shategies,

which came to be known as cognitive text-processing strategies, was to provide sfudents

with a range of leaming tactics that would eventua y become self-regurated.

This re-conceptuarization ofthe reaming process from viewing the learner as a

passive receiver ofknowledge to viewing the leamer as an active participant changed the

respective roles of both students and teachers. In order to process and actually leam,

leamers needed to move from rower cognitive revels involving memorizing and repeating

factual information to higher levels, corurecting new information with what they already

knew, analysing and evaluating, and becoming much more actively involved in making

strategic choices to enhance their own leaming. From a cognitive perspective, then,

leaming became a shared responsibility, with teachers becoming much more active in

helping students become metacognitivery aware. The teachers, rore moved from simply

Iectur.ing to one in which they were modeling, demonstrating, thinking aloud and

explaining strategies to enhance rearning and remembering. The students, role was to

practice the metacognitive shategies until they could choose those appropriate to the

situation and automatically apply them as tools for regulating their own leaming. This

instructional model fostered what pearson and Gallagher ( l9g3) termed .,the gradual

release of responsibility".

Later research on schema theory, text structure, and metacognition filrther

developed our understanding of the reading comprehension process and enranced our

knowledge of instruction in content area reading. Reading research continues to be

anchored in theories ofcognitive leaming.



Instructional strategies. According to Duke and pearson (2002), metacognitivery

aware readers: have crear goals before they begin to read; evaruate whether the text is

appropriate for their purpose; preview the complete text, noting headings and

subheadings; predict content; read serectively, either omitting sections, proceeding

quickly and carefully, or re-reading. As they read, good readers also: monitor their

comprehension, construct, revise and question the author's intent; determine the meaning

of unfamiliar words and concepts and dear with inconsistencies; draw ftom, compare and

integrate textual information with their prior knowledge; identifi the author,s

organizational pattem, beliefs, and the historical milieu in which the text was written;

evaluate the quality and value of the text; react to the text both intellectually and

emotionally; ¡ead different kinds oftext differently--reducing the text to its gist and

creating and revising summaries when the selection is informative, and attending to

settings and characters when the text is nanative. successful students also find reading

satisffing and productive.

Among the research-supported instructionar strategies identified by Duke and

Pearson (2002) that are based on cognitive processing theories and foste¡ sophisticated

reading are such before reqding activities as making predictions and asking questions,

based on the notion that the comprehension process involves building bridges between

the new and the known (Anderson & pearson, 19g4); such during reoding activities as

engaging in think-alouds--first modeled by the teacher, and aftending to the text structure

or the autho¡'s organizational framework that differs depending on whethe¡ the text is

narrative or informative; and such after reading activities as constructing a visual

representation of the text-flowcharts, semantic maps, and summaries, for example. The
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visual rep¡esentations and summaries serye as overviews that can be used for studying

the i¡formation.

Some instructional routines combine before, during and after reading strategies.

These include reciprocal teaching (palinscar, r 9g2), transactional strategy instruction that

uses the acronym sAIL (students achieving independent reading) developed by pressrey,

Almasi, Schuder, Bergman, Hite, and El-Din ary (199$,and questioning the author

(Beck, McKeown, saandora, & worthy, 1996). A common thread that runs through

cognitive text processing instruction is that to ensure transfer, it includes: (r) explicit

instruction that explains the strategy and when and how it should be used; (2) teacher

and/or student modeling ofthe strategy in action; (3) colaborative group use ofthe

strategy; (4) guided practice and the gradual rerease of responsibility for instituting the

strategy; and furally (5) independent use. Both teacher scaffolding and group

collaboration therefore are important components of cognitive text processing instruction.

such an instructional model is especialry usefur in teaching content area subjects, both

those associated with science and those associated with social studies.

Research limitations. The research into cognitive strategy instruction during the

1970's was characterized by experimental and quasi-experimentar investigations on the

use ofstrategies applied before, during, and after reading to improve comprehension and

recall (Alvermann & Moore, 1gg1; Bean, 2000). 'vvhile the benefits of cognitive strategy

instruction have been supported by research, the infusion ofcognitive processing into

instruction across subject areas and subsequent transfer to independent strategy use by

students has not met with success (Draper & siebert, 2003; o'Brien, stewart, Moje,

1995; Ratekin, simpson, Alvermann, & Dishner, l9g5). A number of factors limited the
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research into cognitive text processing instruction. The experimental settings were: (1)

contextually different from rear crassrooms, (2) racked classroom teacher input, and

extensive trials using a variety oftexts, and (3) provided minimal instruction on the

follow-up application of strategies, and (4) fa ed to teach for transfer (Alvermarur &
Moore, 1991). Vacca (1998) summed up the research at this time as being an

"atheoretical guise of methods and materials... more or ress a bag of tricks,,þ. xvi).

The¡e has also been a lack of follow-up to this early research on the class¡oom

implementation of cognitive text-processing strategies (w riams, 2002). concerns that

were never addressed incrude just how cognitive text-processing strategies can be

maintained ove¡ time, how instruction can be structured to move effectively from

demons&ation and practice activities to the reading ofconnected and authorized text, and

whether there is an optimal age at which to begin and bring instruction in cognitive text

processing to closure.

williams (2002) suggest other difficutties with imprementing cognirive text-

processing strategy instruction that rie in the preparation and professional development of
teachers. These include: the concept ofdirect instruction which continues to be an

obstacle in changing from a lecture to teacher-as facilitator format, clarification ofthe

differences between strategies and skills; the chalrenge ofteaching reading

comprehension strategies as they rerate to particurar content areas, and the problem of

moving students ffom isolated strategy p¡actice during initial leaming to the application

ofthe strategy to real reading in content area text. All ofthese limitations require that

teache¡s have both a firm understanding ofcognitive text-processing strategies and can

respond with flexibility and opportunistically as determined by student needs.



Draper and siebert (2003) indicate furthe¡ that the messages content riteracy

teachers receive negrect, de-emphasize, or misrepresent content. while theoreticar models

provide background regarding schema theory, interactive, cognitive and constructivist

moders ofinstruction, as welr as on bridging the gap befween the iú- and out-of-school

Iives of adolescents, they provide rittle insight into herping students ,,negotiate 
the text

and discourse peculiar to a particurar disciple" þ. 2). The literature on imprementing

cognitive text processing strategies into content area instruction may therefore be almost

too glib in purporting to provide an instructional framework that translates easily into

developing reading-based lessons in diverse subjects at different revers (Mava, Manzn,

& Estes, 2001)' In fact' a moder for the effective classroom apprication ofcognitive text-

processing strategies across content area subjects has not been found (w liams, 2002).

Teachers may also be wary oflosing classroom control when they organize students into

collaborative groups.

Social Cons truct ivist p aradigm

The basic premise underrying sociar constructivist views ofteaching and learning

is that the best opportunities for leaming are provided in social contexts in which

problems are shared, principres regarding procedures that work are intemalized, and

strategies are revised and reinforced with repeated practice in functional settings (Langer,

1984)' Building on cognitivists' perspectives, students must be active participants in their

own leaming. Teachers, therefore, need knowredge not onry about subject area content,

but also knowledge about instructional procedures and the theory and research that drives

them. But more than that, teachers must synthesize and appry their knowredge depending

upon who, what, when and where they are teaching. Teachers are thus problem solvers



and decision makers. The haditional model ofinstruction, as embodied in the lecture

method, is not suffrcient for developing these kinds ofabilities and ways ofthinking.

Teachers need to assume a reflective stance.

In contrast to the traditionar transmission moder, which holds that knowredge can

be transmitted between two minds or directry intemalized from the outside worrd, sociar

constructivists theorize that leamers construct meaning and understanding from within

(Brooks & Brooks, 1993) through the process of interacting with their environment

(Kamii, 1991). In other words, social constructivists believe that knowledge is

constructed by making connections between what one knows and has experienced in the

past to what one is experiencing at the moment through the process ofdiaroguing with

others.

social constructivists believe that knowledge cannot be dispensed to students by

lecture format or from text reading alone. It is the interaction between students and

teachers discussing their experiences and making personal co*ections to the topic being

studied that provides students the opportunity to construct meaning. A cunicurum driven

by a social constructivist perspective frees students from the recitation of information.

Instead the focus of leaming deals with tackling the big conceptuar ideas, reformulating

these ideas' and arriving at some personar theories (pearson & stephens, 2004). whereas

a transmission-guided cunicurum views knowledge as a predetermined and finite set of

ideas; a social constructivist position encourages students to view the worrd as a complex

place where multiple perspectives exist.

In contrast to the teacher-centered approach of the transmission moder, a social

constructivist approach places the student at the center ofthe leaming context. The social
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constructivist classroom is one that values the experiences and views ofboth teachers and

students and places these at the forefiont of leaming and teaching. Knowledge is viewed

as being under construction and influenced by each leamer,s prior knowledge. Learners

play an important part in their own leaming, by linking new ideas with what they already

know and collaborating with others to construct knowledge through reading, writing,

talking, listening, viewing, and representing.

Time and teacher support are seen as essential in this leaming context. Time is

needed to allow students to work through their own understanding by talking and

discussing with others while the teacher continuously circulates and makes use of

"teachable moments" to clari$' and elaborate on ideas. From this perspective students are

encouraged to assume ownership of their leaming (Hiebert, I 994). The social context of

the classroom therefore plays an important role in teaching and leaming, and has

implications for the ways that students and teachers interact and collaborate with each

other and the text (Vacca, 2002).

Other characteristics ofthe learning context where social constructivist principles

are practiced include: teachers providing students with authentic literacy tasks which

assimilate real-world experiences into classroom leaming (Brooks & Brooks, 1993);

student-driven-inquiry and topic selection, as well as an appreciation for creativity and

critical thinking (Mclaughlin, 2000) or thinking that is ,,outside--the-box". 
considerable

opportunity is provided for collaborative discourse between teacher and students as well

as time for students to reflect personally on their leaming (Brooks & Brooks, 1993).

Teachers with a social constructivist perspective view the textbook differently.

The authorized text is considered a support to idea construction. In other words, students
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leam with the text nther rhanfrom the text, the notion of reamingfromthe text being

rooted in the cognitivist paradigm in which knowre dge f10ws from the text ro the mind.

social constructivists berieve that reamers leam with text,thereby extending the

cognitivist perspective. According to social constructivists a transaction takes place

behveen the text and the reader. Readers actively negotiate meaning by making

connections between past knowledge and the ideas printed on the page. These

connections are conrrrmed or disconfirmed by colraborativery discussing the issue.

Research under the social constructivist paradigm investigates how different

factors influence teaching and reaming. Investigations have been concemed with issues

such as: how knowledge is constructed through interaction with others; the way that

leaming from text is viewed through a sociar constructivist perspective; how riterature fits

into content atea subjects (Bean, I99g); the connection between talking and writing to

leam in the content areas (Newell, l9g4; Rubin, 1990); and student and teacher

perceptions regarding teaching and leaming (Lloy d,, 1996;Moje, 1 996).

The Contextual View of Literacy Learning in School

The contextual view of literacy leaming reflects the ongoing search to better

understand literacy development within the schoor setting and the factors within this

setting that influence development. This view recognizes the complexity ofsocial

influences on developing riteracy ab ities. Those invorved in literacy education need to

move toward considering multiple contexts in responding to improving literacy

instruction in schools (Raphael, 19g4). with the goal ofsynthesizing krowledge, Raphael

and Reynolds (Raphael, 1984) brought together previously disparate but in realitv
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overlapping strands of academic research on teaching, reading, witing, zurd the social

aspects of development to provide a fuller understanding of literacy leaming .

The theory underlying this contextuar view ofriteracy leaming was deveroped

first by examining factors that influence leaming in general, and second by consider.ing

these facto¡s in relation to their influence on literacy deveropment. our current

understanding ofthe rearning process has been largery influenced by the theories oflev
vygotsky (Vykotsky, l 97g) whose work emphasized that reaming is the resurt of social

interactions between the leamer and a more experienced teacher or more knowredgeable

peer' From this perspective, leaming and unde¡standing are inherently social (wefsch,

1991). vygotsky's work informed us ofthe interaction between ranguage and thinking,

and highlighted the social nature ofthe leaming process in which through tark and

collabo¡ation, extemal knowredge becomes intemalized. Eventuafly, we begin to regulate

our own activity and are able, in a conscious manner, to comprete new tasks and solve

problems successfully.

Raphael (1984) presented a model to conceptualize the social, psychological,

individual, and academic contexts that influence literacy development, not unlike the

framework described by sweet and snow (2002). Raphae|s moder, however, arso takes

into account historical-+ultural contexts to show that previous influences and constraints

still affect cunent literacy instruction. As lustrated in the accompanying Figure (2.2),

Raphael's model is dynamic and demonstrates that there is considerabre overlap between

and among contexts.



ligur1 2. | ' A conceptuar model of the contextual view of literacy reaming (Adapted
from Raphael, 1984, p. 297).

His tor icar'curturar context. The ristorical-culturar context informs contemporary

understanding on the evolution oftheories that guided development as well as the

underlying classroom experiences of teachers and students. The earriest views ofreading,

for example, emanated from the perception that leaming from text was a skill-based,

passive encounter with print, hence the related notion ofusing a transmission model for

instruction. Later, reading was viewed as a meaning-making process, hence the

cognitivist perspective that focused on making connections between the new and the

known to enhance comprehension and memory and emphasized strategy inshuction.

cunently' reading is seen as a constructive, dynamic process in which readers bring not

only their past knowredge to bear on text comprehension, but also activery discuss the

ideas, infening, and connecting new information to what is understood, hence the social

constructivist model.
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In addition to historical context, literacy instruction can also be considered as

being embedded in present curture. culfure is multi-faceted influencing the schoor

context in a myriad ofways. The cunent curture ofriteracy and schooring is corurected to

the historical past which is brought together in one classroom. History represents the sum

total ofall ofthe experiences students have had in the past, as part ofthe institutions they

have attended' and as part ofsociety's influence. culfu¡e is bu t around the shared belief

systems and knowredge reflected in the rives ofthe sfudents, teachers, schools, and the

many aspects which we consider to be education-related. curture can also be thought of
in terms of: (r) the ethnicity ofstudents and teachers (carew & Lightfoo! 1979; cazden,

1981; McDermott, 197 6); (2) the individuar cultures of schools, classrooms, and reading

groups (carew & Lightfoot, 1979; cazden,l gg r ; McDermo tt, 1976);and (3) the

divisional and provincial agencies involved in school policy, as well as centres of
education that provide pre- and in-service programming and sponsor the research that

guides instruction in the schoors. There is now, therefore, recognition that the sociar

context also plays a critical role in leaming.

Social context. While previously reading was viewed as a solitary activity

occurring cognitivery inside-the-head of the reader, cunent theory regards reading as a

social process f¡om a number ofperspectives (Broome, r gg5). First, reading invorves a

social interaction with the author, and second, the experience ofreading a book is part of
the practice ofa literate culture. Third, by reading, one is interacting with the ideas,

information, ways ofthinking and probrem-solving that are pa,. ofthe cunent culture. At
the opposite end ofthe continuum lie psychological factors.
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Psychologicar context' The psychologicar context related to literacy development

involves the serf-perceptions reamers have about themselves as rearners including

perceptions others have about the learner, such as the teacher, other sfudents, and parents,

for example' Included in the psychological context a¡e the motivational factors that drive

students to read and apply strategies, as well as attitudinal facto¡s that recognize the value

ofreading.

Paris, Lipson, and Wixson (19g3) believe that psychological factors are

responsible for the three kinds ofknowredge that good readers bring to the reading

process' First, declarative knowledge or facfual knowledge ¡efers to the understanding

that reading is a process of making meaning fiom the print on the page, while writing is

the process of communicating ideas to othe¡s. procedurar knowledge is the knowledge of
how to leam through the apprication ofdifferent strategies. These cognitive strategies

include, but are not limited to, the following: using surrounding text to herp figure out an

unknown word, previewing a text to develop a sense of the main ideas to be discussed,

and using brainstorming before writing to generate topics of interest. The third form of
knowledge that farls under the rubric of the psychologicar domain is conditional,

knowledge or when and why. That is, knowing when to and why one shourd appry certain

strategies, being motivated to do so, and believing that one can be activery strategic

during the reading process (weinstein, l9g4). Interacting with sociar and psychological

contexts are individual abilities and competencies.

Individual learner. The Raphael model (19g4) also takes into consideration

individual differences such as ability and deveropmentar level, as wefl as unique, and

shared life experiences that influence responses to leaming and the reaming environment.
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while the psychologicar and individual reamer contexts are crosery aligned, they may

influence one another in disparate ways. For instance, a sfudent may be psychorogicaty

motivated to apply a problem_solving strategy, but lack experience in applying such a

shategy. The academic leaming task may also interact with all other variables.

Nature ofthe academic task. The context of the academic task refers to the kinds

ofreading and writing activities assigned and the factors that impact on the ability to
participate. These factors are part of the teacher's instructionar decision-making and

include the difficulty lever of the text, the type oftext to be read, whether nanative or

expository, the content area, the nature of the activity itself, the degree ofteacher and/or

peer support, and the time allotted for task completion.

The contexts discussed above do not function in isolation. They are inter¡erated

and influence one another so that leaming is influenced by murtiple factors, not unlike the

conceptual model highlighted by Sweet and Snow (2002) reviewed previously.

Summary

Research in improving literacy education for all students has moved from the

laboratory-controrled studies of the r970's to the naturalistic setting ofthe classroom.

This movement has been inspired by a growing appreciation of the complexity of
teaching and literacy learning. Many variables influence learning, those within the

classroom itserf, and those that an increasingry diverse student population brings to

leaming as part oftheir rife experience. coupled with this classroom diversify, life

continues to evolve and with it what one needs to become fully literate. Technology,

worþlace demands, and problem-sorving issues previously unheard of require readers to

apply text- processing strategies independentry, to bu d conceptuar understanding, to
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cornmunicate both orally and in writing, and to have an inner desire to read and w¡ite.

classroom diversity and increased demands on literacy have resurted in what could be

considered an instructional crisis that requires the same consideration given to teaching

beginning reading.

Among the considerations that classroom teachers must take into account in

developing instruction are the cognitive strengths and abilities ofthe reader, the difficulty

Ievel of the leaming material, the reaming task itself, and the socio-cultural context that

includes not onry teacher expectations and the nature of student-to-student and teacher_

to-student interactions, but also the values, language and riteracy practices inherent in

each student's cultu¡e which may or may not match those of the school. sociocognitivists

stfess that it is the interaction between the teachers and students and between the students

themselves that faciritates understanding and knowredge building. There may be personal

costs for students, however, when they "buy into" the academic community (Gee, lggg).

They may be reluctant to do so.

with growing insight into the subtle intricacies of crassrooms, cunent

instructional theory has shifted from valuing a transmission model ofteaching in which

knowledge was viewed as a commodity that could be transmitted eas y from one person

to another, to a constructivist paradigm in which learners were perceived as being

actively engaged in bu ding their own knowledge. More recently, sociocognitivists have

stressed the importance ofsociar interaction to facilitate leaming. our perception ofideal

teaching has therefore moved from a format ofdirect rectu¡ing to modelling and

demonstrating metacognitive strategies that students would be abre to appry later when

processing material independently.
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But sociocognitivists and ringuists point out that it is ranguage that herps

individuals make connections to different cultural, sociar, and institutionar ways of

thinking, feeling, acting and talking. In this sense language is an experiential

phenomenon that is valueJaden, containing feelings, attitudes, roles, and scripts. content

are reading classes the¡efore need to move beyond the one-dimensional focus on print

and incorporate opportunities for discussion and collaboration that consider murtipre

points of view. our understanding ofthe leaming process has thus shifted ffom a

behaviorist, to a cognitivist and socio-cultural stance.

Given the realities of the classroom, these theories may not be eas y transrated

into practice. straw (2002) classifies instructionar practice into four quadrants that

capture high levels ofgroup interaction and coflaboration (social constructivist theory)

and high levels ofscaffording (cognitivist paradigm) in which teachers shess cognitive

text processing strategies by modelling and demonstrating, in contrast to.more traditional

transmission approaches to instruction in which students assume the role ofpassive

listeners and teachers dominate. The hansmission moder ofinstruction is characterized by

low collaboration and row teacher scaffolding. Actual crassroom teaching may be much

more eclectic, nonetheless.

This study therefore exprored the perspectives of middle and senior years content

area teachers on both instructional approach and awareness ofcognitive text processing

strategies. The second part of the study interviewed a set of teachers who ranked high on

straw's (2002) instructional model in terms of both high scaffolding and high

collaboration to determine the challenges they face in implementing cognitive and social

constructivist theories in their classroom instruction,
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CHAPTER 3

Methodology

This study was exploratory in nafu¡e. Its purpose was to examine the

implementation ofsociar constructivist and cognitive text-processing theory and research

by identiÍling the most predominant overalr approach guiding crassroom instruction

(transmission-style lecture, scafforded instruction, use of co aborative leaming groups or

a combination of scaffolded instruction and collaborative learning groups) and the most

often used before, during, and after cognitive test_processing strategies employed by

middle and senior years sociar studies and science teachers. Further, the study explored

the relationship between such teacher demographics as level of education, year of

graduation, years of teaching experience, gender, age, subject areas taught, years teaching

a subject area' number of teachers teaching the same subject in a school, schoor location

and number of students in a schoor to determine whether these factors had an effect on

instructional approaches and the use of cognitive text_processing practices.

An additionar focus of the study was to examine the practices of teachers using a

social constructivist approach, that is scaffording and colraborat¡on, in order to gain

insight into their instructionar practices and chalrenges. This was achieved by conducting

in-depth interviews with a sample of content area teachers to explore issues associated

with theoretically-driven and research-based riteracy practices. Teacher interviews also

sought to gain more insight into social-cultural factors that influenced instruction

including classroom make-up and administrative pressures.

A mixed methodology approach was employed as desc¡ibed in the next section of



this chapter.

A Mixed Methodologt Approach

A mixed methodology research approach, employing both quantitative and

qualitative methods was selected since investigation into blended methodorogy has

proven to strengthen a study. A questionnaire format using quantitative methodology was

used as the vehicle to survey a sample ofteachers to provide demographic information,

and to serve as the instrument to identiÍ! teachers using sociar constructivist practices

(scaffolding and colraboration) in their teaching. Nau (r995) believes thar whenever

possible the investigator should blend both quantitative and qualitative research to benefit

from the contributions ofeach, while Hi ocks (r992) states that quantitative and

qualitative research are not mufually exclusive, and points out that the claims which arise

out ofone methodorogicar perspective serve in a comprementary way to support or cast a

shadow ofdoubt on the research findings ofanother methodorogy. The interview data

further confirmed the identification ofteachers using high levels ofscaffolding and

collaborative practices and provided further insights into their instructional programs and

the challenges faced when teaching based on a sociar constructivist ph osophy. chenail

(2000) asserts how a mixed methodology method alrows the examination of a topic from

multiple perspectives by triangurating theory, participants, data, and analyses to produce

fuller descriptions, explanations or interpretations. Jayaratne (r993) suggests that

qualitative data can be used to support and further explain findings from empirical

research.
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This study followed the mixed methodology perspective by begiruring with a

questionnaire that surveyed the responses of middle and senior years science and social

studies teachers on their instructionar practices and concems and their use of cognitive

text-processing strategies. Ten teachers were then selected to be interviewed based on

their use ofhigh levels of scaffolded and collaborative teaching practices as evidenced by

questionnaire responses. The interviews provided the experientiar data to support survey

findings and to gain more insight into the concems and chalrenges faced in imprementing

social constructivist approaches to instruction.

Recent studies ofliteracy learning view the crassroom in the context of a

sociocultural community (stewart, o'Brien & Moje, 1995). The process of naturalistic

inquiry as a research toor for studying the crassroom context seeks to gain the insight of

the teacher as the insider, as the one who experiences the day-to-day reality ofthe

sifuation, and whose personar philosophies and perspectives influence teaching and

leaming (Bean,2000). It is believed that exploring the personal perspectives of teachers

in the fìeld will contribute to our understanding ofthe realities ofteaching in today's

schools @ean, 2000).

General Descriptíon of the Study

The first part of this study was quantitative in nat're, asking teachers to respond

through a questionnaire to: (1) demographic information identifuing level of education,

year of graduation, years ofteaching experience, gender, age, subject areas taught, years

teaching subject, number ofteache¡s teaching this subject area in the same school, school
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location, and number ofmiddre and/or senior years students in the schoor; (2) identifi the

predominant approach used in instruction (transmission-style lecture, scaffolded

instruction, use ofcolaborative leaming groups or a combinaticin ofscaffolded

instruction and colaborative reaming groups; and (3) identifu the use of before, during

and after cognitive text-processing strategies.

In the second part ofthe study, based on qualitative methodology, a selected

sample of ten teachers who through their questionnaire responses reveared the use of high

levels ofscafÊolding and collaboration in their instruction were invited to participate in

follow-up interviews to provide more insight into their teaching practices and chalrenges,

use of cognitive text-processing strategies, and the social and cultural factors that

influence instructional decisions in reration to teaching adolescents. The interviews

sought both cognitive and affective data (Marsh, Rosser, & Harre, 19zg) to discover the

challenges teachers face in (a) implementing scaffolded instruction, (b) organizing

collaborative leaming groups, and (c) teaching cognitive text_processing strategies.

Teachers were asked approximately six open_ended interview questions with

supplementary probes (Appendix B). Additional questions evolving from the

questionnaire responses and the interview itself were also incorporated into the

interviews.

Participants

Part I: Quantitative Methodolog,,

The intent of this study was to distribute the questiormaire to middle and senior



years content area teachers in all six school divisions in the greater metropolitan area ofa

western canadian prairie province city. The schoor divisions represented different

geographic locations in the city (North, south, East, west and inner city) and reflected a

broad range of socio-economic and educational characteristics ofthe city,s popuration.

Potential participants were teachers ofcontent area subjects in the middle years:

geography, history, and science; and senior years: history, geography, world issues, and

biology, physics, and chemistry.

The original pran was to request the participation of only those middle years

teachers teaching in middre school settings since it was believed, from a theoretical point

of view, that teachers of middre years classes in erementary schools would most likery

follow the teaching methods of the elementary curricura ¡ather than emproy a middre

school approach more akin to middle and senior years practices. This decision was

changed when it was discovered that many of the school divisions continued to house

kindergarten through grade six and up to grade nine (senior r) in the same building,

thereby significantly reducing the pool of middle years science and sociar studies

teachers.

It was interesting to note that each school division used a different structure to

organize its schools. while some schools maintained the more cu*ent structure of middle

and senior high levels (grades five to eight in one building and grades nine to twelve in

another), other divisions had schools that included students from kindergarten to grade

nine (Senior l) then proceeding to schools with grades ten to twelve (senior 2 to senior
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4); with one division having a school consisting ofgrades seven to twelve (senior 4) and

another school serving grades seven to nine (senior one). only a small number ofschoors

were designated as middle years schools. It was therefore decided to include schools with

students from kindergarten to grade eight or nine (senior l) in the sample, since these

schools are often organized into early, elementary, and middle school departments.

Superintendents offive out ofthe six contacted divisions consented to have their

schools participate in the study. All geographic areas of the city (North, south, East, and

west) including two inner city schools were represented in part I of the study. Thirteen

schools participated - fhree kindergarten to grade nine (senior l) schools; one school

designated as a middle years school (grades six to eight); two schools ofgrades seven to

twelve; five senior years schools ofgrades nine to twelve (Senior I to 4); and two senior

years schools of grades ten to twelve (Senior 2 to 4).

The potential number ofparticipants from this pool ofconsenting schools was one

hundred and sixty-three. The final response rate for part I of the study (the questionnaire)

was forty percent.

Part 2: Qualitative Methodologt

Ten teachers were serected to be interviewed in the second part of the study. The

selection criteria was based on the highest scores on the items in Form B of the

questionnaire, items designated as scaffolded or collaborative approaches to instruction.

This selection criteria was based on the belief that teachers who used social constructivist

practices would best be able to reveal the challenges associated with implementing these

practices in their classrooms. The number of interviewed middle years students was small
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due to the reduced avairability of crasses that were not part of the erementary schoor (N =

2). of the two middle years teachers who participated, each from a different schoor

division, the male teacher taught in a middre years school setting ând the femare in a

kindergarten to grade nine (Senior 1) school. The remaining eight teachers were all senior

years teachers representing seven different schoors, in four school divisions, aI rocated in

the suburbs.

procedure

Part l: Quantitative Methodology

school superintendents in each ofthe schoor divisions were sent a letter inviting

the participation of both middre (sociar studies, geography, history, and science) and

senior years teachers (biorogy, physics, chemistry, history, geography, and worrd issues)

in a two-part study' once permission was granted for schoor division participâtion, retters

were forwarded to individuar schoor administrators. Folrowing their agreement, prepared

packages containing a letter seeking teacher participation accompanied by the

questionnaire (Appendix A) were derive¡ed to each schoor either by courier or a research

assistant.

Part 2: Sudlitative Methodologt

selection of ínterviewees. open-ended interviews were conducted with a small

sample ofteachers (N =10). participants were chosen by applying the greatest likelihood

principle, that is, teachers serected to be interviewed were those whose instructional

practices were characterized by survey responses that reflected high scaffolding and high

collaboration. According to Straw's (2002) instructional approach categories, these

teachers' instructional practices would fall in the high scaffolding and high collaborative
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leaming group quadrants. It was believed that such teachers would be confident about

thei¡ instructionar practices and best able to share their insights into personal experiences

and the challenges they faced in implementing practices based on current instructional

theories.

Format of interviews one, one-hour rong interview was conducted with each of

the ten teachers at a self-serected location within their school. Six open_ended questions

invited participants to reflect on their teaching experiences and questioruraire responses.

P¡ompts accompanied each question to assist the interviewer in probing further. (see

Appendix B.) An open-ended questioning format was used so that participants courd

address thei¡ own personal experiences in following a sociar constructivist approach to

instruction, including scaffording, co aborative group rearning and teaching cognitive

text-processing strategies. with teacher permission, the interviews were audiotaped for

transcription and investigator notes were made.

Anonymity. To ensure anonymity, the serected teachers we¡e contacted for

interviews in the folrowing way. A letter code designating the school division and the

school was assigned to each questionnaire. These codes we¡e also recorded on an

accompanying master coding sheet given to each school. Before distributing the

questioruraire, the school-based designate (principal or non-teaching individuar assigned

by the school administrator) placed the initials ofeach teacher beside their questionnaire

code on the master sheet. This sheet remained in the possession of the schoor, and

inaccessible to the ¡esearcher throughout the study in order to protect the anonymity of



the survey respondents.

contacting interviewees. once teachers had been shortJisted for interviews, the

investigator then consulted with the school using the number code and asking the schoor_

based designate to match it to the initiar on the master sheet to verifu whether agreement

to participate in part two of the study had been given. where af;firmative responses were

received, the identity ofthe teacher was shared with the investigator who then contacted

each teacher by terephone or e-mail to confirm participation in the interview part ofthe

study and to anange a time and place to meet.

Measures

Part l: Quantitative Methodologt

validity' A¡swers given to research questions in the form of questionnaires have

long been considered valuable, in fact, most ofwhat is known or is thought to be

understood about human behaviour has been acquired f¡om answers to research questions

posed in questionnaires (peterson & Kerin, 19g l).

Design. The questionnai¡e consisted of three main parts: Forms A, B, and C.

(Refer to Appendix A') with brevity in mind, and respect for teachers, busy rives, a

mainly checkbox-reply format was used and, in addition, some briefresponses in Form A
(identifring credentiars that were not identified in the questionnaire, year ofgraduation,

and identification ofsubject areas taught) and in Fo¡m B, the use of numbers to rank

o¡de¡ five items.

The questionnaire consisted mainly ofa closed_ended fo¡mat. This format



provided the most effective way oflisting instructional practices that teachers could thon

rate according to prevalence in their instructional program. The benefits ofthe closed_

ended question (peterson,2000) format are: (1) requires ress participant time, (2) reduces

the number ofparticipants who choose not to participate, and (3) is relatively easy to

code, analyze, and interpret.

Form A soricited information related to teacher demographics in order to create a

profile of middle and senior years teachers ofsocial studies and science involved in

adolescent teaching and learning. These demographic characteristics incruded rever of

university education, year ofgraduation, total years teaching, gender, age, subject areas

teaching, years teaching those subjects, number ofteachers in this subject area in the

same school, school size, and school location.

Form B asked participants to respond to thirty items highrighting the most salient

and pervasive characte¡istics ofa transmission-style lecture approach to instruction, a

scaffolded instructional approach, and the use ofco[aborative rearning groups. The

characteristics ofa transmission-style lecture approach, scafforded, and collaborative

teaching practices are clearry delineated in literacy theory and research (Duke & pearson,

2002;Flood, Lapp, & Fisher, 2003; Tiemey & Cunningham, 1984), permining the

development ofquestions to which teachers could respond and that could be analvzed

with reasonable validity.

Typically, the lecture method focuses on the transmission ofknowledge and

memorization of content; information being viewed as a transferable commodity. For



example, questionnaire item number 6 targeted the transmission lecfure-style approach in

the statement, "Have students copy notes from the board or overhead". scaffolded

instruction refers to teacher support and guidance as students are learning with the intent

of (1) gradually reducing the amount ofrequired support as leamers develop greater

understanding and independence, and (2) providing enough support to guarantee leamer

success while still ensuring student ownership and challenge. Item number twelve, for

example, required teachers to identifu the degree to which they used "metacognitive

strategies (tips for learning or remembering to help students read or study).,,

collaborative leaming refers to students interacting with the teacher and their peers in the

construction of knowledge. For example, item number two of the questioruraire asked

whether teache¡s, "[Had] students work in groups to talk and share their ideas".

Questionnaire statements were in no way exhaustive of the elements of these

teaching practices, but represented the central characteristics underlying, transmission

style, scaffolded, and collaborative approaches to leaming. The classification key for

questionnaire items is included in Appendix A.

Form c ofthe questionnaire focused on the use ofcognitive text-processing

strategies used before, during and after reading. These items were developed by

reviewing a number ofcontent area university textbooks and chapters in handbooks on

cognitive text-processing strategies: Alvermann and Moore (1991); pressley (2000),

Flood, Lapp, and Fisher (2003); Block, Collins, and pressley (2003); and Duke and

Pearson (2002). For example, questioruraire item number 2 is a before reading strategy to



"Activate and build background knowredge"; questionnaire item number 15 is an

example of "[Teach] self-monitoring strategies" to guide comprehension while reading

text; and questionnaire item number 30, ,,Have 
students write about their understanding,,

is an example ofthe third type ofcognitive text-processing strategy used after reading.

A number of factors were considered in constructing the questionnaire items.

Items were kept b¡ief and specific, and focused on singular issues to avoid ambiguity.

Questions were worded objectivery, using the professionar ranguage of the crassroom

teacher and avoided the use of research-based or theoreticar terminology that might

alienate participants. The use ofjargon was avoided to minimize the chances of murtiple

interpretations of terms. Questionnaire statements were in no way exhaustive, but

represented the central, underlying characteristics associated with each concept.

Item varidation' Items on the questionnaire were reviewed, critiqued and refined

leading to modifications in both format and wording. The questionnaire was piloted with

four different sets ofprofessionals involved in riteracy: (1) two professors in the field of

Ianguage and literacy, (2) students enrolled in two post graduate courses in education,

one of which was at the doctorar level, (3) two experienced reading speciarists, and (4)

two middle school classroom teache¡s.

one other validation tech¡ique was used in the rast section ofpart B ofthe

questiomaire. Teachers were asked to choose the five instructional items they used or

were concemed about most often from the list of 30 items. The purpose of this fo'ow-up

ranking was to confirm the main instructional approach identified by teacher responses as
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being mainly transmission-styre lecture approach, scafforded instruction, use of

collaborative learning groups or a combination of scaffolded instruction and collaborative

leaming groups.

Format. The 30 questionnaire statements were randomly ordered in the survey to:

enco,rage teachers to consider each item separatery, guard against providing cues to the

desired responses and avoid a suggestive pattem ofresponse, as well as bias toward one

view or another.

For Form B ofthe questionnaire regarding predominant instructional approach,

teachers were asked to indicate the extent to which they used each ofthe practices in their

teaching (never = 1, seldom = 2, sometimes = 3, often = {, very often: 5). In part C of

the questioruraire teachers were asked to indicate the extent to which they used the 37

before, during, and after reading cognitive text-processing strategies. The corresponding

rating scale was identical to that used in part B, except that it included the addition ofa

sixth choice, "not familiar with".

Part 2: Qualitative Methodologt

Interview questio,r?.ç. rnterview questions were deveroped to ericit conversation

toward the questions being researched. Teachers were asked to respond to different

aspects of teaching and learning and as well as to professional issues while the focus of

these questions served as categories later in the data analysis.

The categories that were addressed by the interview questions rerated to: student

backgrounds, instructional practices and assessment, chaflenges, professionar

development, teacher preparation, divisionar and schoor rever support, and adorescent



students as rearners' The responses of teachers to these issues was open-ended and

rerated to personar experience and therefore not pre-conceived by the researcher.

Teachers were arso invited to respond to and elaborate on their responses to the items in
Forms B and c of the questionnaire, that is, their use of particurar instructional

approaches and teaching concerns as well as their use of cognitive text_processing

strategies.

Grounded Theory and Constant Comparative Method

The interview data were anaryzedusing a grounded theory approach in which the

emergent thêmes are believed to be present within the data, only to be discovered by the

researcher (Graser & strauss, rg67), as well as through the constânt comparative

method (GIaser & strauss, 1g67) in which the investigator simurtaneousry codes,

categorizes, and makes notes whire searching for new and recufrent themes. The

strength ofthe interview analysis in this study was predicated on the first-hand

knowledge that teacher interviewees courd offer, based on their high use of scaffording

and coflaboration and the richness of their professionar experience in working in content

area subjects with adolescent students over a number of years.

Analysis

Part I: Quqntitative Methodologt

The questionnaire was designed to: (t) create a demographic profire ofthe teachers

who participated in the questionnaire, (2) exprore predominant approaches to content area

instruction and the use of cognitive text-processing strategies at the middle and senior

years lever, as wen as (3) examine the rerationship between these two variabres to each

other and to demographic data, in order to answer the following questions.
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1' What are the characteristics of the teachers who participated in this study in terms

of a demographic profile?

This question was analyzed through the use of frequency counts.

2. what is the most predominant approach to instruction used by middre and senior

years teachers in this sample? Do teachers in this jurisdiction use mainly a

transmission lecture style approach, a scafforded approach or a colraborative

approach to instruction?

A two-step cluster analysis using the distribution of teacher questionnaire responses was

employed to ascertain the most predominant instructional approach. These distributions

were then examined to establish the most salient patterns.

3' What are the five most frequentry used instructionar approaches used by middre

and senior years teachers in this study?

The data for this question was contained in the last section of part B of the questionnaire.

Teachers were required to choose five items from the first section to indicate their most

frequently used instructionar approaches and concerns. A descriptive anarysis using

frequency counts was used to identify these rankings.

4. What is the nâture ofthe use of the cognitive text_processing strategies (before,

during, and after) that teachers use?

This question was answered by carrying out frequency counts.

5' Are there statisticaty significant differences in the frequency of use of cognitive

texlprocessing strategies before, during or after reading?
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The analysis of this question was combined with the anarysis of question six using a two_

way analysis of variance with repeated measufes and Bonferroni post hoc tests to locate

the source of the differences.

6. Is there any rerationship between predominant approach to instruction and the use

of cognitive text-processing strategies before, during, and after reading?

This question, along with question five, was exprored by conducting a two-way anarysis

of variance with repeated measures using the major instructional approach crusters and

before, during and after reading strategies as independent variables, followed by multiple

comparisons using Bonferroni to estabrish whether teachers emproying a mix of high

scaffolding, high collaboration and low transmission approaches used before, during and

after reading strategies more often than those employing a mix ofhigh scaffolding, Iow

collaboration and low transmission, and those low in each of these approaches.

7. Are there differences between content area teachers according to instructional

stance (transmission-style lecture approach, scaffolded instruction, use of

collaborative learning groups) and such demographics as (a) revel of education,

(b year of graduation (c) years of teaching experience, (d) gender, (e) age, (f)

subject areas taught, (g) years teaching a subject, (h) number of teachers teaching

the subject in the same school, (i) schoor size, and o schoor rocation? The data

related to this question was analyzed using a chi_square analysis.

8. Are there differences between content area teachers according to the use of

cognitive text-processing strategies and demographics, including (a) level of

education, (b) year of graduation (c) years of teaching experience, (d) gender, (e)
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age, (Ð subject areas taught, (g) years teaching a subject, (h) number of teachers

teaching the subject in the sâme school, (i) school size, and O school location.

The relationship between predominant approach to instruction and demographics

(question 7), and between the use of cognitive text-processing strategies and

demographics (question 8) was examined through the use of analysis of variance.

Part 2: Qualitative Methodology

The questions that guided the interviews in the second part ofthe study focused

on the experiences of teachers using social constructivist practices, particularly their

instructional prâctices and challenges faced in implementing those practices as well as

perceptions of adolescents as learners.

In preparation for each interview, individual teacher responses to Forms B and C

were reviewed to develop questions seeking elaboration on the use of teaching

approaches and concerns and the use of cognitive text-processing strategies. For

instance, one question asked was, "You indicated in the questionnaire that you have

students work in groups to talk about and share their ideas, can you elaborate on this?

How do you do this?"

Sometimes the same questions were asked of teachers to seek more in-depth

insights, and at other times the researcher would ask about other issues initiated by

teacher questionnaire responses to seek insights into other categories yet to be explored.

This was determined by reviewing: field notes from interviews with other teâchers in

the sample conducted previous to the current interview, categories already discussed

from the interview questions and questionnaire items, and determining categories that

needed further elaboration. While structure was provided by the interview questions



developed at the start of the study that addressed the major research questions and

additional questions regarding teacher responses to questionnaire items, the direction in

which teachers responded was open, with the researcher remaining perceptive to data

that introduced new ideas and thoughts.

The research questions that guided the interviews were:

9' Are there common, shared characteristics between teachers who use social

constructivist approaches in their teaching?

10. lvhât do the instructional programs of teachers using social constructivist practices

look like?

I l. what do content areâ teachers perceive as the concems and challenges they face?

12. Is there sufficient support from the division and school level to fulfill teachers,

professional development needs?

13. How do teachers perceive their workplace environment in terms of curricula,

timetabling, class size, and composition?

14. what do teachers know about their adolescent students that informs their

instruction?

Analysis. During the interviews themselves, a number of themes began to emerge,

and these were recorded in the form of an analytic memo and were continuously referred

to with each successive interview as well as during the analysis of the transcripts in a

continuous search for meaning to detect emerging new themes. Each subsequent

transcript was read by keeping in mind the themes, patterns, topics, and categories ofthe

preceding transcripts, while at the same time searching for data that added new ideas.
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During the data analysis process, each transcript was read over deliberately,

sentence by sentence. Every effort was made to suspend personar perspectives and biases

in orde¡ to "risten" to the personal views and insights expressed by each teacher.

Analysis of the transcripts was structured by searching for data responding to the

categories from the interview questions (Appendix B) and teacher responses to questions

asking them to elaborate on their responses to questionnaire items regarding instructionar

approaches and concerns and their use of cognitive text-pfocessing strategies. Data that

related to the categories was coded in the margins identifying the category or some aspect

ofthe category and incruded a brief descriptor. For instance, one teâcher discussed how

he sometimes auowed students to choose the group members they wanted to work with

but in this process found that some students were left out of groups. This was coded with

the theme "use of groups" with an added description of ,,difficulties 
and considerations,,.

Each transcript was coded in this way, keeping in mind earrier findings from previous

trânscripts in order to detect patterns between transcripts, and to determine connections

between teacher comments and new emerging themes.

over time and additional transcripts, some themes continued to recur. As similar

themes began to be reveared in other transcripts, descriptor notes in the margins began to

reveal both shared and differing insights regarding the same theme.

After analyzing two or three transcripts, I began to write about those themes that

had emerged a number of times throughout the transcripts. writing herped to sort through

an enormous amount of data, allowing me to begin to formulate ideas on paper, and see

connections between the themes.
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To itustrate, I refer back to the aforementioned example, in which, interviewed

teachers, seemed to use the same strategies when grouping students. In writing up my

interpretation of teachers' descriptions about this process, I wrote that teachers often

arlowed students to choose their own group members for short term assignments. severâr

teachers indicated that because friends often sit near each other, having students group

themselves leads to efficiency in terms of time. with the additional insight from another

teacher that friends were generafly simirar in academic abirity, the idea emerged that

these were homogeneous groupings, academically. In effect, it would seem that

homogeneous groups were used both to make efficient use of time and for assignments of
short duration. At the same time, teachers tarked about grouping students with others that

they do not necessariry interact with on a dairy basis because students needed fresh

perspectives and this is what happens in the rear worrd. These groups were a mix of
students, often at different levers of academic abirity. Some ofthe teachers discussed how

having students ofhigh ability in a group herped to support row performing students. The

concept then emerged that heterogeneous groupings were often used by teachers to

support the learning of struggling students.

. writing about the findings herped me, as the investigator to think through the data

and to see evidence of overlap between themes. This led to the creation of a main or

iomprehensive theme. writing arso herped to move the data from the individuarized

context and to consider the overal scope of teaching and rearning. In some instances, as

discussed in the previous example, themes between transcripts began to reveal

connections to one another, and in this way the themes merged into a broader all
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encompassing concept that explained a larger piece, if you will, of the teaching-learning

experience of the interviewed content area teachers.

on the other hand, sometimes themes that were not directry rerated seemed to

merge into an overat theme. Such is the case with the question refe'ing to teacher

concems about covering curricurum content (Form B ofthe questionnaire) to which

teachers responded that generalry, covering content rryas not a concern since they knew

their content area and focused instruction on overa'concepts. This response rerated to

professional deveropment opportunities provided by the schoor and schoor division.

Several teachers explained that they used the Internet to network with other teachers in

the same disciprine. Further, they described how impoftant it was to them to keep current

in their disciprine area and current teaching and learning strategies. They were thus life-

Iong learners. urtimatery, teacher responses to these question probes red to the emergence

of three themes: (1) Subject area competence, (2) Teacher as rearner, and (3) professional

development which together merged into the overall theme ofTeacher Knowledge.

At other times, topics that teachers addressed in response to interview questions

or probes and eraborations on questionnaire items, became subthemes. The main theme

remained the same as the focus ofthe question or was renamed to capture the combined

notion of the subthemes. For instance, pertaining to the questionnaire item regarding use

of testing, teachers were asked, you indicated on the questionnaire that you use testing,

could you elaborate on this fufther? Teachers discussed a number of issues whire

reflecting on testing, each of which became a theme, for exampre variations in testing,

unconventional testing, the use of grading rubrics, peer assessmenf, teacher

accountability, grades, and parental demands.
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As new transcripts were anaryzed, other themes were added and sometimes sub-

themes were developed and subsumed under pre-existing themes. Eventualry saturation

of the data was reached. At this point themes were repeated with no new insights. The

following main themes resulted from the analysis of the transcripts:

. Teacher Knowledge

. Beliefs about Teaching and læarning

. InstructionalPractices

. Assessment

. The Challenge of Time in Teaching Content Area Subjects

. Adolescent Culture

Summnry

This chapter has described the mixed methodology research approach that

addressed the fourteen research questions. euestions one through eight were answered

quantitatively, through a questionnaire, while questions nine through foufteen were

responded to through qualitative methodology by interviewing ten teachers. In the next

chapter, findings are presented from (l) the questionnaire data analysis that was

descriptive and statistical in nature, as we as (2) the interview data analysis that

employed grounded theory and the constant comparative method.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Analysis

This study explored the knowredge, beriefs, teaching practices and cha'enges

facing middle and senior years content area teachers of social studies and science. The

research took place in two parts. part l consisted of the administration ofa questionnaire

(Appendix A) that required teachers to: (r) enter demographic information regarding

their Ievel of education, year of graduation, years of teaching experience, gender, age,

subject area tâugh t, years teaching that subject, number of other teachers in that subject

area in the same schoor, school rocation, and number of students in the schoor, (2) rate

instructional approaches employed or concerns herd, and (3) identify their most often_

used cognitive text-processing strategies. The goar of part 1 of the study was to create a

demographic profile of the teachers in the sample, identify their most predominant

instructional approach (transmission, collaboration, scaffording or a combination), as welr

as their use of cognitive text-processing strategies.

Based on survey responses from part l, in the second part of the study ten ofthe

teachers whose predominant instructionar approach was high scaffording and use of

collaborative learning groups, or a combination of the two, were chosen to be

interviewed. The underrying premise was that by identifying and interviewing teachers

who self-selected the greatest number of items describing scaffording and coflaborative

teaching approaches, the demographic charâcteristics shared by teachers using

research-based instructional practices would be revealed.

The research questions guiding part l of this investigation were directed at

identifying: (1) the demographic characteristics of the middre and senior years teachers



in the research sample, (2) the most predominant instructional approach, (3) the use of

cognitive text-processing strategies, (4) the rerationship between instructional approach

and use of cognitive text_processing strategies, (5) the relationship between

demographics and instructional approach, and (6) the relationship between

demographics and the use of cognitive text_processing strategies.

Findings from the euestioruraire_part 1: euantitative

Demographic proJìte

The focus ofthe first question was to provide a demographic description ofthe

teachers who participated in the study. Sixty-five teachers responded to the questionnaire.

Participants were from thirteen schoors representing five schoor divisions that responded

to the request to take part in the study. Questionnaires were sent to teachers in February

of the school year with letters of reminder foflowing in March. The rast questionnaire was

returned in May. Frequency counts were used to create â profile of the teachers who

participated in the study with educational credentials being examined first.

Hig he st Educat ional Cre dentíal

Analysis of teacher responses (Tabre 4.1 which folows) indicated that the

majority (76.97o) held a Bacheror's degree, while r3.gvo had a Master's degree,6.2vo a

Teacher's Certificate, and 3.lVo Doctorates.
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Table 4.1

kvel of University Education

Level of Highest
University Education

Percentage of
Teachers

Number of
Teachers

Bachelor's 76.9 50

Master's 13.8 9

Teacher's Certificate 6.2 4

Doctorate 3.1 2

Year of Graduation

Year of graduation refers to the year the highest academic credentiar was

obtained. Not all teachers responded to this item. The responses for the sixty-two teachers

who did respond are depicted inT able 4.2.

while the earliest year of graduation reported by one teacher was 1969, the period

from 1969 to 1993 represented the lowest number of graduating teachers (1.5 - i.rvo),

with the exception of 1984, 1985, and l99r (4.6vo). By far the grearest number of

teachers graduated during the period from 1994to z}M (4.6 - 6.2vo), although the years

1996, 1997 
' and 2003 (1.5 - 3.1vo) represented an exception. None of the participants

reportedgraduatinginthefollowingyears:1971, 1973,1975,1976, 1g7g,1980, and

1987.

In seeking a pattern to the yeâr of graduation, overall findings indicated thât the

majority of teachers in the sampre either graduated or earned their highest academic
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credentials during the period from 1994 to 20G4,

relatively recent.

Table 4.2

Number ofTeachers Graduating per year

which suggests that their training was

Number of Years Teaching

The range for number of years teaching was: 0 to 3 years (n = ll);4to7 years (n

= 12):8 to l3 years (n = l2); and 14+ years (n = 30), differentiating among beginning

teachers, more experienced teachers, highly experienced teachers, and veteran teachers.

As seen in Table 4.3 on the following page, teacher responses indicated that eleven

teachers were at the beginning of their careers as educators, twelve were more

experienced, twelve were highry experienced and thirty were veteran teachers. Beginning

teachers comprised the sma'est group (16.g70) of content area teachers, 37vo or the

teachers falling into the more and highry experienced category, with the majority who

pafticipated (46.2Vo) being veterans in the field.

In examining the discrepancy between years of teaching experience (armost 65vo

ofthe teachers in the sample being either highry experienced or veteran educators) and

the finding that the majority of teachers earned their highest academic credential

relatively recently (during the period from 1994 to zoC/;), tfis assumed that a number of

1994, 1995, 1998, 1999, 1996,1997,2003

1969,1970,1972, 1974,
1977, 1979, 1981, 1982,
1983, 1986, 1988, 1989,

1984, 1985, 1991
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teachers resumed studies and upgraded their credentiars either while teaching or after

having been in the field for a number of years.

Table 4.3

Years of Teaching Experience

Number of Years
Teaching

Percentage
of

Teachers

Number
of

Teachers

0-3 16.9 ll

4-7 l8.s l2

8-13 18.5 t2

I4+ 46.2 30

Gender

There seemed to be approximately equal numbers of male and female teachers in

the sample. A perusar ofgender figures indicated that ofthe sixty-five respondents,

twenty-nine teachers were female and thirty-six male, representin g 44.6 and,55.4 percent

of the total number of respondents, respectively (See Table 4.4).

Table 4.4

Teacher Gender

Gender Percentage
of

Teachers

Number
of

Teachers
Male 55.4 36

Female 44.6 29
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Ag"
The analysis of data related to the age of the content area teachers in the sample,

as indicated in Table 4.5, showed that those between the ages of 31 to 49 years

represented the largest numb er (60Vo), those under thirty years comprised 20To of the

respondents, and those between 50 and over 60 made up the remaining 20vo. Teachers 60

years and older represente d 3.IVo of the latter group.

Table 4.5

Teacher Age

Age Percentage
of

Teachers

Number
of

Teachers
Under 30 20 t3

31 49 60 39

50-60- 20 t3

Summary

Demographic findings indicated that the highest Iever of education attained by the

majority of content area teachers was a bacheror's degree. The majority of teachers either

graduated or achieved their highest credentiar during the period from 1994 to 2004.

veteran teachers' with fourteen or more years of teaching experience, accounted for the

largest number of teachers in the sample.

content area teachers were fairly equally represented by both genders. Teachers

within the age range from 3l to 49 represented the rargest group, with those under 30 and

those between 50 and over 60 years making up 20Vo of the teachers in the sample.

As shown in Table 4.6,the overall profile ofscience and social studies middle and

senior years teachers in this study consisted ofhighly experienced or veteran teachers
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having between 8 and over 14 years ofclassroom experience, holding a bachelor's

degree, having received their highest teaching credential relatively recently (within the

last ten years, fiom 1994 to 2004), being either male or female, and falling within the age

range of 31 to 49 years.

Table 4.6

Overview of lzvel of Education, Year of Highest Degree, Years of Experience, Gender

and Age

School Size and lncation

Slze. The categories for school size were: Under 100 students; between l0l and

200; between 201 and 300; between 301 and 2100; between 4Ol and 500; and over 500'

The majority of teachers (76.9Vo) taught in schools with student populations of over five

hundred students; two teachers (3.lvo) taughtin schools with a student count of from

,,{Ol-500, and 16.97o taught in schools with 301-400 students. One teacher ( 1.57o) taught

in the smallest school with 201-300 students. In reporting on school size it is important to

note that there was some redundancy because a number of teachers in the sample were

from the same school, with ten of the thirteen schools being represented by from two to

ten teachers.

Level of
Education

(% of Teachers)

Year of Highest
Degree

(7o of Teachers)

Years of
Experience

(% of Teachers)

Gender
(7o of Teachers)

Age
(7o of Teachers

Ceftificate 6.2 1969-t993 45.9
(n = 30)

0 -7 35.4 Male 55.4
(n = 36)

Under 30 20
(n = l3)

Bachelor's 76.9
fn = 50)

t99+2004 49.3 8 - 14* 64.7
(n = 42\

Female 44.6 3t -49 60
ln = ?Qì

Master's 3.8
ln=91

50 -60. 20
ln = l3l

Doctorate 3.1
(n=2\



I-acation. School location was classified according to inner city core (Category l)

or suburban areas surrounding the core (Category 2). Sixty+hree of the respondents in the

sample described the location oftheir school. Of these, 53 or 81.5Vo indicated that their

school was in a suburban location, while 10 or 15.47o reported that their school was

located in the inner city. Thus the majority of teachers in the sample taught in large

suburban schools of over five hundred students and the majority of schools in the study

were located in suburban areas.

Subject Areas Taught

Middle years. As indicated inTable 4.7, in the middle years the number of

teachers reported teaching Social Studies were as follows: five Geography; eight

History; and eleven Science. Thus, â totâl of 2O7o oî the middle years teachers in the

sample taught Social Studies (one or more subjects) and 16.9Vo taught Science. Two

teachers (3.17o) faught a combination of both Social Studies and Science. Twelve

teachers (18.57o) indicated that they also taught other subjects in addition to Social

Studies and Science.

Senior years. Senior years Social Studies teachers reported teâching the

following subjects: five Geography; eight History; and eleven Science. In the Sciences,

teachers reported their teaching areas as: Biology (nine); Chemistry (eleven); and

Physics (eleven). A total of 52.3Vo of the senior years teachers taught Sociâl Studies and

47 .6Vo taught the Sciences. There were no teachers teaching a combination of both

Social Studies and Science in the senior years. Twenty-one teachers (32.3Vo) indicated

that they also taught subjects outside of Social Studies and Science. It is interesting to



note that one senior years Geography teacher also taught Industrial Arts. (Refer to Table

4.7 for a summary of teaching assignments.)

Table 4.7

Number ofTeachers Teachíng Social Studies and Science

The number of teachers teaching the various subjects exceeded the number of

possible respondents (n = 65). This confirms that teachers were teaching in more than

one subject area. while the majority of senior years teachers in the sample had teaching

assignments in their major field, they also taught subjects outside of these areas. Middle

years teachers taught fewer subjects outside of their major teaching area.

Years Teaching Subject

The same four categories used to describe years of teaching experience were used

to describe number of years teaching a subject area: 0 to 3 years; 4 to 7 years; g to l3

years; and 14+ years. Data for middle years and senior years teachers were combined for

this analysis.

Soc¡al Studies
Number and Percentage

of Teachers

Sciences
Number and Percentage

of Teache¡s

Combination
Social
Studies and
Science

Level
in
School

ueo
graphy

History World
Issues

uenerÌìl
Science

Biology Chemistry Physics

Middle
Years

5
(7;7o/o)

E
(12.3o/o)

ll
(t6.9Ea)

2
(3.lVo\

Senior
Years

l6
(24.6Vo)

l5
(23.LVo)

3
(4.6Va)

9
(t3.8Va)

ll
(t6.9Vo)

l¡
(16.97o)

0
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As shown in Table 4.8, the first subject areas identified by teachers in descending

order were: History (33.97o); Biology (l3.9Vo); Geography (IZ.3V,); physics and Science

(10.87o); and social studies (1.57o), with 29.2vo of respondents having taught the subject

from 0 to 3 years; approximately half of the teachers (44.7vo) having taught that subject

from 4 to 13 years; and 24.6vo having taught the subject for 14 years or more. sixty-four

teachers responded.

Forty-five teachers indicated teaching a second subject. In descending order, as

shown in Table 4.8, these subjects were: Geography (l5.4Vo); Science (l3.g7o); Math

(9.2Vo),World Issues (4.67o), Language Arrs (4.57o); Chemistry and physics (3Vo); and

French, History, Music, Psychology, Spanish, Social Studies, and Technology (l.5Zo).

Forty teachers responded to the number of years they had taught the second subject area

with l6.9Eo having taught the second subject from 0 to 3 years; 2i7.jvo from 4to l3 years;

and 16.9%o for 14* years.

As indicated in Table 4.8 which follows, fourteen teachers taught a third subject

as well; including Language Arts (6.1%); French (3.l%o) or Science (3%); with 1.5

percent of the teachers teaching either Chemistry, Computer Science, Math, physical

Education, special Education or Transitional Education. Thirteen teache¡s responded to

the total number ofyears they had taught the third subject area: with 6%o having from 0 to

3 years of experience,4Vo having from 4 to 13 years of experience, while 3% had taught

their third subject for 14 or more years.
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Table 4.8

Number ofTeachers Teaching First, Second and Third Subject Areas

Number of Other Teachers in the Sqme School Teaching the Same Subject Area

Teachers were asked to indicate the specific subject areas they taught and the

number of other teachers in their school teaching the same subjects. Space for three

subject areas was provided.

Subjects Currently Teaching

First Subject
Area

Vo of
Teachers

Second Subject
Area

4o of
Teachers

Third Subject
Area

Vo of
Teachers

Historv 33.9 Geosraohv 1 5.4 l¿nguaee Arls 6.t

Biolosv 13.9 Science 13.8 French 3.t

GeosraDhv 12.3 Math 9.2 Science

Phvsics 10.8 World Issues 4.6 Chemistrv 1.5

Science 10.8 Language Arts 4.5 Computer 1.5

Social Studies 1.5 Chemistrv 7 Math 1.5

Phvsics Phvsical klucâtion 1.5

French t.5 Soecial Fducation t.5

Historv 1.5 Transitional
F¡fircafion

1.5

Music t.5

Psvcholoev 1.5

1.5

Social Studies 1.5

Technoloev t.5
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Major subject areø. Sixty-five teachers indicated that there were also other teachers in

their school teaching the same major subject area (Table 4.9). In descending order of

number of teachers teâching the same first subject areâ were: History (33.97o); Biology

(l3.9Vo);Physics (l2.3Vo); Chemistry, Geography, and Science (10.87o); Social Studies

(3.17o); and Choral Music, Language Arts and Technology (1.57o). The number of other

teachers in the same school teaching this subject (Iable 4.10) was from none or only one

teacher (35.4Vo); from two to five teachers (44.7 Vo); and then six or more teachers

(l8.5Vo), indicating that in this sample, the number of teachers teaching the same subject

area in any one school ranged from one to five.

Second subject area. Teacher responses to a second teaching area in relation to the

number of other teachers in the same school teaching this subject were analyzed next

(fable 4.9). Second subject areas taught by other teachers were as follows: Geography

(I5.4Vo); Science (13.87o); Math (10.87o); Language Arts (7 .7 Vo); World Issues (4.67o);

Chemistry and Physics (37o); French, Physical Education, History, Spanish and Social

Studies (1.57o). Teacher responses indicated the number of other teachers teaching the

same subjects (Table 4.10) to be: none or only one (10.87o); from two to five (33.8Vo);

and six or more teachers (18,4Vo). Forty-one teachers responded. It appeared that in this

. sample there were a greater number of teachers teaching secondary subject areas than

main subject areas.

Third subject area. Finalty, thirteen teachers indicated teaching a third subject

(Table 4.9) that was also taught by other teachers in their school. These figures were:

Language Arts (4.5Vo); French (3.17o); Special Education (3Vo); and Chemistry,

Computer, Geography, History, Math, Science and Transitional Education (1.5Vo). The
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number of other teachers in the same school teaching the same subjects (lable 4.10) was

none or only one (4.6Vo); from two to five (6.lVo); and six or more teachers (9.32o),

indicating thât considerably fewer teachers either taught the same third subject area or

were assigned to teach three different subjects during the school year.

Table 4.9

Number of Same Subjects Taught by Other Teachers in the School

Fi rst
Subject

Vo of
Teachers

Second
Subject

Vo of
Teachers

Third
Subject

7o of
Teachers

History 33.9 ceogmphy 15.4 l.anguage Arts 4.5

Biologl 13.9 Science 13.8 French 3.1

Physics t2.3 Math t0.8 Special Rlucation 3

Chemistry 10.8 l¿nguage Arts Chemistr¡ t.5

Geography 10.8 World Issues 4.6 Computer 1.5

Science 10.8 Chemistrv 3 Ceogmphy 1.5

Social Studies 3.t Physics 3 History 1.5

Choral Music 1.5 French 1.5 Math 1.5

l-anguage Arts 1.5 Phys. Ed 1.5 Science 1.5

Technology 1.5 History 1.5 Transitional
Education

1.5

Spanish t.5

Social Studies 1.5



Table 4.10

Number ofTeachers Teaching the Same Subjects as the Teacher Respondent

Number ofTeachers
Teaching Same

Subject

7o of Teachers

First
Subject

Se.c¡nd
Subject

Third
Subiect

o- 35.4 10.8 4.6

2-5 44.7 33.8 6.i

6+ 18.5 8.4 9.3

Overall Summary of Demographic Data

The study sample was made up of more suburban than inner city schools, with the

majority of schools numbering over 500 students. The highest academic credential held

by the majority of teachers (76Vo) was a Bachelor's degree, with the highest number of

teachers having graduated within the lâst ten years (1994 to 2004). on the other hand, the

majority of teachers in the sample were highly experienced and veteran teâchers with

approximately 64.7 percenthaving taught for 8 or more years and only ll (l6.9Vo)

beginning their careers. Sixty percent were between the ages of 3l to 49, with twenty

percent being under 30 and another twenty percent being 50 years or older. There were

approximately the same number of male (55.470) as female (44.6Vo) teachers teaching

middle and senior years science and social studies.

Among middle years teachers, there were more teachers teaching Social Studies

than Science. In Social Studies, more teachers taught History than Geography. Two

teachers reported teaching a combination of both Social studies and Science, while others

also taught other subjects. In the senior years, approximately half of the teachers in the

sample taught Social Studies and half taught in the Sciences, with none teaching a
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combination of Social Studies and Science. Approximately the same number of teachers

taught Geography and History, while a considerably smaller number of teachers taught

World Issues. The number of teachers teaching Chemistry and Physics was identical,

with a slightly smaller number teaching Biology.

Teachers reported teaching a wider range of second subject areas than first and

third subject areas. However, the number of teachers teaching approximately half of these

second subject areas was small (1.57o). Teachers had more experience teaching in their

first and second subject areas than their third.

The first subject taught by teacher respondents also reflected the greatest number

of other teachers who also taught this subject, with up to five teachers teaching the same

subject in large schools, which suggests departmentalization and similarity in course

content. The number of other teachers teaching the same subject decreased for the second

and third subject areas, the third subject being taught by fewer othe¡ teachers in the same

school.

P redomi nant Teac hing Appro ach

The next question of interest was to identify the most predominant approach to

instruction used by middle and senior years teachers in the sample. The question was.. Do

teachers in this jurisdiction use mainly a transmission-lecture, a scaffolded, or a

collaborative approach to instruction? During the analysis, an error was detected in the

allotment of items characteristic of transmission (9 items) and collaborative approaches

(l I items). To compensate for this mistake, and enable further analysis, mean averages

were calculated according to the total number of items associated with each
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predominant approach. The specific questionnaire items identifying instructional

approaches and concems are shown in Table 4.11.

Table 4.I I

Instructional Approach by Questionnaire ltem

Instructional Aporoach Questionnaire Items Total
Transmission l, 4, 6, 8, 13, 16. 23. 26. n 9
Collaboration 2, 3,7, 10, 15, 18, 20, 22, 25, 29, 30 t1
Scaffolded 5,9, tt, t2, 14, 17,19,t1:2A28 t0

Re løtions hip Among Instluc îional Approaches

As illustrated in Figure 4. r, Straw's (2002) model of instructionar practices

conceptualizes teacher instruction in terms of highJow collaborative practices, along the

"Y" axis, and highJow scaffolding prâctices along the ,,X,' axis.

Coll¡bo¡'stiou

Social conshuctivist
â[proach to üßtrlrrtiotl

Figure 4.1 . Conceptualization of instructional approaches (Straw, 2002).
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A two-step cluster analysis that provides for the creation of cluster models

simultaneously, based on câtegorical variables, was then conducted. In this categorical

cluster analysis, questionnaire responses greater than 3.5 on the five-point scale were

arbitrarily designated as high, and those below 3.5 were considered low. The number of

teacher responses falling into high and low categories for each ofthe teaching approaches

were: low scaffolding,20; high scaffolding,45; low collaboration, 37; high collaboration,

28; Iow transmission, 44; and high transmission, 21. As depicted in the following table,

no clear pattern emerged.

Table 4.12

Number ofTeachers in High/lttw Categories for Predominant Teaching Approaches

Predominant
Teaching
Aonroach

Low High

Scaffolding 20 45

Collaboration 37 28

Transmission 44 2t

When each variable was combined with every other variable, there were six

possible combinations, teachers using high scaffolding, low collaboration and Iow

transmission; low scaffolding, low collaboration, and low transmission; high scaffolding,

low collaboration and high trânsmission; high scaffolding, high collaboration, and low

transmission; high scaffolding, high collaboration, and high transmission; and low

scaffolding, high collaboration, and high transmission as depicted in Table 4.13.

In a search of Table 4.13 to determine the most salient approach to instruction,

cluster five, high scaffolding, high collaboration and low transmission, representing 27.7
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vo of participants, emerged as the most predominant, with cluster three-low scaffolding,

low collaboration, and low transmission representing 26.2 Eo of the sample. The least

used combination of instructional approaches was Cluster four, representing a high

scaffolding, high collaboration, and high transmission approach made up of l0.BZo of the

participants. Based on teacher survey response choices, no combination of Iow

scaffolding, high collaboration, and high transmission occurred.

Table 4.13

Results: Categorical Cluster Analysis

These clusters were then examined for pattems in order to identifr the most

predominant instructional approach used by teachers in this study. Combining clusters

four and five, in which the use oftransmission varied (high/low) and both high

scaffolding and high collaboration were present, seemed logical. This combination

accounted for 38.5 percent ofteacher responses as shown in Table 4.14 and Figure

4.2. A second pattem that combined cluste¡s one and two also emerged. This

combination represented high scaffolding but low collaboration, while at the same time

Scaffolding Collaboration Transmission
Percent of

Participants
Combined
Percentage

of

Cluster I Hish l-orv [¡rv t3.8

35.3Cluster 2 High [¡rv High 2t.5

Cluster 3 I-orv [¡rv [-orv 26.2 26.2

Cluster 4 High High High 10.8

38.5Cluster 5 High High I nrv 27.7

Cluster 6 Low High High 0
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subsuming elements of hansmission to account for 35.3 percent ofteacher responses.

Cluster three (low scaffolding, low collaboration, and low hansmission) remained,

accounting for the responses of 26.2% of the teachers.

Revised Clusters

I High Scaffold¡ng/Low
Collaboret¡Õn

Low Scâffolding/Low
Collaboration/Low
Transmiss¡on

Figure 4.2. Percentage ofteachers using scaffolding and collaboration by cluster.

Summary

These findings seem to suggest that instructional approaches may not be so

easily distinguished from one another. combinations of scaffolding, collaboration and

transmission seemed to make up the instructional repertoire ofteachers in this study.

The revised clusters outlining predominant teaching approaches are summarized in

Table 4.14.
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Clusters Scaffolding Collaboration Transmission Percent of
Participants

Combining
4and5

High High Both 38.5

Combining
I and 2

High Low Both 35.3

Cluster 3 Low Low Low 26.2

Table 4.14

Revised Clusters

In order to confirm responses to the questionnaire items pertaining to instructional

approaches, teachers were also asked to identify the five most frequently used teaching

approaches or concerns from among the thirty listed in part B of the survey.

Ranking of Instructional Approaches and Concerns

The third question was: What are the five most frequently used instructional

approaches used by middle and senior years teachers in this sîudy? The ranking

component of the questionnaire invited open-ended responses. As indicated earlier in

Table4.ll,surveyitems 1,4,6,8, 13, 16,23,26 and27 pertained to the useof a

transmission approach, items 2, 3, 7, 10, 15, 18,20,22,25,29 and 30 to collaboration,

anditems5,9, It, 12, 14, l7,19,21,24, and 28 to a transmission approach. (See coded

items, Appendix A.) Fifty-six teachers responded to this part ofthe questionnaire.

Frequency counts Ìvere used to determine the number of times each instructional

approach/teaching concern was identified by respondents. To take into account items
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that fell into the same rank order, all items within that rank were assigned an average

rânk.

A discussion of findings (Summarized in Table 4.15) follows beginning with rhe

items ranked most often. The most often used instructional approach cited by teachers

was the use of testing at the end of each unit or textbook chapter, categorized as a

transmission item. The second most often used approach was teachers moving around

classrooms to provide help to students as they worked (scaffolding)l The lecture format

(presenting information on the overhead or by power point) was ranked third as a popular

instructional strâtegy (transmission). Fourth, teachers had students work together

collaboratively in small groups (collaboration).

A number of approaches and concerns occupied the next ranking which was

averaged over four items. Teachers: (1) had students carry out projects or activities that

related to the real world (posters, brochures, oral presentation, and debates- categorized

as collaboration.); (2) prompted students during oral discussion to clarify their

understanding; (3) provided tips for learning and remembering; and (4) supplied

overviews of new content, the last three all being associated with scaffolding Iearning.

The next most highly-râted item (ninth according to the averaged rankings) was to give

students opportunities to discuss their knowledge, ideas, and questions (collaboration).

Ranked tenth was providing students with time to talk and share their ideas in groups

(collaboration). The eleventh most highly rated item was teacher use of rubrics or a scale

to grade student work (scaffolding).
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Table 4.15

Teacher Ranking of Instructional Approaches and Concerns

A number of approaches and concerns shared the next ranking, which averaged

over three items ranked r2.5. Teachers: (1) used graphic organizers in the form of charts

or maps to herp students focus on key concepts and supporting detairs (scafford ing); (2)

Rank Order
By Use/or
Concern

Teacher
Responses

lPercenf¡oeì

Approach/Teaching Concern (Form B¡

a1
2 7.6
3 6.9 Use the lecture format to present informãtiãnììã lhã-......

ovefhead or porve¡ fþint
5.8

6.5 5.4 Have studenrs do proj."t"ffi
brochures, oral presentations, debates, etc.)
Teachers prompt sudents dudng oral d¡scussion to clarify their understandins
r each ttps tor leåming and remembedng to help
stud€nts read and remember
Teache¡s provide students with an ove¡view of the
nerv content they tvill study

9 5.t
lo 4.7

4.O
t2.5 3.6 Teachers use graphic o.g@

focus on key concepts and suppoling details
Have students copy notes from the board or overhead
Teachers are concemed âhôrìt .ôvêrind .',#¡¡ìr,,ñ ^^-r^-rI4 3.2 use a variety of prinr materials to teach theìonõptiin rñìirõniõt ãËÃ
including tradebooks, nervspaper årticles, and pamphlets

5.5 to t-tnd out what students knotv about a nerv topit;r unit before lhev b€Ê¡n-
E¡rcourage students to consiCer divergenl points of viervl8 Have.studenrs tvo¡k ¡ na"p"n@
quesltons

Provide opportunities for students to explain or demonstrate the¡r
understanding to the rest of the class
Teachers collaborate rvith other teachers in the school to develop lesson plans
or units of study

20 .8
2t t.4 Instruct students on co.p@

Teachers are involved in subject area teams for curricular Dlann¡ns
22.5 l.l Textbooks are used as rträajor focGãäiøy

Teachers work lvith students in small groups
26 0.4 I eache.Informs student rvhen there a¡e difficulties oi

¡nconsistencies rvithin the text
Group students according to rheir ability level
Prefe¡ students to maintain a quiet lvorking
envrronment
Ar¡ange student desks to reduce the amount of
student talk
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had students copy notes from the board or overhead (transmission); and (3) indicated

concern about covering curriculum content (transmission). Fourteenth, teachers used a

variety of print materials to teach the concepts in their content areas including trade

books, newspaper articles, and pamphlets (scaffolding). Occupying the averaged ranking

of 15.5 were two items. Teachers: (1) found out what students already knew about a new

topic or unit before they began; and (2) encouraged students to consider divergent points

of view, both of which were categorized as being related to collaboration. There were

three items ranked according to average in eighteenth place. Teachers: (l) had students

work independently on end-of-chapter questions or worksheet questions (transmission);

(2) provided opportunities for students to explain or demonstrate their understanding to

the rest ofthe class; and (3) they themselves collaborated \.vith other teachers in the

school to develop lesson plans or units of study, the latter two both being listed under

collaborative approaches. Based on averaged rankings, the twent¡eth ranked item was to

encourâge students to self-seùct their own topics for research and inquiry, which

involved scaffolding.

Two items were ranked in the twenty-first averaged position. Teachers: (l)

instructed students on comprehension strategies to process text (scaffolding); and (2)

were involved in subject area teams for curricular planning (collaboration). Two items

fell into the ranking of 22.5: (l) the use of a textbook as the major focus of study

(transmission); and (2) students working in small groups (collaboration). Finally, three

items were ranked in the twenty-sixth averaged position. Teachers: (l) informed students

when there were difficulties or inconsistencies in the text (scâffolding), (2) grouped
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students according to their ability level (scaffolding), (3) preferred a quiet working

environment (transmission); and (4) arranged desks to reduce student talk (transmission).

It is interesting to note from a perusal ofrable 4.15 that of the 56 participants

who responded to the open-ended section of Form B and ranked each questionnaire item,

only 8.1vo,less than one in ten indicated that they tested at the end of each chapter or unit

of study. Only 7.6Vo circulated around the classroom, and only 6.gzopresented

information on the overhead or through powerpoint presentations. such low figures may

be the result of too few teachers having to choose from among too many items (30), thus

dispersing the fi ndings.

Summary

It is interesting to note from the descriptive analysis that all but one of the 30

items were selected by at least one teacher either as an instructional approach or as a

teaching concern. The one that was not selected by any of the teachers was iteml6:

"Have students work independently when reading and writing." Analysis of teacher

responses resulted in a total of twenty-six ranking positions. The four most frequently

used instructional approaches used by the middle and senior years teachers in this study

were: assessing content knowledge through end of unit or chapter tests, providing

individual support as students worked on assigned tasks, Iecturing- assisted by overhead

or power point presentations, and having students work collaboratively in small groups.

Four approaches fell into the averaged ranking of 6.5. These included: assigning projects,

prompting during whole class discussion, providing metacognitive tips to aid learning

and remembering, and using structured overviews at the beginning of a unit of study.

These responses suggest that teachers in this sample were using a mixture of instructional
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approaches (scaffolding, collaboration, and transmission) as conceptualized by the straw

(2002) model (Figure 4.1).

This descriptive analysis of instructional approaches supported the stâtistical

analysis that showed teachers employed a mixture of instructional approaches including

scaffolding, collaboration, and transmission to facilitate teaching and learning.

Cognitive Text-Processing Strategies

The foufh major question, úl'hat is the nature ofuse of the cognitive text_

processing strategies þeþre reading, during reading, and after readinþ was explored

next. Frequency counts were used to determine the nature of teacher use ofspecific

before, during, and after reading cognitive text-processing strategies as assessed in part c

ofthe questioruraire Teacher responses were recoded in terms of"used the strategy"

(Likert responses 3 to 5) and "Did not use the strategy" (Likert responses I and 2).

Responses to category 6, "not familiar with" were recoded to category I "never use" to

increase the strength ofthe analysis. A person not familiar with an item would not use it.

Beþre Reading

Before reading strategies used most often by participating teachers were (see

Table 4.16): activating and building background knowledge; using analogies to move

from the familiar to the unfamiliar; questioning to focus reading; identifiing the purpose

for reading; and predicting. The following strategies were used some of the time:

previewing text titles, subheadings, illustrations, charts and graphs; pre-teaching

vocabulary; and having students themselves identifi unfamiliar wo¡ds. strategies used

approximately fifty percent of the time included: advance organizers and think-alouds.

Teachers were least likely to use anticipation guides before assigning reading.



Table 4.16

Before Reading Strategies in Order of Use

During Reading

Teachers most often used during reading questions to guide student understanding

are shown in Table 4.17. During reading strategies often included: questioning to guide

reading, the use of summaries, visual imagery, note taking, study guides, strategies for

clarifiing ideas, and outlining. cognitive test-processing strategies used approximately

fifty percent of the time were: K-W-L (Iftrow-Want to Know-Leamed), use of self-

generated questions, guided reading, self-monitoring strategies, construction of semantic

or mind maps, text shucture, and sentence combining or sentence reduction. Reciprocal

teaching, D-R-T-A (Directed Reading Thinking Activity), and questioning the aurhor

were included in teacher instruction less than half the time and semantic feature analysis

was least employed.

Item
Number

strategy Percent
Used

Percent Not
Used

N

(,1.(,

lamrlraf to thô Ù, vJ.õ

s lo locus reading 'l.'l þz

ð

usc ptedrcfing I5.3 62

tT€-lcåch 24.6 OJ

¡vos rdenlúy unlãm¡liaf wo¡ds õ/.ô

Use ådvance organizcrs 4t.6 Õ3

4þ.2

n gU¡d€s õl,5
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Afier Reading

The after reading strategy used most often by teachers was providing feedback to

student responses (Table 4.18). other strategies used some of the time were: having

students write about their understanding; using the compare contrast fiamework; and

writing for recall, extension, or application. Teachers used the following strategies

approximately halfofthe time: peer response groups, thejigsaw strategy, and inquiry

groups. The fishbowl technique was rarely used by the participating teachers in this

study.

Table 4.17

During Reading Strategies in Order of Use

Item
Number

Strategy Percent Used Percent Not
Used

N

ro gu¡oe
62

62

rmagery t2.3

¡ole låk,ng 29.3

'¿J Use study gu¡des
63

lor clartfying ide3s 64,6 JU.E

I eâch oull¡ning 33.9 6Z

amco) ,3.9

leach the üsê ol sell-gel 4ó.2 Þz

gurded fÞådrng 5U,E

l5 monlronng 62

l6 Construct semåntic or mind maps 44.1 s07

24 I eÂch texl slructü¡es 40. t s2.3 62

26 l€åchse¡lencecombiningo¡senlencereduclion 400 55.3 60

Use reciprocal leåching 38.5 55.3 62

t9 Use DRTA (Directed Reåding Thinking I 64.6 ól

"Questioning lhe Author" 24.6 70.1 6Ì

t7 Use semsntiç fe¡fur€ analysis 20.o 75.4 62



Table 4.18

Afier Reading Strategies in Order of Use

Summary

The most often used before reading strategies ur.oiding to the descriptive data

analysis \¡/ere activating or building background knowledge and using analogies. The

most often used after reading strategy was providing feedback, while the most frequently

used during reading instructional strategy was using questions to guide reading.

Anticipation guides, semantic feature analysis, and the fishbowl technique were seldom

used as instructional strategies to enhance text processing.

The use of cognítive Text-Processing stategies Beþre, During, and After Reading

Next, question five asked, þI¡ere there statistically significant dffirences in the

jìequency with which cognitive tex.t-processing stt'ategies were used beþre, during, and

after reading? In o¡der to reduce measurement error, the analysis ofthis question was

combined with the analysis ofquestion six that asked whether there were any statistically

significant relationships between predominant approach to instruction and the use of

cognitive texGprocessing strategies (before, during, and after reading).

Item
Number

Str¿tegy Percent Used Percent Not
Used

N

3l rr resPonses 2,4 63

naYc stuoents wn¡e aÞout u¡c¡r un!
(leam¡ng logs, admit and exir slips)

zu.u

Use compâr€ conlûst fÞmewo¡k

34 wnDng ¡orrêcalt! exlens¡on, or applicalion 63.1 33.8 ô3

SfouPs )ó.9 )
3ó rn0lrgsf¡w slmfegy

Õ3

y groups 41.5

31 ¡rsnÞowt tecnnique al.6 OJ



These questions were explored by conducting a two-way analysis ofvariance with

repeated measures using the major instructional approach clusters as the between subjects

variable, and before, during and after reading strategies as the repeated measures

variable, followed by multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni approach to explore

differences among each ofthe levels ofboth independent variables.

Cognitive Text-Processing Strategies (Beþre, During, and Afier Reading)

There was a total of37 comprehension strategy items, 11 rerated to pre-reading,

18 related to during reading, and I related to after reading (euestionnaire, Form C).

Three before, during, and after reading variables were created by taking the average of

the strategy items associated with pre-reading (Items 1 to 1l), during reading (Items 12 to

29), and after reading (Items 30 to 37). Findings from the two-way analysis ofvariance

are reported in the accompanying Table (4.19).

Table 4.19

Anova Table for Relationship Between cognitive Text-Processing strategies (Before,
During, and After Reading) and ClusTered Instructional Approaches

df Mean Square F p

Instructional
Approach Cluster

2 4.004 5.454 .007*

Error 54 734

Time (before,
durins. after')

2 7.2ßQ 3.96s .000*

Time X Cluster 4 .t74 .812 .520

Error 108 .2t4

*denot€s sìgnificanc€
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Pairwise comparisons emproying the Bonferroni adjustment wh e at the same

time considering instructional approach clusters (high-scaffolding-high collaboration,

high scaffolding-low collaboration, and Iow-scaffoldinglow collaboration) revealed that

before reading instructional strategies were employed significantly more often than both

during and after reading strategies (p <.001). There were, however, no statistically

significant differences between during and after reading strategies (p = .095). This

finding approached significance, with after reading strategies being used more often than

during reading strategies. Thus the use of before reading instructional strategies was

gfeâter than the use of both during and after reading instructional strategies.

Predominant Teaching Approach in Relqfion to the
Use of Cognitive Text-processing Strategies

As indicated previously, in order to reduce measurement error the analysis of

questions five and six was combined using a two-way analysis of variance with repeated

measures to determine the relationship between predominant teaching approach and use

of cognitive text-processing strategies. Question six asked, were there any statistically

significant dffirences among instructional approach clusters when all three (beþre,

during, ønd afier reading) cognitive text-processing strategies were coruidered? As

indicated, the analyses for Question 5 and euestion 6 were collapsed into a single

analysis. (See Table 4.19.)

As indicated in Table 4.19, which is repeated again on the next page, the two_way

analysis of variance with repeated measures revealed significant statistical differences

among the patterns of instructional approaches (high scaffolding-high collaboration with

transmission; high scaffolding-low collaboration with transmission; and low scaffolding-

low collaborationJow transmission) (F (2,54) = 5.454, p <.007) in relationship to the

use of pre-, during, and after reading instructional strategies (F(2,54) = 3.965), p < .001) .



The respective means and standard deviations were before reading: for high scaffording-

high collaboration with transmission (M = 3.43, SD = .61352),high scaffoldingJow

collaboration with transmission (M = 3.29, sD = .4426g),and row scaffolding-low

collaborationlow transmission (M = 2.97 , SD = .36625¡, during reading: high

scaffolding-high collaboration wirh transmissio n (M = 2.g2,SD = .Sgg29¡, h,rlr

scaffoldingJow collaboration with rransmissio n (M = 2.42,sD = .2022g), and row

scaffolding-low collaborationlow transmission (M = 2.30, sD =.54rzg); with the means

and standard deviations for after reading: for high scaffording-high colraboration with

transmission (M = 3.07' sD =.775s9), high scaffolding-low colraboration with

transmission (M = 2.58, SD =.49916;, and Iow scaffoldingJow collaboration_low

transmission (M =2.49, SD = .85912).

Table 4.19

Anow Table,for Relationship Between cognitive Texïprocessing strategies (Before,
During, and After Reading) and Clusterellnstructional Approaãhes

df Mean Square F p

Instructional
Approach CIùster

2 4.0G1 5.454 .007*

Error 54 734

Time (before,
durino âfferì

2 72ß0 3.96s .000*

Time X Cluster 4 174 .812 .520

Error r08 214

*denotes significance

There were no statistica y significant interactions among before, during, and after

reading cognitive text-processing strategies and patterns of instructionar approaches (F
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(4, 108) = .812, p =\.520) indicating that rhe panern of before, during, and after reading is

the same for all approach clusters. These findings are depicted in Figure 4.3 in which it is

apparent that the same patterns from each of the teaching approaches exist across time

(before, during, and after reading strategies) and instructionar approaches (high

scaffolding-high collaboration with transmission; high scaffoldingJow collaboration with

transmission; and low scaffoldingJow colraboration-row transmission). Findings from

the follow-up tests using the Bonferroni adjustment showed that there were statistically

significant differences between high scaffolding-high collaboration and low scaffolding_

low collaboration (p < .01).

One may question why teachers who rated high on high scaffolding/low

collaboration used relativery low Ievers of before, during and after reading strategies

which inherently involve scaffolding. one explanation might be that these results are an

artifact of the questionnaire. Form B that focused on instructionar approaches examined

scaffolding in terms of monitoring learning, prompting and circulating around the room

and assisting students as they worked, while Form c defined scaffolding in more concrete

before, during, and after reading terms .

Summary

Teachers reporting use of high scaffolding and high colraboration regardless of

transmission (clusters four and five combined) employed instructional reading strategies

more often before reading, during reading, and after reading than teachers whose reported

teaching approaches were high scaffordingJow colaboration, regardless of transmission

(clusters one and two combined) and low scaffording-row colraborationJow transmission

(Cluster 3).



Relationship Between predominant Teachìng Approach and Demographícs

The following demographic characteristics of the sample population were selected

for analysis: Ievel of education (highest educational credential), year of graduation, years

of teaching experience (early in career: 0-7 years; later in career: g_14+ years), gender,

and age. The remaining demographics were not included in the anarysis since either the

sample size for the various sub-categories was smalr or the rerationship seemed

inconsequential (subject area taught, years teaching that subject, number of other teachers

in that subject area in the same school, school location, number of students in the school).

3.6

3.4

3

2.8

2.4

2.2

2

Hish
Collaboration

Low Scåffolding/Low
Collaboration/Low
Transmission
High Scaffold¡ng/High
Collaboral¡on

Before Reading During Reading Afrer Roading

Figure 4.3. Predominant teaching approach in reration to the use of cognitive text

processing strategies.

A cross-tabulation analysis was carried out to explore the relationships between clusters

(high scaffolded-high collaboration; high scaffoldedJow coilaboration; and low

scaffolded- low collaborationJow t¡ansmission). A pearson chi-square analysis was

employed to assess whether there were any significant relationships between the

demographic categories and the cluster categories. Findings indicated that there were no



statistically significant relationships between any ofthe instructional clusters and any of

the demographic væiables (See Tables 4.20,4.21,4.22,4.23 and 4.24).

Table 4.20

Relationship Beñueen Instructional Approach Cluster and Highest Educational
Credential

Highest
Educational
Credential

Cluster Grouos
High
Scaffolding,
High
Collaboration

High
Scaffolding,
Low
Collabor¿tion

Low
Scaffolding,
Low
Collaboration

Total

Undereraduate 1l t2 9 32
Graduate t4 8 6 28
Total 25 20 15 60

(2)=1.s,p:.a72

Table 4.21

Relationship Between Instructional Approach Cluster and Year of Graduation

Year of
Graduation

Cluster Groups
High
Scaffolding,
High
Collaboration

High
Scaffolding,
Low
Collaboration

Low
Scaffolding,
Low
Collaboration

Total

1()94- )Illt4 12 9 32
t964-1993 14 I 6 28
Total 25 20 15 60

(2):t.s,p:.47
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Table 4,22

Relationship Between Instructional Approach cluster and years ofreaching Experience

Teaching
Experience

Cluster Grouns
High
Scaffolding,
High
Collaboration

High
Scaffolding,
Low
Collaboration

Low
Scaffolding,
Low
Collaboration

Total

Eadv in career 7 t0 6 23
Later in career t9 10 10 39
Total 26 20 I6 62

(2):2.s8,p =.27s

Table 4.23

Relationship Befiueen Instructional Approach Cluster and Gender

Table 4.24

Relationship Betu)een Instructional Approach Cluster and Age

Gender

Cluster Grouos
High
Scaffolding,
High
Collaboration

High
Scaffolding,
Low
Collaboration

Low
Scaffolding,
Low
Collaboration

Total

Female 12 9 7 28
Male l4 11 9 34
Total 26 20 T6 62

(2)=.023,p:.e88

Age
Cluster G¡oups

High
Scaffolding,
High
Collaboration

High
Scaffolding,
Low
Collaboration

Low
Scaffolding,
Low
Collaboration

Total

Under 30 5 6 2 l3
3t-49 7 7 5 t9
50+ t3 7 9 29
Total 25 20 16 6t

y"(4)=2.51,p:.643
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Relationship Between cognitive Text-processing strategies and Demographics

The same demographic characteristics were examined in reration to before,

during, and after text-processing strategies. The data were analyzed employing a one-way

between subjects analysis of variance with each level of cognitive text-processing

strategies (before, during, and after) as the dependent variable and demographic

categories as the independent variables. No significant relationships were found between

before, during, and after reading strategies and the five demographic characteristics (level

of education/highest educational credential, year of graduation, years of teaching

experience, gender and age). These findings are illustrated in Tables 4.25 , 4.26, 4.2i ,

4.28 and 4.29.

Table 4.25

Relalionship Between cognitive Texl-Processing strategíes and Híghest Educational
Credential

Highest
C¡edential

Cognitive Text-
Processing
Sfrafeoiec

N Mean
(stand
dev)

df F p

Pre-reading 60 3.309
(.s4832\

2,59 .276 .843

During reading 63 2.56s
(.6se27)

2,62 .271 .846

After reading 63 2.774
(.65927\

2,62 ,58s .627
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Table 4.26

Relationship Between cognitive Text-Processing strategies and year ofGraduation

Table 4.27

Relationship Befireen cognitive Text-Processing strategies and years ofreaching
Experience

Table 4.28

Relationship Between Cognitive Text-Processing Strategies and Age

Year of
Graduation

Cognitive Text-
Processing

Stratesv

N Mean
(stand
dev)

df F p

Pre-reading 57 3.301
(.ss l95)

2,56 1.724 .195

During reading 60 2.547
(.66s24)

2,59 .284 .596

Afrer reading 60 2.732
(.72480)

2,59 .5585 .447

Teaching
Experience

Cognitive Text-
Processing

Sfrafeov

N Mean
(stand
rlev\

df F p

Pre-reading 65 3.309
(.54832\

2,59 .80 .488

During reading 65 2.565
(.6s927)

2,62 .589 .624

After reading 65 2.774
(.74t84)

2,62 .803 .497

Gender

Cognitive Text-
Processing

Stratesv

N Mean
(stand
dev)

df F p

Pre-reading 60 3.309
(.54832)

2,59 .606 .440

During reading 63 2.565
( 6aÐ1\

2,62 .004 .95 r

After reading 63 2.774
(.74184\

') Ã) .376 .s42
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Table 4.29

Relationship Between Cognitive Text-processing Strategies and Gender

Summary

Teaching approaches were not related to highest educationar credentiar, year of

graduation, years of teaching experience, gender or age. Neither was teacher use of

cognitive text-processing strategies related to the same five demographic characteristics.

Findings from the Interviews_part 2: eualitative

To add to survey findings and provide further insight into teaching practices and

challenges, ten teachers with an instructional approach that invorved predominantly high

scaffolding, high collaboration, or a combination of the two as identified by the

questionnaire were interviewed. To be rated as high, â survey response fell into the

category as either four ("often" use) or five ("very often" use) for items designated as

scaffolded and collaborative approaches on Form B on the questionnaire. (see Appendix

A.)

Each of the one-hour interview audio tapes was transcribed and then analyzed

through the use of a grounded theory approach (Graser & Strauss, 1967) and the constant

comparative method by searching for emerging themes that were coded and compared to

Age

Cognitive Text-
Processing 

,

Sfra feov

N Mean
(stand
dev)

df F p

Pre-reading 58 3.287
(.s4247)

2,57 .489 .616

During reading 6l 2.s73
(.64339)

2,60 .104 .901

After reading 61 2.762
(.734t0)

2,60 1.074 .348
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identify recurrent pattems. This required making repeated searches through the data. The

guiding research questions for Part 2 of the data analysis were:

9. Are there common, shared charâcteristics between teachers who use social

constructivist approaches in their teaching?

10. what do the instructional programs of teachers using social constructivist practices

look like?

I L What do content area teachers perceive as their concerns and challenges?

12. Is there sufficient support from the division and school level to fulfill teachers'

professional development needs?

13. How do teachers perceive their workplace environment in terms of

cunicula, timetabling, class size, and composition?

14. What do teachers know about their adolescent students that informs their

instruction?

The themes that emerged from analysis of the data are discussed next.

Themes

Repeated searches through the interview data revealed a number of main and sub-

themes as shown in Figure 4.4. These themes represented both the theoretical beliefs and

teaching practices ofteachers using social constructivist approaches (scaffolding and

collaboration) to facilitate teaching and leaming. The main themes that emerged

emphasized teacher knowledge and beliefs, instructional practices, assessment and the

challenge of time, and adolescent culture. The overall theme ofteacher knowledge and

beliefs about teaching and leaming and its related sub-themes is discussed first.
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A. Teacher Knowledge and Beliefs about Teaching and Learning

Subject Area Competence

The majority of teachers interviewed expressed the feeling of being

knowledgeable and feeling competent about their subject area, with most having studied

their teaching subject at university. several believed that their academic background

enabled them to access discipline knowledge easily and to identify the major concepts

related to the curriculum they were teaching. These teachers explained how major

concepts were the focus of their teaching. For instance, one social studies teacher

measured students' ability to discuss key concepts as a way to determine their

understanding of the unit. He did this by conferencing with students individually and

asking, "what did you learn?" He stated, that "if [studentsl grasp the overall concepts and

the meat of something" then the unit had been a success.

Although most teachers interviewed had studied their major teaching areas at

university, in the next example a teacher described how she worked to develop

competence in a subject area that had not been part of her university studies. This middle

years teacher was asked to teach science, a subject that she had never taught before and,

in fact, carried negative recollections about based on her own schooling. she explained,

So, I hated science at school. I was taught, usually experiment ... watch it happen.

All you did was copy the notes down and do a drawing. And I hated science. It

was so boring. so when I started to teach, I didn't want to teach science at all. I

can't teach science. I don't know science. I teach from my own personal comfort

knowledge base and that's how I teach . . . if I don't feel comfortable with the

content area, I feel that I don't really teach well.
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she indicated that she spent the summer studying the textbook and curriculum to

become knowledgeable about the content in order to enable her to teach science in an

exciting way, "So that summer, I went home and I studied. And I studied science, so that

I got a real strong feel for it. And it became one of my favourite subjects to teach.,'

Teacher as l¿arner

Keeping current. All of the teachers discussed ways in which they actively sortght

to increase and update their knowledge and understanding of their subject area and were

continually in search of new ways to teach. Teachers reported that they regularly

accessed the worldwide web for this purpose which kept them current and knowledgeable

about their discipline area and helped them connect curricular concepts to current issues.

one social studies teacher explained how he prepared for a unit on politics by focusing

on the political parties running in an upcoming election.

So ... for me, it was to go to the various sites and really do the research in

advance and know what's out there and to present it to the kids. . . . So at home I

often go online and before I do a research topic lwith the students] I try and attack

it from a variety of angles so I do the ground work before hand.

While this particular teacher conducted searches on a variety of topics in order to

offer students a choice, he also carried out online searches to accommodate students who

had requested to research topics other than those he had provided. For example, one

student requested permission to write his research paper on a fifth party.

I [had] a student say, "I want to do the marijuana party. ... It's one ofthe eight

fringe parties, can I do that?" And if I don't know much about it . . . Then I'll sniff

around [to learn more about it]
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Figure 4.4. Themes and related sub-themes.
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accessed the worldwide web for this purpose which kept them current and knowledgeable

about their discipline area and helped them connect curriculâr concepts to curent issues.

A number of teachers found the worrdwide web an important source of up-to-date

content information. one history teacher reported that she regularly goes onJine for up_

to-date statistical information.

Two teachers, one who taught geography and the other sociar studies, both stated

that they wanted to keep their instructional program interesting for their students as well

as for themselves. The social studies teacher explained, .,I try to do a variety of things and

when I notice myself getting into a bit of a rut, I try to change it and mix things up,

because nothing's worse than having a boring teacher and unexciting lessons, you know."

A geography teacher noted that she aims to make her instructional program,,, ...

meaningful to the students. It gets boring to do the same thing all the time.',

The English Language Arts department was varued by several teachers who

sought support in implementing literacy strategies into their content area subjects. one

teacher explained how the English Language Arts program has been a source of support

in her instructional program,

... where I heard about ... reciprocal teaching and questioning the author? I think

mostly from our English teachers is where I got it. Because you hear them talking

about what they do, and it sounds like a lot of fun. And sometimes the kids will

bring it up as well. ... I picked it up from my colleagues. And we share. I went

down to the English department ... so I said courd you give me your rubrics for

research projects, and she did. Then I just modified it for the bio class.



Teachers arso e-mailed other teachers in their fierd in an effort to acquire new

ideas that had been already piloted. One biology teacher explained,

You see I have so many contacts, people in the States. I have so many contacts

that are Bio teachers, and we exchange labs still. We get online, we phone each

other up.

Another teacher talked about how imporhnt it had been to her teaching to connect with

other teachers in the different provinces in which she had taught. she talked in terms of

how her own learning had been facilitated by talking to others and sharing materials and

ideas.

P r ofe s s io nal D ev e lo pme nt

The provincial government mandates that ten days are allocated for a combination

of professional development and administrative days over the schoor year with each

school division being responsible for pranning and scheduring these days. several

teachers stated that the professional development pranning in their schools and divisions

was often not in line with their current needs or interests. These teachers found that the

development of their professional interests had been achieved through their own self_

directed study, through (l) networking with others in the field, from both within and

outside of the school division, and (2) self-initiated investigations to seek knowledge in

areas of personal teaching interest. Discussion with teachers about professional

development revealed that it falls into two areas.

The fìrst was personar professional deveropment. Teachers who were riferong

learners continue to pursue knowledge in their content area and update their professional

knowledge about teaching and learning on an ongoing and self-inquiring basis. when
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asked how they were able to keep cunent with best practices and new teaching strategies

all ofthe interviewed teachers indicated that they pursued these initiatives on their own.

Comments from teachers included:

' "The division does offer some things but generafly I do most ofthe things

on my own."

. "l would say [my professional development is done] on my own ... more

than in the school. It's not that the in-servicing in the school ... it usualry

revolves around other things and so yeah, I,m doing it on my own.,,

sometimes teachers sought to improve competence in an area through some form of

organized professionar deveropment. For instance, one teacher exprained how she

attended a conference to become better at supporting struggring high school readers,

I was running into students who rea'y courdn't read and I didn't know anything

as a high school English teacher about decoding or any of thât, and so that,s

where my interest ray. I guess a couple of years ago the division offered . .. a later

literacy training program and I went arong with our resource teacher and one

learning assistant and that kind of started me on a roll.

In some school divisions, professionar deveropment days incruded time for

teachers to pursue their own areas of interest. Teachers reported various ways divisions

provided for this. In one school division, teachers have two half days for individual

professional development. one teacher stated, "rt can be used in any way rike ... I did a

visitation to [another high school] last time." In some school divisions teachers can

fequest time away to attend a workshop or conference with the provision of a substitute

and funding. one teacher stated, "In the rast, I'd say four years or so . . . I've been kind of
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focusing in on reading and literacy strategies. And this has been my own interest and so

I've probabry gone to eight work-shops and tarked to different peopre you know that kind

of thing."

A second area of professionar deveropment invorved whore-schoor or divisional

programming iniìiatives. These were usua[y initiatives determined by the division,

school administrators or the school professional deveropment committee. The focus of

this type of professional development was an administrative-driven, systemic approach

targeted for the entire schoor or division. some teachers prefened this type of divisionar

in-servicing over in-services that focused on a specific instructional approach which

teachers may or may not value. One teacher explained,

Yes, often the divisionar ones are set by the division and sometimes they wit say

here's the broad topic for schoors. you know and you do it at your schoor, but it

has to be around this whatever it is ... wel, I might be the wrong person to ask

because I'm the chair of our steering committee, we call it the school

improvement team so often [with] any school based pD, we wit generate [ideas]

around our schoor goars which are not necessariry connected to whatever we are

individuarry doing. In theory it wourd be good if aI our individual goars wourd

Iead into the schoor pran, but it doesn't always work out that way so I find them

- usefur to the schoor. I'm not sure they arways are usefur to me in my crassroom,

but I am the wrong person to ask because I have a lot to do with controlling what

that is (laughs).

one teacher berieved that whole schoor initiatives rather than specific teaching and

learning approaches had more potentiar for imprementation because of the colregiar
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support available and follow-up in-servicing to revisit the new plan. she elaborated on

her perspective this way,

... they are more encompassing for every individual in the school. when they

[professional development in-services] somehow drift into more individualized

teaching strategies or what have you, I think they get lost, because then some

people go, "I'm not interested ... it doesn't apply to me." Then it's not taken back

into your crassroom and nothing is done with it because it wasn't initiated by you,

so I'm not sure that they are as useful.

This teacher stated, though, that even whole school or divisionat in-servicing required

revisiting a new initiative and follow-up to make it part of regular practice. she

explained,

unless ... we say okay the whole school ... we are going to work on this and we

have PD and then we have a fo ow-up, then we have a foflow-up and a fo ow-

up, it's kind of pointless. . .. Everybody needs to buy in and then it has to be a

continued . . . measured .. . kind of constant effort to be using and imprementing

and talking about ... otherwise it gets lost and it's just another in-service.

Beliefs about teaching and learning, the second major theme, are discussed next.

Student Engagement

The prevailing belief among interviewed teachers was the need to facilitate

learning by helping students connect to the content in personally meaningful ways. A

history teacher explained it this way, "we need to tap into ways students make

connections." Teachers consciously planned activities that would engage students in

working with the content in ways that reflected real-world applications. Teacher
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descriptions and explanations of their lessons, activities, and projects revealed deliberate

planning to engage student interest and facilitate active thinking and involvement with

the concepts they were teaching. This theme is connected to the previous theme regarding

subject area knowledge in that it suggests that a strong content area knowledge base frees

the teacher to focus on the students as learners.

Being knowledgeable about the major concepts within each topic, teachers

focused their attention on ways to help students connect with these ideas. one teacher

indicated that she "go[es] with the big concepts, and see[s] what comes out of it." she

talked about having the students write notes, but as "memory joggers" and not in the

traditional sense. she explained, "lf they need to study, they need to take notes to remind

themselves. But if they really enjoyed what they were doing, a jog of the memory will be

. . . the note will be a jog of the memory, lof what they learned].,' She went on to say, ,,lf

he's Iearned it, he's learned it. And he'll hold onto it. I think that's a big aspect of it too.

If we only test pencil and paper, the kids will only remember long enough to write down

the answers."

Through their instructional programs, teachers created the conditions that enabled

students to build their conceptual understanding to support further Iearning (watson,

2001). The interviewed teachers actively sought out âctivities that would help their

students work with the concepts in ways that would be interesting and help them make

connections with the ideas being studied. one teacher explained how she made her

instructional progrâm one of largely "hands-on" activities. Enthusiastically she said,

You're so involved with the kids and watching them discover, and watching their

thinking [played out through their actions]. To me, science is one of the areas



where you're rearry herping a child to think, probrem solve. rüell, how are you

going to do it? Show them the equipment and see what ... how are they going to

use this to do ... or show them how to make, like these balloons [Refers to the

balloons she is using to discuss high and low air pressure with her class.l. welr,

why is this working? why is it happening? oh, welr it's because of so and so, and

so and so, and so and so ...

This teacher would regularly pose questions to her students related to everyday

life and connected to the concepts being studied. she often sent her students home with

questions to think about overnight and discuss with their families. Her goal was to get

them "thinking about it". The following excerpt is an example ofhow she used this

inquiry approach.

Like tonight they're going home to discuss with their parents whether they smoke

or not, if they ever did smoke, why they smoke. If they didn't ever smoke, how did they

manage to avoid it? And they said, what else do we ask? I said, you know what? you

ask a few of these questions that we've talked about, and you're probably going to think

up more yourself. And sure enough, ... they were coming up with ideas. And then I said,

"Now go home and try it." And already, they were saying,,,I,m going to ask my [Mom

and Dadl." And it w¿s a different question. so you've got them really thinking about it.

one science teacher stated that in planning his instructional program he tried to

connect more with something related to students'lives,

... grade ten, it's got lots of connections, it's got rots of branches out to what,s

going on in the kids'world and provides the opportunity to connect some rear life

experiences. Biology, I find is very easy to pull in connections. There's something



happening every day in the newspaper that we courd have a discussion of or

pursue research in and .'. the grade eleven course is rea y a gem for the students.

It's all human systems which peopre I think find intrinsica'y interesting cause

they're a walking laboratory themselves.

Another biorogy teacher explained that when beginning a new topic she thinks of

how she personally rerates to the concepts, her own personar knowredge and experiences

that help her make connections. She used these connections with her students to facilitate

her teaching of a concept, providing examples fhat they courd rerate to, and were within

their experiential base. She related two examples from the biology cumiculum:

When I'm teaching a topic, I will very often use kind of a blanket example,

something I'm famiriar with. when I taught succession this year, I said, ..r want

you to imagine your front lawn. Who mows your front lawn?,,So they all

[shared], ', Dad.,' ,,I have to mow it. I don't get paid to mow it.,,Then I sâid,

"Now imagine if no one mowed it for a week. what would it look like?,' And then

we talked about a year, and then ten years. And then we went into succession. So

that's one way I do it. Sometimes I'll show a video clip, sometimes I,ll just show

pictures on a video disk-prayer, and we'lr try to figure out what it is we,re Iooking

at. When I teach about, say molluscs, I talk about rock snails, molluscs, clams, so

something I think they might be familiar with.

This teacher explained that she activates students' background knowredge whether she is

beginning a new topic or a new project, In both situations, she engaged students in

sharing their collective knowredge and motivating their interest in the subject area. She

explained the process this way,



The projects also have an overview, just kind ofa background on what this

information is. checking for prior knowledge, I w l often do at the beginning of

any lecture ... session ... or when we're starting a project, ,,What 
do you know

about this?" And, the kids wifl very often share information ... I was speaking

about Arthropods, and one of my students talked about his yellow_kneed

tarantula, and its defensive mechanisms. so that was kind of neat, because

everyone exclaimed:,,you have tarantulas?!,,

At the beginning of every course, one social studies teacher had his students fill

out multiple intelligences and learning inventories. He indicated that,

so I have an idea of the range of skilrs that's in my classroom and the different

Iearning styles in my classroom. so recognizing that, I try as much as possible to

balance oral with visual.

This teacher made a concerted effort to connect the social studies curriculum, which is

about Canada, to real events that are happening and to make Iearning an enjoyable

experience. He related,

I'm generally focusing on the current events of what's going on. And break it

down and have the kids think critically and really engage them in the activity. . . .

we play a fun game in the crass where ... everyone has to raise their hand when I

ask a question. If they know the answer they raise their right hand, if they don,t

know the answer they raise their left hand. so that everyone participates. Then [r]

can have the guarantee I'll never pick on anyone who raises their left hand. But

it's really fun lto do].
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One teacher talked about the importance of inquiry learning, defined through my

interpretation of our conversation as having students unraver a concept by carrying out an

activity that had been carefulry pranned to reveal specific curricurar outcomes. This

teacher consciously exprored ways to provide students with experiences that rerated

studgnts' knowredge to content and made life connections. She exprained that

I give them information, but I usually relate it to ... try to relate it to something

they can rea'y understand' so even the word morecures, if ... you give it in a way

that they understand the word morecule, they don't need to know that molecures

are invisible and da dah da dah dahhh.

She described the way in which she conveyed the idea of morecures to her students,

when we were doing matter, we talked about morecures. And I showed them

drawings, I said, ,, if you could put molecules of solids in a box,,, (and we were

doing surface area, too at the time, in math,) .. . so I said, ,,Okay. If you could

flatten them out to cover a surface, this is how many morecures would cover that

area if it was a solid. This is how many morecules wourd cover that area if it was

a liquid, and this is how many molecules would cover that area if it was a gas.,,

Encouraging Student Autonomy and Initiative

During the teâcher interviews, it became evident that student thinking and

mediation of this thinking through various activities was of prime interest to teachers and

that this scaffolding was a significant part of each resson. Teachers conveyed images of

classrooms where student thinking and representations of their thinking were not onry

highly valued, but were encouraged. In fact, teachers conveyed high expectations

(Goddard, 1997; Norwich, 1997) to students about their ability to f,år¿fr about issues,
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without necessarily being tied to notions of comectness. Teachers believed that when

students were encouraged to come up rvith their own ideas, the opportunities to deverop

relationships between ideas and concepts and to become problem finders and sorvers

were enhanced and, in this way, learning became personally meaningful (Watson,200l).

A middle years science teacher discussed how some students wi te her they don't

know the particular "right" answer to a question she has asked them to hypothesize about.

she finds that she needs to encourage students to believe that everyone has thoughts

based on what they already know about a topic and that this becomes the basis on which

we all make judgments, whether they are proven at some point to be accurate or not. she

illustrated her point with the following scenario:

Teacher: (They don't know how to put their own thoughts down.)

Student: But what am I supposed to write?

Teacher: "Well, what do you think?,,

Student: Well, I don,t know, what?

Teacher: I'm not asking what you know... what do you think mighthappen? put

that down, that's whaf might happen. . . . If it doesn,t happen, were you wrong?

rüell, no. Okay, if it doesn't happen, we then look to see, okay, why did it not

[happen that way]?

One geography teacher, cited previously, believed that education should

encourage' "out ofthe box thinking ... I reany encourage that ... Don't want to just

restrict them. I think that is what education is about as much as possibre." sometimes

though, allowing student initiative and autonomy required a teacher to arter the orig¡nal

plan. He referred to an instance when a student requested researching a topic that was not
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on the list of possible projects. Not wanting to restrict student choice, he conducted an

internet search to ensure the topic was viable. In this case, however, the student-initiated

project did not fit into the grading rubric he had designed for the originar assignment. He

agonized about his dilemma,

Well, I really [had] to adjust my thinking quite a bit ... I,[d] come up with a

marking rubric '.' And I ... walk[ed] them through the marking rubric to what I

[would] Iook for and how many points ... like what is acceptabre and what's

unacceptable ... painstakingly golne] through that so when someone really veers

off and it's totally outside the box, it's difficult to grade it along the same rines.

Another difficulty he encountered was that sometimes the independentry selected

assignments were not done well. The underrying factor perhaps is that when students take

on an initiative, the tendency is to stand back and let them have some creative and

academic freedom. He indicated that, "sometimes fthe students] go off ... when I see

what they've put together, it isn't very satisfactory. But it's difficult ... that's when you

get at the issue of how much [time do you put in each] week [as the teacher]. [Is the

studentl really exploring something and [did] they really learn it.,,

S c øffo ldi ng I ns tr u c t i o n

Teachers in content areas such as biology and history reported spending

considerable time pre-pranning units of study, activities and projects. some teachers

indicated that this planning wâs to meet the various needs of students in their class, while

others invested time in structuring the activities as a way to manage their classrooms

effectively and ensure learning. one teacher found that when the structure was pre-

established, students were clearly aware of expectations and able to proceed. At the same
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time the structure of the activity allowed the teacher to circulate around the room to assist

individual students. One teacher explained,

Before I do a research topic I try and attack it from a variety of angles so I do the

ground work before hand. So that if I,m gonna introduce a topic, I know, well

...this Ievel [of student] might go this way, this level might go rhis way. you

know ... right down to the very simplest type thing and break it down so that I

can give the kids a lot of options... options in terms of topics, and then if [a
particular studentl chooses [this] topic, I,ve researched it already ... here,s some

assistance that will help you with these sorts of topics. . .. So for me it wâs to go

to the various sites and rea y do the research in advance and know what,s out

there. Then present it to the kids, give them some choice, and really being on top

of them and moving around the classroom ... like prepping them before they go in

to do their research ... and whât to expect, and where to go and if [they] have

probrems ... where you shourd go, and if [they] have problems there . . . this is the

wây you shourd go' Just tons and tons of time on my sidejust to get it so that it

works smoothly in the class. So that's how I generally do my prqjects.

To provide students with a step_by_step procedure for conducting research, one

history teacher had his class do a research project together. He modefled the steps arong

the way and the class produced a finished copy that served as a prototype fof future

assignments. He stated, ,,So then at the end, their [projects are] very similar in

characteristics ..' But the kids understand how it's put together. And it,s not such as

daunting a task when they see it broken down into its components.,,He described the

process of doing group research as follows.
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If I take a topic Iike [the premier of the province], how wourd we do a research

project? so brainstorm with the kids. we do a mapping on the board pulling

things together and kinda come up with a strategy of how we do it. The kids

would copy that down. Then we would go into the computer lab, all of us, and

find as much stuff as we courd on the premier. And then we,d sit down, we,d put

it all together: what we think is important, what is repetitive, and then we work

on it painsøkingry, write it afl out or on the overhead. The kids wourd copy it

down. I went home and typed it on the computer so that they have what a term

paper looks like with a title page and how to do what a reference page looks like.

So then we put all the research and everything together, staple it together, and

each student has a copy ofan exemplar, like what was asked, how we did the

ground work, how we synthesized everything together, how we edited it, how we

revised it, and how we edited it again, how we came up with the finar copy, how

we put it together so it looks fancy. Then I give them a simirar assignment like not

on the premier, like pick [a political figure] from your region.

D iffe r e nt i ate d I ns t u c t i o n

common to all of the interviewed teachers was the inherent belief that every

student had the potential to learn. To reach this potential, teachers talked about how they

used different teaching strategies or assignments to give all students the opportunity to

participate in and demonstrate Iearning in different ways. The interview data revealed

that the wâys teachers differentiate their teaching and learning varied from teacher to

teacher, and within and across subject areas.
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In anaryzing teachers' descriptions of their instructional planning, it appeared that

a core of concepts were addressed for a students, whether high or row performing.

However, assignments, projects, and interactive lessons were planned to differentiate

instruction for rearners. This might Iead teachers to provide more guidance and structure

for some students, or alter expectations in terms of length of project, number of

resources' amount of work, depth of thinking and choice of topic. one biology teacher

explained his approach:

And so if they hâve to learn to write an essay it doesn't matter to me what rever

they are [at]. They're going to learn to write the essay to fhe standard. scientific

procedure, scientific research paper, right? So I would teach the same style of

writing, right, to the G (students in generar crasses) as to the IB (Intefnationar

Baccalaureate). We have to produce the same kind of paper, åar the topics chosen

will be different in G than in s (university destined students) or IB. The amount of

research they do, how they do their research, all that's where the difference comes

in. But the end result is the same for all.

Another factor affecting teacher decision-making was the worthiness of an

activity in terms of student Iearning needs. one biorogy teacher set different requirements

for the IB (lnternationar Baccarâureate), s (university bound), and G (general) designated

students. For exampre, students did a web-based research project and whire a[ of them

were expected to follow the same format for writing the paper, the length of the papers

varied among the groups. He described his expectations, highlighting format and length,
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.. . the format for writing it up is pretty standard. In the IB, it would be a four page

research paper. [At] the university level it would be a four page research paper.

[At the G level] it would be a two page.

This teacher also provided more time for the G rever students to work on their papers as

well as breaking down the task into manageable parts.

But, I book more time in the computer lab for the G's than I do for the other

students. But we work together on it. And I do give enough time on their

assignments, and their assignments are arways due in a three-step process if it's a

research paper.

This teacher viewed research papers written by IB students as a form of enrichment,

while for generar students, the value of writing research papers was to give students a

vehicle to apply what they were learning and make it more interesting.

Well in IB, I use topics, my research papers, as extensions of their coursework...

university entrance I would use the research requirement as an enrichment. ...

And for my G Ievel students, I would use lthe research paper] for interest ... to

make it more interesting, more applying, and all that. So, it,s a difference. But

basically, there's a standard by which [students] have to do their research, and a

standard by which they hâve to write. And so I use the library, we get together

with the topics, we may give them a presentâtion on how to use Ebscohost, and

other research facilities.

One biology teacher worked closely with a more senior biology teacher in

planning the biology curriculum. Throughout the year they planned a range of activities

that addressed different learning styles and intelligences, as well as student interests. The
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use of a variety of activities was aimed at tapping into student knowredge through a

variety of talents, giving each student the potential to demonstrate his or her learning. The

teacher described an overview ofthe activities pranned throughout the year,

we have, in the biology course, we have a lot of activities that appear to a range

of skill levels. We have some projects that the kids do where they can

demonstrate their artistic tarent. we have projects where they demonstrate their

ability to write' one of them is a research project into their ancestry, which they

seem to really enjoy. So a lot of them are real world applications.

The biology teacher in the scenario above found that the pran she had deveroped

for a mixed ability group of students had to be altered for a class of students who were

not strong academicarry. wh e maintaining focus on the core concepts, she found the

students were more successful with fewer notes and more hands-on activities. This is how

she explained the adjustments she made to the instructional program,

This semester, because our classes are so different, I had to...l changed my

teaching style a little bit from his. I gave the same information in the notes, but I

did not necessafily give the same volume of notes. I had to cut down to more of a

core set of information, because the kids just couldn't take it all in. And, I also did

a Iittle more "hands-on,,with my students than he did ... just because [ofl the

necessity of adjusting for the students.

This teacher also found that giving students more time to work with the concepts/content

supported student learning, as she stated, "lf I give them more class work time or group

time, then the students do have a chance to excel. And they do.They do. Like the project

work is fabulous for some of the students.,'
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one teacher considered the reading and writing demands of the activities she used

in terms of the students literacy ability levels. This teacher explained her decision_making

process,

with this group especially because they were a little weaker in the reading and the

writing, I didn't have them take notes all the time. Like even if I had notes

prepared, I would often copy them or make skereton notes. IfI had the notes

copied, then the students ... I wourd have someone read out loud. And depending

on their skill rever of reading, I would have them read once every, you know, two

or three times we did this. or a shorter section, I wourd find a short paragraph for

them. ... And they would also have readings in the textbook to do, or if I

photocopied an articre, they wourd read that. But not necessarily out loud.

A biology teacher changed the way she conducted content reviews with her lower

peforming students based on her reflections of past performance. She told about one

experience,

I got some silry stuff, and I think that's why Ijust used it once in this crass. I

could have probably gone through and directed it more, but I ended up using the

Iast minutes of crass for a class review of the topic versus te me what you

learned. It's just ... ,,Okay, what do we have?" So it was more of a verbal

[discussion]. They were more verbally adept than they ìvere with written [text].

while one activity might benefit a particurar student or groups of students, the

question of concern was whether it was feasible to use this format for the entire class.

one biology teacher fecounted using an activity involving drama to act out the life cycle.

one student, who had been outwardly quiet and withdrawn throughout the year, suddenly
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became an active participant in his group. The teacher,s quandary was that while this was

a milestone event for one student, overall the time it took was not satisfactory in terms of

the content learned. In considering a more traditionar approach, the teacher questioned

himself, "However, would [this student] have come alive? He wouldn't have enjoyed

that." Through reflective practice, teachers evaluated whether the activity and the time

required was worthy of the number of students who were successful, However, success

was characterized not only in terms of academic learning, as in the case above,

sometimes teachers weighed outcomes in terms of personal growth.

Innovation

The interviewed teache¡s described how they would try out new instructional

shategies not previously used but which had received positive responses from other

teachers. In trying out a new tech¡ique, teachers reflected on leaming effectiveness. This

reflection led them to make adaptations to fit either student or management needs, or to

drop the instructional strategy entirely because it did not work for them. In reference to

the aforementioned integrated drama and biology activity on life cycles, the teacher

explained,

But I'm willing to try something and see how it works. I think I might try a

similar project. I need to retoor it to get my averages up. It would have to be

beyond the three groups out of ten that are doing well. some of it may have been

the implication of it, ... great idea but the last two weeks of schoor when my room

is so incredibly hot [mayj have had an impact on the success of this activity.

while educational publications offer a plethora of research-based strategies to

make Iearning more meaningful and relevant to students' lives, these studies of best
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practice do not articulate the finer details ofapplication regarding different subjects or

grade levels. within this context, teachers are essentialry piroting strategies within their

classrooms, whire under time constraints. This situation is evidenced by one teacher,s

comments in exploring the use of jigsaws,

I've tried jigsaws from time to time .. . very popular in some schools ... in some

age levels. I tried jigsaws this year and it took so long to achieve a very small

percentage of the curriculum goal. I would not do that again and not with my

elevens. Elevens have done much better in more independent work and smafler

group sessions. We,ve had some debates and they did well with that. They want

to do different things.

A biology teacher also discussed her experience in venturing to try out thejigsaw

strategy. She indicated,

I usually [work] with sma groups. . . .. I used it Iast year. It just wasn't working

with this group [this year], . . . I think there were groups of five. And they would

come together, and they wourd figure out a topic and discuss it, And then the

groups would break, and you'd have one from each group get together, and they

would explain the topic to the others. So ... and that was not bad. ... so, that was

more an experiment to see how it worked. [But] ... some of my students in that

class said, "Let's not do that again. Just give us notes.,,

B. Instructional Practices

Flexibility and Creativity

Planning. when teachers described how they planned their instruction, a number

of factors guided their decisions. In talking about planning science lessons, one teacher



stated that her approach varied from lesson to lesson. One factor she considered related to

whether students needed to be provided with more specific scientific knowledge before

taking part in an interactive activity or whether there was an opportunity to use a

problem-solving inquiry approach to facilitate learning. This is how she explained her

approach,

So, it's not: first the experiment, these are the notes you need to take on it.

Sometimes they do this, sometimes they need to have facts, or I say: ,,Okay,

before we start, here are some facts you need to know, and you,ll need to be

looking for." So when we were doing matter, for instance, I said to them, ..All

matter has mass and volume." And then we tarked about what mass and vorume

were, and they took notes on that. I said,.,Now, in this unit, you are going to be

finding out all softs of things that rerate to these two facts. you need to be going

back to these two facts when you're doing your experiments ... you need to refer

back to these hvo facts.

with reference to Ieârning new concepts, this science teacher explained that

hands-on learning ìvas not a matter of simply providing activities. she believed that to

engage students in thinking, a teacher needed to prepare students for the introduction ofa

concept, and provide activities and text that would lead them to thinking about the new

concepts. She explained,

And so if they do things that allow them to discover the answer . . . but they can't

discover it in a vacuum, the teacher'sjob is to give them some information to

staft. And so, you know, I'll let them read the textbook, or whatever, or give them
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â handout. And I'll discuss with them, what is likely to turn up? And then let them

see, What do you think will happen?

The notion of using worksheets or seatwork was never mentioned in conversation

with any of the ten teachers interviewed. one teacher did mention that one of her books

of science activities was accompanied by blackline master sheets for every topic

addressed in the book. she stated adamantly however, that she would never use them as

seatwork with her students, unless they had first worked with the concepts through hands_

on experiences and then she would only use them in a way that was inquiry-based. she

suggested that any teacher could,

run-off these sheets, and do one activity, and then they could fill in the notes, but,

you know what? You can do that with everything. I could do the harmful effects

of drugs. I've got hand-outs right here, [but] I won't use them, but I wilr onry use

them after we've done inquiry, and then ltell them to] go interview their parents.

You know, talk to them, "How does this feer? what do they think about that?"

Another factor that influenced teachers' lesson planning was the topic to be

studied. A biology teacher said that the way she teaches a lesson will:

depend on the topic. . . . If I'm teaching them about flower pafts, for example, I

might have them draw the diagram ofthe flower, and then try to raber everything

they know ahead of time. And then, I'll put up the notes for that.

Based on student responses teachers would assess how we students were

understanding new information and would change or alter their original instructional plan

if needed. one teacher stated that while monitoring student learning, ,,sometimes I'lljust
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. '. if they're having difficulty with a concept, I will stop what we're doing and switch,

and do something different."

This teacher also used the direct explicit teaching model (Roehler & Duffy, l9g4)

in which she demonstrated a procedure on the board and then presented students with a

similar example to work through while she circulated around the room assisting. By

monitoring students'while actively working through the problems she could provide

immediate assistance and determine whether students needed more examples or whether

she could move on to the next step. She indicated that,

If we're doing information, on say genetics crosses, I will put up a question,

demonstrate the first one, put up a second question, and say: ,,Okay, try this',, And

then I'll walk around and check to see how they're doing. And then I'[ give the

answer. If I notice they're having a lot of trouble with it, I'll do more examples; if

they seem to get it, we'll move on.

A science teacher talked about how she encouraged student discovery during

hands-on learning which then became the basis for class notes. when beginning a new

principle she often used hands-on exploratory activities to engâge students in working

with the ideas. students' discoveries were then recorded as part oftheir newly shared

understandings. She explained:

So, they get information, and then if something else turns up ... and often a kid

will turn up with something I haven,t even thought of. And I'll say, ,,Oh, guys ...

guys. So and so has come up with something really interesting, you need to write

this down because it's important. So put this down.,'And they'll put that down,
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too. And I say, "Now, that's another thought to keep in your mind when you come

to... ."

Another teacher talked about the need to be creative as a teacher in terms of

having autonomy over instructional programming. He refe*ed to how teachers would

feel if they were not allowed to make their own instructional choices,

Like how many teachers will teach on Monday ... this is what you are going to

teach and here's how you are going to teach it, and ruesday, here's what you are

going to teach and here's how you are going to teach it.

Fostering Choice and Autonomy

All of the interviewed teachers talked about offering students choices across

various Iearning activities, assignments, and projects. student choice, for the most part,

was consistently structured with studenfs making a selection from a Iist developed by the

teacher. use of structured choice provided the parameters within which the content

material could successfully be learned while still allowing students to connect with an

area of personal interest. One biology teacher indicated,

oh yes, every project has some fairly stringent guiderines, but there's a great dear

of choice within it. ... with the waterfowl project they [had] to pick a waterfowr,

but they [had] a list of, I rhink, lit was] twenty different birds to choose from. so

there's a range ... [The] waterfowl project, the pre_selection was because we

[had] data for the last thirty years on these waterfowl, so lstudents had] to use one

of those, or research their own information. so these are all the watefowl you,ll

find in [our provincel.
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A geography teacher explained how she established the parameters for a project

that required students to develop a product, figure out the raw materials that were needed

for its development, and then set up factories in different countries while ât the same time

considering working conditions. students were given a choice regarding the product, as

well as how they chose to present their work -- power point, brochure, poster, an oral

presentation, or a written report. one group of students, however, decided to present their

information in three of the five ways.

The teacher recalled thât, " One group [that] I would say was quite heterogeneous

... chose to present their information in three different ways. So, that was fine, one of

them wrote their work and the other did it on a poster". (Ihe third way was not

identified.) This teacher felt that choice of learning modality was an important part of

Iearning content information, she reasoned that the outcomes in content area Iearning are

not about the particular way in which learning is achieved but that students acquire the

basic concepts and information.

Teachers used student choice as a way to make learning personally relevant. The

following example helps to illustrate this. one biology teacher recalled that she turned to

the use of cartoon representations when students continued to have trouble with protein

synthesis. They were given the task of creating a cartoon of their choice, a graphic

representation, to explain the process and to help them carve out their understanding.

With the protein synthesis, that was the biggest thing that kids were having

trouble with in that unit ... they just couldn't get â grip on what protein synthesis

was. So going through the process of drawing a cartoon that matched it, made a
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good analogy. They had to actually understand the process .... With the cartoon

they had to do protein synthesis. How they did it was compretely up to them.

Another teacher discussed choice in terms of the freedom to work at one's own

pace. This teacher offered his students what he called ,,big time choice" in terms of time

needed to read a text and respond to questions based on the text. He contrasted the notion

of not having choice as being analogous to being "captive" as a learner. In his view, ,,lt's

kind of captive to read ... in this time frame and answer these questions ... I don't know

that I [would] like this very much myself." Further, he envisioned choice as a creative

experience for students. He explained, "But if you give them a bit of creative [freedom]

to choose what they want to do, I think we lose some captive behaviour."

Projects, Activities and Assignments

Teachers used projects, activities, and assignments as part of their instructional

program to encourage exploration and the processing of concepts. while projects,

activities, and assignments varied among and within subject areas, students were engaged

in variations of reading text, working with materials, and recording and presenting their

knowledge by interacting with others.

All ofthe teachers interviewed had their students do varying amounts and kinds

ofproject work during the school year. Teachers found that project work allowed

students to represent their knowledge in different ways. watson (2001) states that

opportunities to work physically with materials supports students' thinking which is

especially important since students may not spontaneously verbalize, especially in a

traditional hansmission approach to instruction. The kinesthetic handling ofphysical
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materials provides sensory experience and is affectively both relaxing and satisfring, all

of which suppofs mental reasoning and processing (Watson,2001).

one chemistry teacher viewed the experiences of researching and hands-on

activities as an opportunity to work closely with information, which led students to

"reformat" and "mold" the subject matter to â level of personal comprehension. This

teacher viewed projects, research, and activities as a way of providing students with more

time and direct experience to work with concepts and content which, in turn, facilitated

their learning. As opposed to memorization, a traditional approach to learning content,

this teacher believed that by interacting with concepts over a period of time, students

mediated their own understanding. He referred to the way in which he had his grade nine

students become familiar with the periodic table. He designed a project in which the

students were to create a children's flipbook on the periodic table, atoms, and elements.

In order to write this book for a young audience, his expectation was that students would

have "to [distill the information] right down [as if they were] talking to an elementary

school child." The outcome of this activity was that the students,

made it kind of funny and si y, and they had fun doing that, and as a result it

stuck in spite of them thinking that they would memorize items . . . [They had

thought I wouldl make them memorize a description of it. They learned and they

enjoyed the way we had done that.

Although projects and activities were part of the instructional program of all of

the interviewed teachers, the content, quantity, and frequency of projects varied from

teacher to teacher and across and between subjects. one geography teacher, for example,
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planned for one major project a year, with sma er projects and activities throughout the

year. She stated that,

.. ' I plan always to do one rong-term project that takes a good three weeks. . .. I

also like to do a lot of little, you know, three_day projects. I use that poster paper

a lot, just because we can put it up and it's really visual that way.

Further, the way in which she had students work through the projects varied, based on her

assessment ofhow much support they needed from her. when students were considered

to be motivated' they were given fewer teacher guidelines; whereas for those students

whom she had previously observed being inefficient with their time. she would structure

their project in specific steps. The teacher explained her procedure this way,

usually I find the kids are highry motivated on those projects, and I try to break

lthe assignmenfs] into chunks, and it depends on, you know, the class. sometimes

they are really good time managers and sometimes they are not. so I'fl chunk it

down more for the kids who aren't.

Several teachers stated thât they were often amazed at the quality of

understanding and the personar tarents revealed by struggling students when given the

opportunity to engâge in project work, talents which were never previously reflected

through work thât was strictly paper and pencil.

one teacher was made particurarry aware of the often hidden tarents of low-

performing students through the project work she assigned in her biology classes. Due to

provincial high school credit guidelines all students must have a science credit at the

senior I level. students who are weak in science or who struggle in school often opt for

biology over physics and chemistry. This teacher found that she was often amazed at the
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understanding these students communicated through means other than paper and pencil

tasks. Her experience demonstrated that, " ... if some of [the students] have artistic skills,

but lweak] English or mathematical skills, they can [still] do a wonderful job [on

projects]." Referring to her students' representations of protein synthesis through the

medium of cartooning discussed previously, this teacher stated, "And I got some fabulous

stuff in from some of my weaker students." Projects provided students with the

opportunities to demonstrate their understanding through the use of other modalities that

often represented the source of student talents.

Another teacher explained how she used project work continuously throughout

the year as the core of her social studies program. Projects were viewed as a vehicle that

allowed students to process information in a personal way. She explained that,,lproject

workl tapped into the way students make connections to the content ffroml personal

knowledge and interests". Project marks formed the basis of student grades for her

course and "avoidledl memorizing and regurgitating information" characterized by

traditional testing that she deemed as ineffective and uninspiring ways to learn. Two

guidelines that this teacher used in selecting projects were that they appealed to student

interests and were relevant to student Iives. For one project, students had to select a logo

or image that best represented Canada. They then had to illustrate the events that led up

to a major milestone in Canadian history by writing up the events, describing the links

between the events, and graphically illustrating these against the logo as a background.

Student selection of what was Canadian represented a wide range of personal interests

and experiences and collectively, when displayed in the classroom, presented a rich

portfolio of Canada. One student selected the C.N. Tower in Toronto having being
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impressed by it during a family vacation, while a pair of boys struggled with the idea of

knowing any canadian logo until, in discussion with the teacher, linked their passion for

hockey with the idea of stringing together representations of hockey jerseys for their

backdrop of Canadiana.

Transitioning from a Lecture Form.a,t

In the survey, a number of teachers included lecturing as one of their often-used

instructional approaches. However, the notion of what has traditionally been embraced as

a transmission model of instruction with the teacher at the front of the class talking, while

students sit at their seats taking notes, did not match the kinds of lessons which drew on

âctive student engagement that these teachers described. Rather teachers related an

interactive environment in which they engaged learners cognitively by incorporating

visuals, graphic organizers, hands-on materials, fostered an environment in which

students were encouraged to be active listeners, and were encouraged to clarify their

understanding by asking questions. One teacher did reflect on her use of the term

"lecture" by stating, " ... probably lecture is the wrong word because I'm trying to

engage them into it too, so it's probably more interactive." Another teacher did state that

students "don't relate to lecture", and then described the various forms of Iecture she

used, each underscored with the intent of having students become more actively engaged

in their learning.

Based on teacher interviews in this study, the lecture method of ,,sage on the

stage" has clearly been transformed into a more interactive approach to instruction,

reflecting a more constructivist philosophy.
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while lectures continued to be teacher-directed, students were no longer passive

listeners. Teachers regularly described their "lectures" in terms of being physically at the

front of the class. One teacher described her perception of Iecture as,

I'm in front ofthe class teaching something. Now it could be in a variety of

different ways. [I encourage] a fair amount of interaction from the students when

I'm lecturing, they will, you know, ask a question when they're not understanding

something.

Another teacher replied,

Lecture format for me, it's more like ... ahh that Socratic questioning type idea.

Where we'll look at a topic and we'll do a little K-W-L type thing, where what

they know, where we're going, and then take it from there. So that's more of my

lecture format. Yeah, like whenever we're doing anything like that, and if we are

taking actual notes down or something like that, it's neverjust disseminating

information. It's generally always some interactive and questioning and things

like that just to keep them involved.

Thus lectured lessons varied considerably from teacher to teacher and within and

across subjects. Teachers'decisions to use various instructional methods and teaching

materials within the lecture format were determined by several factors. Among the

considerations that teachers articulated in the interviews were: the particular content, the

learning needs ofthe students, and student management concerns, The following was

one teacher's explanation for changing the way she used the lecture format in biology to

facilitate other issues that she perceived influenced student learning,
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I prefer using the chalkboard, but with biology I tend to use the overhead. This

semester specificarly, because it aüowed me to watch the crass whire I was

writing things down. ... But I did show video crips through the projector, we also

have a video disk player. So during the course ofthe lecture, I would show

pictures on the video disk player, or little clips on that.

A lecture format used by another teacher was to place an outline of the content

she planned to cover on the overhead projector. students were given a copy of the outline

that had been altered with fill-in the blanks to serve as a listening guide. Students were

required to fill in the key words. other "lecture-style" teaching used by this teacher was

what she referred to as'Jog and talk" which involved a combination of teacher at the

front of the class explaining and using the blackboard to illustrate or diagram certain

points that were better understood through visual support. A third way she used lecture

involved listing the main points of the lesson on an overhead transparency, discussing

and elaborating upon them one at a time while using visuals, such as pictures/photos and

hands-on âctivities to build understanding throughout the lesson.

Another teacher described a lecture approach in which he engaged students in a

Iarge group interactive session. prior to a chemistry lab, this teacher engaged his students

in a discussion to link the previous lesson with what they would be doing in the up-

coming lab.

The Role of Textbooks

Although textbooks were used by some ofthe interviewed teachers, they were not

the sole focus of instruction from which students learned content area information.

Throughout interviews with these teachers it became evident that they were less reliant
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on curriculum guides and textbooks to direct their teaching. The focus of their teaching

rather was on presenting the main concepts and helping students to make meaningful

connections with this content. One teacher and her more senior colleague, who formed

the science department, did not in fact order the teachers' manual when they purchased

new textbooks for their deparfment. Since these teachers felt knowledgeable about and

competent in teaching biology, as mentioned in the first part of this qualitative analysis,

the textbook instead served as a reference guide to supplement their program. The

biology teacher commented, "It's unusual to find something that goes along with your...

the way you've set up your program. Lucky find. (Iaugh)." The teachers'goal was to

find a textbook that supported their program rather than one to drive their instruction.

The role of textbooks differed from teacher to teacher and was influenced by a

number of factors. Teachers of history and geography generally reported that the

available textbooks were outdated and they preferred to use other sources such as the

internet, newspaper articles (from the archives) and books of historical accounts. In the

sciences, reading material seemed to vary but consisted mainly of teacher-gathered

materials from the internet, journals, books, government publications, and other available

sources. A geography teâcher stated,

I mean it's the easiest thing in the wo¡ld to use the textbook to answer the

questions from a teaching perspective. ... we do have a textbook. But the

curriculum is in the process ofchanging and I have kind ofgone to the new

[curriculum]. So the textbook is old and honible, it's honibly written anyways, so

I don't like it so I find other texts [forms of print].
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while the textbooks that teachers had available to them were generally outdated,

it appeared that as textbooks were developed for new curricula, teachers would consider

using them. one science teacher stated that the textbooks to which he had access were

well written and provided a good source of information. The problem he encountered in

using textbooks was students' lack of effective text-processing strategies to comprehend

text.

In responding to the question ofhow dècisions were made with regard to

textbooks purchases, a biology teacher explained that school administrators considered

which course was most in need ofa new textbook series. since science recently

experienced a curriculum change, the science department was able to purchase two class

sets for a total of seventy books. According to this teacher,

I think our administration looks at what curriculum is comi'g in new, and who

hasn't had new textbooks for a while, and whose textbooks are gradually turning

into dust. And ours were getting pretty close. So we found a wonderful textbook

thât covers everything in our course and then some, and so we,ve managed to

pick those up.

several teachers discussed how they evaluated texts to determine their suitability

for learning. Teachers critically scrutinized the selection of textbooks, considering many

factors such as readability Ievel, page layout, use of supportive coloured illustrations,

inclusion of extra activities, and articles from other sources printed within the text itself

to mâke the topic more relevant to students. The biology teacher, whose department was

recently able to purchase textbooks, explained the process they used to evâluate texts.
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' we checked out about four. The reading level (of the text that was selected) was

good. It had lots of colour, rots of pictures, because if you're dealing with city

kids and you're doing ecology, they have no idea what a fox eats. They might

think a fox could take down a deer or a moose. So having the pictures wâs really

good because a lot of them aren't familiar with the animals. It had a lot of extia

activities or little labs buried in it, although we haven't used any of those yet. And

they have articles highlighted. one of the articres I remember the kids were

getting interested in was "The Great potato Famine". ... packed with information,

good glossary... Uhmm, just trying to think, and it,s kind of organized the way

our biology course is organized. In fact it has way more information than we

need.

The recollections ofone history teacher about her own middle and high school

experience that consisted ofreading textbooks and answering questions at the end ofeach

chapter strongly influenced her present instruction. she grew "to hate" school. she

believed that textbooks "tend to be hor¡ible and lack the interests ofstudents',, are

"deadly boring", and contain "too much exhaneous material" that often masks and makes

it difficult for students to identifu the main ideas. She refened to herselfas,..not a

textbook person". Her personal experience with textbooks had inevitably led to

"memorizing and regurgitating" content in order to succeed on tests. To counter

"memorizing fo¡ the sake of memorizing", in her own teaching she preferred to use a

variety of approaches through which students could not only acquire new information but

also represent their understanding.and thinking about the content in more meaningful

ways. This approach to leaming she termed .,multi-modal,'.
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In further elaborating on her use of informational sources other than a textbook,

she described using newspaper and magazine articles as well as internet sources. She

found that articles and newspaper clippings made learning more relevant and that current

up-to-date, human interest stories appealed to adolescents. In particular, she felt that these

materials served to be a more dynamic way of instructing low-performing leamers since,

"They could read and apply [the content] immediately" to what was going on in the

world.

A science teacher explained that she searched for information from a variety of

sources, "Sometimes from other textbooks, often from .. . all over the place." Although

this teacher preferred to use â variety of informative sources in her teaching, she confided

that this approach presented a challenge in terms of how time consuming it was to gather

relevant and meaningful materials. In particular, she recalled her experience as a first

year teacher in acquiring non-text material for a science course ... it's so so exhausting."

A geography teacher reported that the new geography curriculum may have

developed online resources rather than a supporting text, which she said "... makes sense

in a way. Everything is changing so quickly it might be a smart way to go." However, she

noted that websites, while current, are not necessarily permanent sources. She explained

that, "l had a great website last year and I can't find it this year so that yeah, I don't

know, I think it's constant [the changing availability of websites] and I don't think that

will change."

Moving Beyond Textbooks

It appeared that when textbooks were not the focus ofthe instructional program,

knowledgeable teachers used their own innovative planning to instruct students in ways
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that were meaningful and adaptable to leamer needs.

one canadian history teacher used articles detailing the lives of individuals who

Iived during the settlement of the province. over the years she had collected articles

discussing the human scandals that occurred during this time. The purpose was to

demonstrate to students that real life things happened to people in the newly settled

colony. she found that students were able to relate on a more personal level to historic

times once they could identify with the people, and in this case the dilemmas that people

living then faced, that still influence life now, in the millennium.

A biology teacher discussed how she incorporated newspaper articles into her

instruction to provide real life connections to concepts and topics in the curriculum. she

explained that,

...we'll [referring to the biology department] cut it out and come up with a way to

use it. A couple [of] years ago, I found something [about] a child [who] was

genetically chosen for in-vitro fertilization to be a donor for her brother or his

brother. I can't remember the gender of the [child]. And we used it to talk about

ethics in genetics. So that was a focus of three days on that article.

Three articles were published in the newspaper about this particular case involving in-

vitro fertilization. The students responded to the first article using an article analysis

format adapted from the English Language Arts curriculum. The next day the students

responded to a second article after acquiring some new knowledge from the initial article.

She explained,

... they wrote about lthe first article], their impression and their reaction, and how

they felt about it, and the next day they had the second article. And, I had them
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write a new analysis, what's changed now that you have this extra information, ...

Some people kept the same opinion, some changed.

As suggested previously, a number of teachers stated that they used the internet to

provide the most current information on a topic. Teachers reported that they spent a lot of

time searching for and previewing websites that contained information that matched their

curricular goals and that would meet the needs and reading abilities of their students.

one biology teacher pre-selected websites for student research assignments in his

course. He stated, thât the websites were, ... for everybody. There's no googling

allowed. They have to use the websites that I use. Because I know the websites, because I

know that they're valid."

of special note is one teacher's perception of the reduced role of the textbook in

the content area classroom. She felt that getting through content heavy curriculum was

priority for many teachers, taking precedence over reading text in the content areas. she

explained, "l know that sometimes teachers are pressured to feel like they have to get

through their content ând so as a result it's easier to give [students] notes," written by the

teâcher rather than have students take the time to read the text and write their own notes.

Study Notes

The use of notes and the way in which notes were developed varied across

teachers and subject areas. The range included teacher prepared notes, notes that students

copied, notes that students rryrote in discussion with other students, to notes students made

during a lecture. one teacher discussed two ways in which she used notes. This teacher

explained that she most often had students copy notes from the overhead. Through past

experience she found that when prepared handouts were used, students tended to place
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them into their notebooks without looking at them. when she used handouts she

supplemented them with class discussion or an activity that engaged the students with the

notes. She elaborated further:

So that I'll give them a note and then I'fl talk about it. ... I usualry have them

copy them. I find that when I hand them out, unress I'm using it as an exercise ...

they go, "Okay, that's good,,' [and] shove it in their binder. Fill in the blank kind

of stuff is good. That works. or if I say okay we are going to rook at these notes

and let's highlight the key words or you know . . . some activity with rhe notes . ..

but if I just hand it to them, forget ir, it's losr ...

one science teacher taught her grade twelve students two different ways to take

notes from their biology textbook. she described her instructional plan as follows:

So, we very specifically talk about, ,,How do you take notes out of the

textbook?" And, with that one, we talked about the structure of the

textbook and how you can take notes most effectively. The kids have two

methods they can choose. They either have all the questions of all the information

I wânt them to have, and they can answer them straight. so that's one way they

do it. The other method is "Look at the information I want you to have, read the

section of the book, what information do you need to write down?', And, some

kids much preferred making notes. And then the next day, I would wark around

and look at [their] notes, and I'd hold some up and say: ..[¡ok. 
Use of colour.

This person arso has their definitions an indented and highlighted. They used

underlines for headings." so we talked about that. And then the next day, we took

notes, again. So we had a day where we did some review about what good notes
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look like and then next day we did notes, again. And then the day after that, I said,

" okay, now rets look at this." what I did notice a rittre bit this year, but a rot

more last year, was the quality of notes went way up at the end .. . much better

quality notes. But some kids, they need the question/answer, question/answer,

question/answer, because they just can't synthesize.

Teaching Text Structure

some of the teache¡s who indicated using a textbook at times during their cou¡se

discussed how they taught cefain aspects about how textbooks were structured. one

science teacher explained that she teaches students the various parts ofthe science text

and the kind of information provided to the reader to support students' comprehension of

the content. She explained her instructional methods,

well, when we first start doing questions out of the textbook, I tark about ... Iike

where you can find information in the textbook. We talk about using a glossary,

using the index ... And, believe it or not, I also teach them where to find the table

of contents. we also talk about, Iike the introductory information is right at the

very beginning . .. sometimes . . . I'lr tark about, like what's in that first picture

and how it's useful.

some of the interviewed teachers using text also described ways they instructed

students to support their comprehension of informative text. one teacher explained,

. . . right off the hop, I'lr give them informationar text. I usualry start off with easy

things but lots of headings, lots of you know, where the text is not solid writing

and we can look for context clues, or whatever, and I run through different kinds

of sequences to help them. I explicitly teach them how to read it. And then



sometimes I'll actually mâke up a work sheet .. . what do you see, you know very

explicit teaching, and then I kind of back off from there, but I remind them

constantly when we do it.

Te ac hing M etac o gnit io n

Interviewed teachers discussed a range of learning and memory strategies they

taught students, most often related to their personal use of strategies rather than being

common to particular subject areas or grade levels. one teacher discussed how she

modeled ways to help students remember terminology, which is a large component of the

biology curriculum. She explained how she tâught students new vocabulary using the

strategies she personally employed and the importance of cönnecting it to what they

already knew, as revealed in the following example,

I don't have a very good memory for things that don't quite connect with stuff I

already know. which is why I try to connect things to what they arready know. If

we're talking about hypocotyls on an embryo, for example, hypo means under. So

we talk about root words.

This teacher also drew students' attention to the visual aspects of words to aid memory.

She explained,

lvVhen we're doing DNA and RNA, I [try] to teach them how to remember to

connect adenine goes with thyrnine.I said they're both letters made with straight

lines, and guanine and cytosine are made with curvy lines. so, Iike even stuff that

basic.

In order to help students process the information in biology that is heavy in

terminology and hierarchically ordered, this teacher taught students the use of
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mnemonics. She explained her approach in the following excerpt,

I can't remember which topic we were on .. . I was doing it, again.l just do it

while I'm giving notes or discussing something. One of my students said, ,,Boy,

you've got tons of these!" I know some ofthe kids really need it. And it's

sometimes like Kingdom, Phylum, Class, Order, Family, Genus, Species. That

class ... I gave them the list, and then each of them had to come up with their own

mnemonic to remember it. But we got some really funny ones, so that was just a

five-minute activity we did to remember thât one.

The biology teacher mentioned previously also taught study strategies in

preparation for exams and how to approach diflerent types ofexam question formats with

her students. She described her approach as follows,

I know when we're studying for the exam, for example, I talked about how you

study if you're trying to pass versus how you study if you,re trying to get a really

good mark. How you can study ... How is this different from English? How do

you do an essay versus a multiple choice, like how do you study differently? I hy

to demonstrate something that they might be able to apply.

Group Collaboration

Interviewed teachers had a variety of perspectives on the purposes for group work

and considerations in forming groups and having them work effectively. Discussion with

teachers revealed that within the reality of the classroom there were numerous contextual

factors to consider when having students work in groups.

At least halfofthe teachers used both small and Iarge collaborative group

arrangements to have students to build their understanding of the topic under study. small
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discussion groups were sometimes a part of their interactive lectures. one geography

teacher described how she incorporated small group interactions throughout her

interactive lectures when beginning a new topic. she explained her reasoning for using

small collaborative learning groups âs well as how she used them,

Well, probably because people, researchers, experts, you know, believe, and I

tend to agree that talking helps you to remember ... develop ideas ... and you

know people feed off each others ideas. So I do try to actually have them, if it's a

new idea we're looking at, to write something, or whatever first, themselves, so

they're not completely .. . only listening to others, and then they have something

to contribute, too. It starts as a stepping stone, so they write something, and draw

or whatever, and then they can share what they have and then that leads them to

think of another idea. Usually ... you know ... so it,s more ... the three minds are

better than one idea.

One teacher who regularly used interactive small and Iarge group sessions found

that regular student attendance was necessary in his chemistry classes when this approach

was used throughout the course. This teacher explained,

Because we do so much group work and collaborative work ... umm . .. if you

miss two thirds of the course and the school hasn't kicked you out yet, well you,re

still here, and you're welcome to be here ... But you,re really far behind. It was

the biggest problem with everyone who's failed.

When beginning new concepts this teacher found out through Iarge group sharing

sessions what students already knew. He continued with the whole group session

preparing students by linking their shared background knowledge and applying this to the
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upcoming lab. small group discussions were used to talk and write out their rab work,

followed by whole group sharing sessions that alrowed students to share and add other

ideas to their notes.

some teachers found that the use ofcollaborative leaming groups had not proven

to be as effective with particurar groups ofstudents. A science teacher discussed how the

classroom dynamics ofone ofher classes led her to use co aborative groups for

particular kinds ofwork onry, and even then she decided to limit group size to pairs. To

reduce distractions, groups were located in different rooms. She

explained f he situation,

I do a lot of small group work some years, not so much this year, just because of

the nature of the class. But all [ofl the project work, or even ... there,s some

assignments, I,ll let them work in groups versus individually. Most of my

assignments thís year I let them pair up ... and that seemed to work fairly well.

And I even moved some of them into my office and across the hall into empty

rooms. This worked fine with two or three of them.

one of the activities in which she used paired groupings with this class was to

read a controversial text together, discuss their unde¡standing and point of view. she

described a class in which many ofthe students were determined to voice their opinions

and the role she took on as mediator in this situation. She explained,

... we had individuals thathad no probrems relingus what their opinion was

(Laughs). A¡d when we hit topics where opinion u,as what needed to be

expressed, if we,re talking about the abortion issue or genetic engineering, that

was very interesting. Bu! I didn,t get too many ofthose going this year, again
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because ofthe nature of my class. But last year, when I did the bioethics topics as

a project, the kids got really into discussing it.

Small group discussion continued to be particularly ineflective with this particular

class who had diffrculty sustaining concentration on a topic. In discussing this dilemma

with other teachers who taught these same students, a new strategy emerged, with

teachers deciding to have students hand in a written piece at the end ofevery class. The

teacher described the situation this way.

I had a lot of kids who would go off topic very quickly, so [group work] wasn,t a

very effective way for them to get their work done. ... this particular group was

also in the same Law class together and in the same Applied Math class together.

And, all three of us [referring to the teachersl, we spoke about these kids. ... The

math teacher, said: "I have them hand in something at the end of every class.,' I

spoke to the Law teâcher, and she said: ,,1've started doing that, too; everything

. has to be handed in." ... I decided this was what they needed: .,This is what you

have to do, and you have to hand it in tomorrow, and then I will mark it.', I have a

problem with that because I don,t want them working for marks, but ... with the

group work, they would relax in class in their group, and then rush through it at

home. So there was no opportunity for me to say, ,,Were you having trouble with

. . . ? What do you need explained?',

one chemistry teacher who mainly used collaborative learning groups throughout

his classes stated that he has become more aware of student ability levels. He wâs struck

by the way Iearning groups increased the comprehension of chemistry princíples, an

understanding not captured by paper and pencil tests. He explained that he had
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discovered, "the results of test scores are not necessarily a reflection of the ability Ievels',

he has observed in class labs.

The next part of this paper discusses teachers, use of homogeneous and

heterogeneous learning groups.

Homogeneous learníng groups. Several teachers indicated that they used

homogeneous grouping for two major purposes. The first was to have groups in which

students worked well together, and the second was to complete a task within a minimal

period of time. For these reasons, teachers often allowed friendship to be the organizing

factor in forming groups. Invariably, teachers found that when students were allowed to

form their own groups, they tended to be at a similar academic level. One teacher

recounted her experience with student - selected grouping this way, "I wanted them to be

comfortable with the people they were working with, so I allowed them to choose and for

the most pârt they were homogeneous." several science teachers reported that they let

students decide who they will work with, the expectation being that friends work together

amicably. A biology teâcher expressed his practices, "I . . . group informally .. . So if they

[were] doing a lab and all that, I would let them choose their groups for a lab, because

they have to do the work after, and they have to work together.',

There was a general shared view among teachers that for short term activities, for

instance, brainstorming for background knowledge, groupings formed on the basis of

friendship worked well and were efficient. one teacher explained, "sometimes I just do it

because they are sitting beside each other and I don't want to ltake the time to have them]

move. one geography teacher regularly allowed students to select their own groups for



discussion and sharing activities and found that since students were often seated near

their friends, groups could be formed quickly.

while the homogeneous grouping of low-achieving students might be called into

question' one teacher recalled how a group of students in her geography class were

successful in working together. she presented her analysis of the factors that contributed

to the success of this low-ability group,

In that particular project they were highly motivated because they got to.choose

their product, they had a lot of choice, they were also allowed to choose how they

would present their findings so ... and that also kind of motivated them.

Teachers also identified the problematic areas encountered when groups were

formed on the basis of friendship. one teacher was both observant and perceptive about

the interactions occurring among students in his class. He had observed students who

were left out when groups were formed on the basis offriendship. Some of the

underlying reasons that he indicated for students not being affiliated with a group

included: their friends were in another class, students were quiet, more introverted or on

the margins, and they were English language Iearners. peer-group or clique associations

can be significant in the adolescent years. He explained, "If I let them choose their teams,

people [get] Ieft out. It's a bit of a dilemma. How can you force someone to be someone's

friend? Right?" This teacher had noticed some differences in how grade tens and elevens

were able to move out of friendship-based groups, "So I've struggled through that with

grade tens and elevens. Elevens have been a little easier to do than tens."

In considering groups composed offriends, one teacher felt they offered a secure

environment for some students whereby groups not based on friendship left students at
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the adolescent level feeling at risk. This teacher related his perception ofhow students

might feel when they were grouped without their friends.

"Now, other people in the group are going to discover how stupid I am,, . . .

terrible fear for them. ,,Oh, I don't want anyone to know that I'm dumb and I

don't want to appear dumb." So [they] either act cool or act like they don't care,

and then it doesn't matter. so then you've got kids [uncomfortably] placed in a

group. They are resistant and won't participate.

At a time when self-esteem is already low, the dynamics of grouping students may need

strategic planning founded on interactional or behavioural theory.

Teacher responses revealed that homogenous groupings offered both strengths

and challenges in helping students leam. on the positive side, students were closer in

ability level and inshuction could be targeted towards this level. students sometimes felt

more comfortable when differences in ability were not obvious. on the challenging side,

if the group was weaker academically, then those students who could take the lead in

initiating discussion and understanding were absent. one teacher explained.that on the

one hand,

There are some distinct advantages because you don't have to worry about the

high-end kids going insane. There were a coupre ofhigh-end kids, and I could tell

that some days they just couldn't believe the obtusiveness oftheir friends. But,

also not having any high-end kids in the class [meant] that there,s no good

examples of what the work could look like.

Heterogeneous learning groups. Teachers also reported a variety of reasons that

guided their use ofheterogeneous grouping. A common philosophy shared by teachers
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was that students need to leam to wo¡k with others, regardless offriendship ties. To this

end, heterogeneous groups were often formed by teachers sometimes randomly assigning

students into groups and at other times spending time planning groups with specific

factors in mind. A science teacher reasoned that these groups reflected real life dynamics,

creating instances to interact with others who may not be close friends. He reasoned that

... "But you have to work with people. I mean when you,re older and you,re not

necessarily friends lwith] your colleagues and you have to be able to interact without

having that friendship background."

on the other hand, when students were working on assignments that required

understanding and manipulating of content knowledge or were being graded, teachers

created heterogeneous groups in which stronger students could support the learning of

lower-performing students. The underlying belief was that the weaker students would

benefit from hearing the stronger-performing students talk, discuss and share their

knowledge. "... we'll [biology department] match top student, bottom student and so on

... when you do it that way then if [marks are involved] they can work together and they

sort of shed light on things ... Yeah, it takes â while [to plan groups], and ... ahh the

grouping's important cause ... in things like [students are being graded on a lab] where

you need that mix of students, you have to think about who you want working with

lwhoml."

Another way in which teachers used heterogeneous grouping was for major or

long term project work. one teacher stated, "But if it's something that's ongoing for

several days I'll carefully group them."

Teachers reported using a number of different ways to vary group membershþ.
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One teacher stated, "I'm consúantly mixing them up. ... I constantly change and

sometimes I just number them off." A science teacher used creative means to sort

sfudents into mixed groups, such as favourite ice cream flavour and birth month.

However, he found out that he had to constantly generate new ways to form

heterogeneous groups as students soon caught onto his methods. He described how astute

students could be once they become familiar with a sorting method, in this case favourite

ice cream flavour. "They will try to return back to their group offriends," for instance by

unanimously declaring, as a group, their undying love for chocolate ice cream. several

teachers recognized that students do not generally relish the thought ofbeing placed in

heterogeneous groups; without a choice ofpartners or having something in common.

challenges in using collaborative groups. one teacher stated that he found

himself constantly making decisions about the worthiness and appropriate use of leaming

groups. He found that it was not always possible to perceive ahead of time the dynamics

that would occur among students. clearly, a teacher using learning groups needed to be

reflective and flexible. As one teacher said, "so I know it's a skill worth leaming, but I

have to balance that again with how much they'll leam. The kid who doesn,t want to be

seen as stupid can learn from me in a different form, whereas [when] having to interact

with his peers, he won't say a word."

Another issue determined to be significant in the success ofgroup activities was

the interpersonal relationships operating among students, influenced by the period of

physical, emotional, moral, social, and intellectual change experienced during

adolescence. Teachers and peers experience a range ofbehaviours and frequent mood

swings, vacillation between the desire to be noticed, and embarrassment at being singled
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out' demonstrating feelings ofinferiority, and disputes between friends (saskatchewan

Education, 2004). one teacher described a situation that occuned in his class,

Some of my students, one group, one of their group members had some

relationship problems, so that spread like a virus and everyone [was] upset about

this girl being dumped. Ummm ... so ... ahh ... there,s so many factors to

consider with young people and that's what makes them interesting, I suppose,

but also [it's] difficult to manage all these other things that come up.

The relationship break-up of this grade ten student with her boyfriend and the gir|s

subsequent reaction impacted on group members and their ability to work together and

focus. The teacher found, "It certainly inhibited her performance. she couldn,t do [the

presentation] that day and they had to do it the next day [and she was still too upset] and

then they had to do it after school." The emotional state ofthe female student dealing

with relationship problems impacted her entire group. One teacher summed up his

experience using group colaboration as a vehicre for reaming indicating that it was a

complex issue and not simpry a matter of "yeah, we're a[ equal; we a[ rike each other,,,

Another teacher stated that her personal learning style was a hindrance to

using collaborative groups,

'. ' that's one of my blind spots. I personally prefer to work individualry. so for

me to develop a group project, I don't think it,s as smooth as someone who likes

working in groups and can come up with all the great ways. So I,m st r working

on that one.

This teacher also felt that some students failed to put as much effort into their work when

working as a group. She explained,
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This particular class I had, loved working in groups, because they didn,t like

working. So it's like ... ,,Okay, we,ll all be lazy and everything's fine.', ... it

wasn't until I said it's due tomonow, or if it's short enough it's due today, that

they could actually focus long enough to drop the sociar stuff. But most of the

times, a little bit of talking is fine. ... I'I monitor them and wander around the

room, ifI hear it gets social, [I'll announce] ,,Okay, your break's over." ... But

this class, I think, kind ofprefened other people to do work for them. so, I didn't

do as much group work ... it just wasn,t leaming.

This same teacher found that some students had a preference for working by

themselves. She described her experience with a class from last year,

But last year's group I had, was a lot stronger, and they prefened being

responsible for their own marks, and not depending on ... And it wasn't every kid,

I'd say about two-thirds ofthe class preferred to do their own stuff.

Group size. Teachers responded differently to the issue of group size. Some

prefered large groups, while others found that small groups were more effective. A

science teacher found that a collaborative group of six students was unable to reach a

group consensus. However, on the other hand, they arrived at a larger pool of ideas that

was insightful and worthy of consideration. She explained one activity as follows:

... I had a thirty-person class, so it would have been five groups of six. And they

had to come to a consensus within the group, ... And then they came back and

reported to the class what they decided about this issue. And one of the decisions

of one group was, wejust need more information before we can decide. which we

discussed and decided was a legitimate decision.
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In forming groups, another teacher considered not onry his preference for sma er

group size but arso the physicar layout ofthe room and students positioning to one

another,

I prefer triads. ... They work the best. And we report, and I have a flipchart, and

we use some chart paper, and we do walk_arounds, and, you know, we go through

the whole system. Just the set up ofthe room, the tables. So people face each

other and work better. Four is sometimes okay, but ... too much talking with

fours.

Another teacher provided students with a choice of grouping arrangements but shared the

preference for a group size of three along with the aforementioned teacher,

The only thing that I specifically say you must \.vork individuafly on is a quiz or a

test or a project, that's an individual project. Other stuff they can work with a

partner, they can choose to work alone, or they can work in a group, And usually I

limit the group size to three, otherwise itjust becomes a party.

In discussing group learning structures, it was discovered that definitions may

vary from teacher to teacher. For instance, one teacher considered group work to be more

formalized than partner work, requiring co_operative learning structures (Johnson &

Johnson, 1975) such as specific roles and â time frâme. She expressed her view,

I don't ... we don't set a,time-keeper ... so I consider it more partner work, rather

than groups. Because with groups it strikes me as more formar: ,,Here,s your task.

It needs to be [completed] by then, and this is your reportable or what you need to

really present." whereas ... they can choose to work alone or choose to work with
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somebody else which really hetps if they've got a low reading level ... the other

one will [say] "It's right here."

c. Assessment and the challenge of rime in Teaching content Area subjects

Testing

The way student learning was measured varied ffom one teacher to another.

while none ofthe teachers interviewed relied solely on paper and pencil testing, some of

the teachers used testing regularly, others occasionally, while still others used testing in

non-conventional ways. All teachers indicated allocating some portion of the term grade

to project work. Projects generally consisted ofstudents working in small groups to

conduct research or to share their collective understanding, culminating in some form of

written and/or illustrated response. Even the teacher who used testing on a regular basis

incorporated project work and research assignments into his program, thus valuing

individual talent, particularly that ofstruggling students and providing an altemative to

testing as a way of demonstrating knowledge.

Rationale

some teachers stated their rationale for testing as a way to measure foundational

knowledge needed to understand more complex concepts. one teacher explained that he

tests to establish mastery. "I want to know, do they know this stuff? Do they have the

details down? Have they got it figured out?" Another teacher who included traditional

testing as paÍ of her assessment program explained her rationale.

Partially I do that because it's a shock to go into an exam if you've never seen

what a teacher's test looks Iike. . . . on the other hand I don't think it's a bad idea

to get kids to do some tests. It's just ânother form, you know. ... personally, my
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beliefis as long as it's not the only form of assessment I,m doing, but it's

scâttered with all sorts of other things, then, you know, kids are strong in different

areas and some kids do well on tests ... so if we are looking to see what they

know . ,.

This teacher stated that she used tests in geography every second unit of study to

determine if students understood the content.

Variations in Testing

Although some teachers used traditional testing, the design ofthe tests varied.

one teacher explained how she designed her tests so that even the weakest student could

acquire enough marks to pass. She described her testing philosophy as follows:

. . . if you've been in class taking notes, and at least trying, you should get fifty

pefcent on your test .. . But if [the student does not get fifty percent] because

some of [the questions are] tricky, we also have the projects and daily

assignments. [And] for students who do not do particularly well on tests, there are

assignments and project marks as part of term marks. [The student has] enough

suppoú. If they are trying, they should be able to cope.

U nc onv e nt i o na I Te s t i ng

conversely' some teachers used more unconventional methods of testing. one

teacher described how she hâd students participate in an activity at the end ofa unit of

study, rather than use a traditional test of rote memory from notes. This teacher, for

example, developed activities thât required students to apply knowledge gained

throughout the unit. The day prior to the "test", students were told to review their notes

on a pafticular topic. The next day the "test" took the form of an activity that students
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completed, followed up with explaining their understanding either verbally or in written

form. The teacher described the situation this way,

' '. so it might be, why [do] cotton bails sweil? so I might say, ,,Here's your test. I

want you to compact a cotton ba as hard as you can in your hand, and then ret it

go, and watch what happens and te[ me why. why in relation to ... this rerates to

so and so. Relate it back to that." so I'm testing what they remember, but arso

what they can actually put into words, and I gef answers I don,t expect. And

they're right. And I get answers I expect. And they're right. you know. And if I

get an answer at all, even though scientifically it might not be totally accurate, if it

shows reasoning then they'll get marks for that. I say to my kids, ,,Very few

marks are given for having fhe right answer." And so the test was not, what's the

anslver to this question? It was, "Do this experiment and then talk to me about it.

Tell me what you think. Why do you think it happened? Well, how does that

relate to what I told you about?"

This teacher'found that student response to this kind of "testing,' of their

knowledge was more positive than that usually experienced by traditionat testing. when

students are given the opportunity to engage in a hands-on experience and explain their

thinking in their own words, there is less anxiety. She stated,

And I can remember my principal at the time coming in and saying, ,,1 cannot

believe this." He said, "These kids are so animated.', He actually heard kids in the

hallway saying, "We're having a test in science tomorrow. Isn't that great!?,,

Because they knew the test wourd involve activities and their own thoughts.
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Another teacher also used unconventional assessment procedures. He

incorporated the popular television show "who wants to be a Millionaire?', into his

testing. This teacher circulated around the classroom asking questions that students had

prepared for beforehand, having been given ord tests as study guides. when stuck on a

question, students were abre to use one ofthe help options avairabre on the T.v. show

which was "phone a friend" to see if they know the answer, Another unconventionar

paper and pencil testing method used by this teacher was to provide students with a

choice of questions they courd answer, such as "you choose the seven lout of the ten

questionsl that you want to be quizzed on."

Rubrics

Some teachers discussed using rubrics in their assessment. The majority of

interviewed teachers used rubrics to some extent. As one teacher reported, ,,we use

rubrics on some things and not on others." one science teacher explained rubrics were

still fairly new to him as a form of assessment. He stated thât he continued to experiment

with rubrics and other forms of assessment. so far, he found that student anxiety was

reduced by having expectations explicitly stated in the rubric and because the

expectations were specifically stated, discussions with students about their marks were

more effective, and arthough rubrics took time to deverop they could be used again. In

reflecting on how he was working on acquiring new assessment ideas, such as the rubric,

this teacher stated that he had to work with the ideas over time to make them fit with his

teaching beliefs and practices. He explained his experience with rubrics,

I'm struggling with different ways of assessing. I,ve made more in the way of

rubrics this year. I've had some satisfaction with those results in that .. . ah ... the
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students have less stress performing to expectations. They're not surprised when

they receive their grade and I don't have to debate them or tolerate their indignant

attitude that, how come r have a92 and not a 96. But rubrics, if they,re designed

well ... you have to spend a fair bit of time [to create them]. Granted they,re

recyclable. You could retool it from year to year, from course to course. .. . It,s

new to me ,.. rubric assessment ,.. in science for the past three years. And I,ve

had some success with that.

Peer Assessment

Peer-based assessment was another new approach to assessing student reaming.

Through peer assessment, students have the opportunity to measure the work ofpeers

based on specific criteria. one science teacher compared his own experiences in using

peer-based assessment to the perception he had as a preservice teacher,

. . . student-based assessment, where you have three people. you and your partner

and myself, and we'll try to have a meeting of the minds. And when I was a

beginning teacher I thought that was just destined to doom. The kid is going to

argue for 100% and I'll argue for 50To and it'lljust be a pain. I've not found that

to be the case at all. I've found that the students are [harder] on themselves than I

am. I have to beef them up a bit and say, ,,No, no, no, that was pretty good. I

thought it was good.

Te ac h e r Ac c o u ntab i li ty

Each teacher interviewed was asked if the school division or school

administration required a certain quantity ofthe cuniculum or specific concepts to be

addressed by the end of the year and if there were a specific number of tests or type of
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testing and evaluative results that needed to be gathered. Teacher responses indicated that

some school divisions were in the process of mandating certain requirements for student

testing, while others reported that there were no specific requirements regarding

curriculum coverage or testing requirements. when asked about content coverage and

grading, one teacher said,

I can't say that I've fert any pressure outside of the pressure I placed on myserf to

ahh '. . to cover the curriculum and to prepare my students the best that I [could].

No one has ever said to me, you know, you've got to have fifteen tests done by

this month or cover so much content. ... And I berieve there's a provincial

standard . , . one must cover a certain percentage of it. I don't recalr what the

percentâge is, but I try for one hundred percent, but I don,t get there.

It is interesting to note though, that discussion throughout the interviews included teacher

talk about evaluating students' work and about grades. It appears that these activities are

a major focus for teachers whether driven by expectations from administration or teacher

driven.

one teacher reported that her schoor division was trying to get teachers onboard

with what they referred to as "fair and balanced assessment". The implication of this

concept would have teachers within each department in the school use the identical tests

and exams for a particular grade level. Another teacher in a different school division

mandating the same kind of assessment described the situation.

... we're on a big kick to do ... this year, to do what,s called fair and balanced

assessment. And one of the things they want is ahh ... things like common exams,
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common testing within the department, within like ... everyone who's taking

grade eleven chemistry is supposed to have ... everything the same.

Teachers in the science depârtment of this school felt pressured to provide regular test

scores under the requirements of this new mandate. They believed, at this point, that this

was an intrusion into the way individual teachers teach and that too much time out of an

already tight schedule was required to develop common quizzes and tests for all classes

taking the same course. This teacher stated that this mandated movement to department-

developed testing ...

Takes a lot of extra planning ... that maybe it takes away from teachers, styles

and so we haven't implemented [it] a whole lot. ... we're pretty much forced to

test at the end of every unit and have quizzes and things like that and so we

do. We haven't gotten the common exams yet ...

There was also a sense that teacher autonomy was being threatened by this school

division action. This teacher explained that teachers in the science department were a

cohesive group respecting the strengths and differences of their colleagues. He expressed

it this way, " ... we have a really good group of teachers and we all know where our

strengths are and we want to try and keep it that way." In fact, this teacher felt that the

differences among teacher interests and teaching styles offered students choice in terms

of selecting who they wanted as their instructor. He explained ...

One of our guys, his strength is in elective chemistry . .. Whereas I'm more of a

bio-chemistry-organic type person, so we'll do esters and ... soap making and

things like that. So we each try and play with our own strengths ... lit makes it a]

little more difficult to implement lcommon tests] here. I think we give students a
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bit more [of a] werr-rounded approach ... the students can find a spot where they

feel comfortable, where they like what's going on. It's good to have differences.

This teacher fert that the demands of the school division ran counter to the

research literature. He referred to the early years concept ofthe emerging curriculum in

which teachers follow student interests and what they already know. This is the way he

would prefer to teach. The problem he foresaw with the .,fair and balanced assessment,'

approach was that he will not be able to build on student interests and allow for student

choice. In order for students to write department developed quizzes and exams, teachers

need to ensure that they are teaching the same content. He described the situation this

way'

what they're teaching at university [in the early years] is the emerling curriculum

and letting kids Iead the way and working with what they're interested in. you

know we can't do that here so much, but we can in some ways. Like in our

organic unit ... I say werr pick something that you want to make and we'lr see.

[students] get a chance to do it and research it and work through it and so in little

doses we can do some of that. But if we went to common exams and common

tests or doing the same thing for everybody, everyday ... .

Although he had not heard it first hand from the school division, he reasoned that

what was driving fair and balanced assessment was parental demands for creating equity

among different teachers teaching the sâme course. He explained,

[Althoughj I haven't heard anything at the high school level, but I know from

teaching [acquaintances] in different spots, it's parent-driven more than anything.

Because they say, well, we have this person for chemistry and my daughter had
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this person ... why are they doing different things? ummm ... why is it that his

tests are worth more than this person's test? And things like that. They just want

to try and make it so thât when a parent ... It's the same test. we , they a[ wrote

the same [test], so it's a fair mark.

Grades

several teachers indicated that grades rather than rearning had become the focus

or main purpose for many students engaging in their assignments. some teachers stated

that without a grade attached to an assignment, students failed to see the value in doing

the work. A biology teacher suggested that "If [the work is] not for marks, there,s no

interest in doing it." Another teacher stated, "... they wouldn't do it if I hadn,t said [l,ll]
take it in for marks." A science teacher stated, " Everything is for marks. It's really

actually unfortunate, but there are enough kids who won't do lthe work] if it,s not for

marks."

In responding to the need to have assignments marked to motivate students, one

teacher stated that, for one class in particular, she began taking in assignments every day

or every other day. Rather than providing a number or letter grades, she wrote comments

on the paper, such as, "You're close on this one. you're missing these points.', while this

plan did motivate students to do the work, she found that her workload had increased.

The result was that she spent a considerabre amount of time marking. She exprained her

dilemma.

I was doing a huge amount of marking. It was a lot of work. This was my lighter

semester, so I was able to do that. In a heavy semester, I couldn't do that.

Eventually the students wanted crarification whether the assignment was for
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marks or not, and would she be looking at all of the papers orjust randomly

selecting some of them. Her response to the students was, ,.I,ll scan it. If I see

anything thât looks obviousry bizarre, I' make a comment. But, I'm mainry

checking that you've tried every question."

In an attempt to reduce their marking but assess how students were understanding

the new materiar, teachers sometimes graded an assignment as done or not done, so thät

students did the assignment and knew it has been assessed in some way. This teacher

indicated that:

sometimes I'fl te them just, you know, you get either it,s done or it,s not done.

But it's almost always for marks. ... sometimes it doesn,t have to be worth much

but if youdon'ttellthemthat... Butyou cân't telr them that, you can,ttell them

this is not for marks ... If I were to give them a three day project and not grade it

they wouldn't do it.

However, in trying out different approaches this teacher found that students would

respond to an admit slip on which they wrote down their response to a question relating

to their understanding ofthe previous class content. while this did not count for marks,

she believed students pafticipated because it was a short assignment and they courd see a

purpose in doing it. She explained,

Sometimes, when they come into class l,ll give them like an [admit] slip kind of

thing and I'll ask them to treat it Iike a test, but I'll tell them it's not worth

anything. And I'll tell them the reason I'm doing it is because I want them to see

if they know what I'm târking about and 1 want to see if they know what I'm
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talking about and they'll take that very seriously, I find, but that's only, you

know, a ten minute thing.

Teachers reported this phenomenon of students choosing to do only assignments

that were for marks with displeasure. The general consensus was that students were more

concerned about their number or letter grade than actual learning. some teachers felt that

because of the focus on grades, assigning marks to all assignments and projects had

become a way to manage participation in the course, rather than engaging them for the

love of learning. One teacher who was uncomfortable with this stated, ,,No, it,s just

managing the kids. Yeah, I don't quite know whât to do abour thar because it is a little

yucky."

Parental Demands

Parents in some communities exerted a strong influence on what happened in the

school. For instance, teachers in schools of middle to upper class and fairly affluent

communities found parents wanted to know what their children were learning in school

and, in particular, what number or letter grade they were attaining in their various

courses. "There is a tremendous amount of concern and interest in the community, what

are we teaching? What are my children learning, and I want a number', one teacher

stated. This teacher elaborated further by stating:

Grades are so important in this school. It's almost frightening. And that,s a

culture I'd Iike to change. ...Parents need marks. ... The culture ofthe school is

that money is very important, and university is extremely important ... a lot of the

parents [are] pushing their kids to go to university, even if the kids themselves

may not feel they're ready. That's the culture. We [tried] with the grade nines ...
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we sent out an interim report after about a month [after school started in the fall]

so halfway through the first term. And we started it with no marks on it, with just

anecdotal reports. And the feedback from parents was, ,,We need a mark.,' So, we

switched to marks. The kids wânt to know if something's worth marks, and the

teachers [now] say, "You have to do it because it's worth marks.,' ... It's

definitely a very strong culture, part of our culture.

Teachers found that some parents were also concerned about marls on daily

assignments and project work. They reported having parents request the opportunity for

their child to make up low marks by doing an extra project or redoing a part of a project

that reduced the overall mark. some teachers commented that parents were generally not

satisfied with marks in the fifty or sixty percent range, and would make requests for their

child to have an opportunity to improve on this. one teacher explained that parents

wanted to know all of the details regarding test content and marking criteria, and

expected their child to obtain a certain mark or have the opportunity to better it if this was

not achieved. One teacher referred to his experience,

They want, here's some tests, the criteriâ, that's what your grade is, you have this

mark. And then if that mark's not high up they want to know what extra things

they could do. ...That's something that I've struggred with a rot ... the difference

between, for example, a seventy-five and an eighty . ..What extra project can we

do?

Some teachers reflected that the use of testing had become complicated, and

questioned whether they value the use oftests or whether they are being pressured by
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others to test. When asked why he used testing, one teacher replied, ,,I'm not so sure

whether it's feedback for [the parents] or for me."

Teachers also felt conflicted by what they considered to be parental overemphasis

on test scores and the myopic view that testing reflected a complete picture of the

complexity of learning. A science teacher expressed the predicament this way,.,lf it's

things that are more obtuse or more ... ahh umm less solid, I just have a hard time with

[relying solely on test scores]."

The factor which loomed the largest challenge for many teachers was not

surprisingly, time. Teachers often cited their constant surveillance of time as an ever

present factor in their myriad of decision-making practices. vr'hile for the most part they

did not feel continually under pressure in relation to time issues, they were constantly

aware of how time placed constraints on their decision-making.

Time in Relation to Instructional Methods

Constructivist approaches versus traditionøl approaches. One of the decisions

teachers faced when planning their instruction was to determine the instructional

approach that would be most successful in helping students understand a concept and at

the same time be the most efficient use of learning time. One teacher described how he

conceptualized time in terms of investment, and when choosing ân activity, evaluating

whether the time required was in proportion to how well students learned the concepts.

He related this to having a "clock ticking in his head all the time" and continually

evaluating whether an activity paid "good dividends" and was,,worth the investment,'.

He reflected on an experience that had occurred within the last few weeks in his biology

class, recalling a small group, heterogeneous activity in which students dramatized the
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life cycle. on reflection, the teacher came to the decision that the time required for group

members to share their ideas and knowledge and develop their dramatization was longer

than if he had used a more traditional lecture approach. He explained, ,,And 
ahh ... for

me, it seemed Iike I could have done more in much less time. ... so my dilemma is the

alternative strategies, will I get a big enough bang for my buck?"

Even though this project had students fully engaged during the last week of

classes for the year, and had drawn out one student who had been a passive learner, the

teacher analyzed the overall outcome as being an ineffective use of time. He explained,

I don't think I'll do it again. The kids who did well, they really enjoyed it and

they were clever. . . . And ah .. . students I never thought would enjoy it, did. And

I was laughing, ... it was most entertaining and it was on topic for the curriculum.

But the time that was invested and the number of groups that were successful, I

wasn't happy with ... I wasn't satisfied with. I suppose you'll always have a few

that âren't [successful] but that's the balance. It took this much time. what was

the return on that investment? For some students, like this [Student A], I think it

was huge dividends. He's not said diddly-boo all year long and was very quiet

and a bit ofa recluse. Then I put him in this group to do his performance and he,

... I thought he was a different boy. And so my dilemma is that for lStudent Al

that was really valuable and for two or three groups that was wondeful, but two

or three groups out of ten, thirty percent return, I don't know . . . If I had done it

my traditional way, we would have done it in less time, and I would have been

certain that they had seen and been exposed to and had a chance to manipulate it

in some fashion ... all cycles."
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Student-centered focus in relation to time. Teachers must also make decisions

regarding the amount of time spent on topics before moving onto the next curricular

topic. Some teachers stated that they were faced with choices regarding spending more

time on topics students had become interested in or topics thât were of current interest

and the ever present concerns regarding time expenditure. one teacher described his

thinking on this issue.

often that teaching moment is more valuable than driving on to the next option in

the curriculum. That ahh . .. it's kinda like a road curve with my [own family],

you know I can drive real hard to get to Edmonton in a day but no one's gonna be

happy when you get there cause you're gonna miss all the fun stuff along the way.

So that's what teaching is Iike, that if you don't stop and let the kids get out and

look around and poke around at stuff . . . that's what they,re gonna remember on

this road trip and remember in biology class. So when we take some time to talk

about ummm ... gender politics in North Africa or the politics of gender

determination, that's gonna stick with them. But here's another overhead of the

digestive system ... no.

Time fficiency and cross-curricular timetabling. It was suggested that cross-

cunicular integration would be an effective way to manage time efficiency for students

and teachers alike. One teacher perceived the value of cross-curricular projects at the

senior high level as a way to enhance time efficiency for teachers and students and

perhaps make the study of different curricular areas more manageable. He explained,

If I could find a way of getting my students credit in both science and English or

science and drama, we would have, I suppose, âccess to twice as much teaching
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time . .. if I could have another curriculum area, to have another teacher agree to

that. And the kids would get twice as much for their investment, too. That would

be a big saving .. . if we could get more cross-curricular projects and presentations

going.

Limited Opportunities for Teachers to Meet

several teachers indicated that there was little time for teachers to meet with each

other to discuss areas of mutual interest or concern. The two most often cited factors

underlying this problem were extra-curricular responsibilities and the demands on

teachers' time in terms of instructional issues.

Extra-curricular responsibilities. Teachers indicated that in addition to their

teaching commitments, they also carried extra-curricular responsibilities that occurred

either before classes began in the morning, at noon time, or at the end of the school day.

These extra duties and variations in scheduling often made it difficult for teachers to meet

with one another. One teacher explained, ". .. teachers are, Iike I say, doing all these extra

curricular [activities]... orfor myself ... I'm doing year book. I'm taking... I'm

heading up to take pictures of teams and events [after this interview]." With teachers

working in different extra-curricular activities throughout the non-academic periods of

the day, teachers report difficulty in finding mutually workable times to meet.

Timetabling. Another situation commonly expressed by teachers was the lack of

scheduled-in common preparation times that would allow teachers teaching the same

course to meet and discuss their areas. This also extended to division-wide networking of

teachers teaching the sâme course. One teacher talked about the need for some ,,release
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time" to enable teachers to meet and make plans, explaining what typically happened in

his school,

. . . just bumping into a staff member in the hallway, ,.Hey, what do you think

about this?" It gets a great warm reception, but they've got a musical to put on

and a drama performance, and ah ... kids to pick up after school, and you've got

teams to coach and pretty soon the idea is put on the shelf [with other] things that

you'd like to do.

Teachers reported that professional discussions with their colleâgues took place

informally, on an ad hoc basis, sometimes with one teacher having a preparation class

checking to see if the other teacher had a moment to talk. one biology teacher explained

how she contacted her colleagues,

You know, sometimes it's just randomly in the hall or one of us is on a prep. We

did not have a common prep this year. It,s something we request, every

department does, but we don't always get it. And sometimes one of us will have a

spare or prep, and check to see if the other teacher is busy. Sometimes half way

through a class you might wander out [into the hall] because you know that other

person has a prep.

According to one teacher, there was interest among staff members in his school

about implementing cross-curricular teaching, he stated, ,,but there'sjust no time". He

felt that the school could support cross-curricular planning by actively providing teachers

with planning time. His suggestion was:

Ifthey took one ofthe professional development days and said you know what,

we want to give you the opportunity to do some team planning that,s cross_
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curricular, and to fâcilitate that, we're giving you a half day. And here,s your sign

up groups and here's where you go ... that would be really beneficial.

Time requiredfor activity-based learning. Time becomes more of a concem

when teachers move to an activity-based, collaborative learning approach. This approach

to learning requires more time than traditional lecture instruction. Lessons usually begin

with the teacher activating or building background information on a topic, followed by

students working in small groups to share their ideas and fulfilling a particular

assignment. one teacher explained his experience in transitioning from a school with a

semester system with longer blocks ofclass time to a school with the traditional

timetabling of courses starting in September and ending in June, composed of 45 minute

class periods five or six times a cycle.

In a ninety minute class it worked much better. I could go for thirty or forty

minutes and then we could have some time to practice, do some problems, maybe

some class discussion or have lstudents] reword or rephrase some points. ... so

compare-contrast or some KWL's (Know - Want to Know - [æarned). In forty_

five minutes it's really hard to do. It takes me forty-five minutes to get there and

then they leave and then they come in the next day, and it may not even be the

next day. I may see them on Thursday and then I don't see them [again until] ...

Tuesday.

D. Adolescent Culrure

Student Achievement

Background and placement. Every school in which the ten interviewed teachers

taught had students whose achievement ranged from low to academically gifted. Some
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schools were located in fairly affluent neighbourhoods where parents valued a university

education Ieading to financial success. other schools were located in working class

neighbourhoods. In one school located close to an industrial park, a teacher estimated that

"maybe twenty percent [of the students] will go to university ând try it out ând probably

only ten percent will stick with it." she reported that, "we have a huge group that is what

I'd call vocational, but I'd say maybe only half of our kids are going on to post-secondary

something, [community or technical college] or something like that. Maybe half. But the

others might go later."

while economic stâtus has traditionally been determined by where you reside in

the city, this has been influencetl in part by city planning mandates that have interspersed

low income housing throughout the city for purposes of providing a more equitable

income tax base for funding. students from low income families now attend schools in

catchment areas which have previously been predominantly middle or middle-upper

class. The make-up of the student populations in these schools reveals that different

catchment areas can no longer be defined simply by the economic status ofthe majority

of the families living within its boundaries as in the past. Moreover, legislation for

inclusion and the active recruiting of some school divisions to increase their enrollments

through additional programming, including baccalaureate programs and programs for

international students have created schools with diverse achievements levels and needs,

and individuals who are motivated to achieve above and beyond personal circumstances

as evidenced by examples provided Iater in this discussion.

The phenomenon that occurs among schools within the divisions in which this

study was conducted, is that along with specialized programming within schools, such as:
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IB (International Baccalaureate), and AP (Advanced Placement) for academically strong

students, other programs are also offered to accommodâte special needs students,

international students, teenage parents, ând young offenders. Thus all of the pârticipating

schools had students with a range ofabilities, backgrounds, and economic stability. A

chemistry teacher described his school's population this way,

We've got a huge mix. .. . our school population is about 1,250. But we only have

about 300 that are from the catchment area .. . which is sort of a working

class neighbourhood ... a lot of immigrant students from the surrounding area ...

We have vocational here as well, we have health and child care and

cosmetology, so it is a wide mix. But because we have the international

baccalaureate we also draw in from [six other school divisions] so we have a huge

draw for students .., We have even some students that are living on their own

[who] come to school while working, to students who have the typical two parent

family{ype thing and access to everything they would want or need.

A biology teacher said, " Overview of the school: We have the range, all the way

from modified students; all the way up to some amazingkids who are going to do some

wonderful things; and everything in between." Another teacher described the students in

his school this way,

So there are some kids that are very, very skilled and age and grade appropriate.

Some even exceed that ... So within the twenty-five kids in my class, you have a

spectrum of like from very, very low skill level to very high skilled level.

A teacher in one of the smaller schools described students in her school as,
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. .. We have, I would say, a mix of socioeconomic levels. Like we have kids who I

would call middle class, even upper middle class ... a handful of those, and we

have a lot of pretty poor kids that come from the industrial area. We also have

students from the [dance school] that come here to do their course work. we have

visa students that come all the way from around the world, ... our visa students

and our ballet students are strong [students] because they are highly motivated.

We are probably one of the smallest high schools around, really. .. . we also have

a TAPP program (Teenage Parenting Plan program), we have babies in the

school, we have a CAF program, which is a Iife skills program, and we have the

STEPP program which is for young offenders. We are really only about two_

seventy. ... we have [an affluent area] just over here, which is small, but you

know the kids come here or they, a lot of them go to private schools ...

worthy of note is that the top two performing grade twelve students at this school

were females whose life situations would not typically place them as academically

successful. As the teacher indicated,

. .. well our top student this year, who will probably win, clean up on all the

awards, is a mom. Like she's in our teenage parenting program, and she's Iiving

by herself with her child and she's pulled this off. And our second best student

comes from a pretty poor family ... and they are both going to university. Well,

one's going to [a community college] into nursing and the other is going into

nursing at [the university level]. It's interesting.... I think the mom was always

Iike this, you know, and she kind of made a mistake. The other girl, see I didn't

realize until this year that in fact she came from a home where she was bitter .. .
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struggling quite a lot because she'sjust highly motivated ... strong writer ...

strong reader . .. just yeah, gifted, reatly in some ways.

Classroom size and make-up. Classroom size varied across schools. Teachers

prefeffed working with smaller class sizes, considering groups of thirty-two to be too

large. Teachers mentioned having classes as low as fifteen to nineteen students, and as

many as forty students. one science teacher considered his class of thirty-two students to

be too large for the science lab, in terms oftoo many people in the available space, and

too many students for him to circulate among while they were working. One geography

teacher commented, "I had a very nice, lovely class ofnineteen and a very large class of

thirty-two..."

Course selection influenced both classroom composition and size, In terms of

course selection, students are required to take certain courses to meet credit requirements

for high school standing and prerequisite courses for university progrâms. This was

particularly evident in grade nine and ten (Sl and 52 levels). History and geography are

required courses in grade nine and ten, regardless of a student's future career choice.

Thus teachers of history and geography expect to meet a range of student abilities in their

classes. In describing the students in her school, one geography teacher reported that,

"lüe have â huge percentage of at-risk kids, and I have them all because my courses

aren't streamed." This teacher found that a heterogeneous mix of students carried

immense implications for the classroom teacher. She explained, passionately, ,,Ohh. yes.

Yes, because it's a nightmare really. You know you get kids who can't read and can't

write and they are all in the same class. Yeah. Yeah. There is very little streaming that

occurs." She described the challenge in teaching senior l/ grade nine geography.
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'.. geography is more difficurt because it's a content area course and those

content area courses are harder to modify in a sense, or adapt.

Recentry, changes have been made to the required courses in science to meet high

school accreditation. As of 2003, onry one science course has been offered at the grade

ten level, considered to be a foundations course. This course is required to obtain a high

school diploma. The intent of this science course is to provide a[ students with a general

background in all of the main subdivisions of science. one teacher referred to it as a

"kind of buffet, a little samprer of different science areas', offering some physics, some

chemistry, and some biorogy. The effect of moving to onry one grade ten science course

changed the student composition of crasses, with commensurate imprications for

teaching. Now student ability revers in grade ten science stretch across a broad range.

one of the interviewed teachers highrighted the challenge indicating that ,,[studentsl

have abilities that cover the spectfum, from those who have trouble reading the text and

vocabulary to other students who are not challenged enough by it.,,

Another change to previous course requirements occurred at the grade ereven

level' Students must select at least one science course to earn their high school credits.

The provincially selected choices are physics, biology, and chemistry. students planning

to enter a specific career and needing to meet university entrance requirements, or those

keeping their options open, often take more than one science course. For the majority of

students who are not pranning to attend university after high schoor, biorogy has become

the preferred science course. The resulting situation is that some classrooms range from

university-oriented students to those who take biology to fulfill their basic high school

credits.
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sometimes course selection and timetabling influenced the make-up of classes.

one teacher found that in her school, the majority of the more academically focused

students took music as one of their credits, as well as biology. since these students were

together for music class, the music timetable determined their biology slot. According to

this teacher, "Music students will very often be lumped into one group, and they tend to

be more academically able in our school." The remaining biology slots are then allocated

to the other students. The end result at times is a whole class of academically strong

students or a whole group of low-performing students. one teacher explained the

resulting situation in her school,

So there's a bit ofa difference. In the biology class we have a very unique

phenomena in the school caled an inverse be curve. we have some high-end

students, and we have some low-end students, and we have very few students in

the middle ... This year there are three grade twelve classes ... the other bio

teacher, in his first semester, had a perfect inverse bell curve. This semester he got

the top end of the bell curve, and I got the lower end.

Another phenomena that existed was that the courses students select in grade

eleven and twelve (s3 and s4 level) had a streaming effect. students planning to attend

higher institutions oflearning need to take cerrain similar level and prerequisite courses.

A geography teacher explained how streaming due to student course selection occurred in

her school, " . .. some kids will take pre-calculus math, and therefore you know they are

going to all be in the section that is upper calculus math.,'

In another school, one chemistry teacher commented on how the enrollment of IB

students influenced the composition ofthe other grade eleven classes in chemistry. This
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year, in his school, the IB students formed one small class. students who were not in the

IB program were then grouped together to t¿ke the regular chemistry course, resulting in

a class with students of varied abilities. He explained, "So if you weren't taking full IB,

they put you into regular chemistry. so I had some students who were IB capable, then I

also [had health and child care people], and so you get everyone in your classes,"

Another issue of significance, related to the IB program, was its effect on the

other non-IB students in the same grade. IB classes are typically smaller than other

classes, while student achievement is high. with one teacher assigned to a small group of

IB students, teaching manpower is stretched to meet the general and other university

bound students. These classes then become larger and composed of a wider range of

abilities. One teacher explained,

Some of the English [classes] this year got up to around forty. And that's one of

the biggest things ... because we offer IB we use so many teacher units. My grade

twelve IB's next year ... I'll probably have twelve to fifteen [students] and so

because we [in the IB program] have some classes that are smaller the other

[class] numbers get pumped up.

Issues of Adolescence

Several issues were discussed during the interviews that revealed glimpses into

the lives of today's adolescents.

Partiime jobs. Students working at part-time jobs, regardless of their economic

background was commonly repoÍed by teachers. From the teachers, perspectives, these

jobs served as a source of income providing students with financial independence and

purchasing power. As soon as students turn sixteen, the legal working age in this country,
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which is grade ten for most students, they begin to take part-time jobs. Many students

find employment over the summer and a large number carry on with part{ime jobs

throughout grade eleven. One of the science teachers interviewed approximated the

number of working students to be,

I'd say for grade eleven maybe thirty to fifty percent, grade tens, they'rejust

stafting to [work], maybe ten percent. By the end of this summer, they'll all be

gettingjobs and quite a few carry them through the next school year. ... I think

it's what they want. A kid wants to have the best clothes or to be able to purchase

what they want when they want it. I don't think as many of them are suffering for

not having the designer shirt ... they're all ... I think it's ttrey want to buy

whatever. ... And kids do notice who's wearing this top or who,s wearing that

and who's got this purse. The name doesn't matter.

The need to work for some students seemed, however, more related to peer

pressure. Another teacher commented, "A lot of the kids work, again, because of money

being important at this school. If your family is not financially well off, you have to work

to catch up with your friends." Another teacher reported that in one of her classes every

student was holding down a part{ime job. Many of the students were working at jobs in

their community, mostly restaurants, fast food places, the nearby Cineplex and a skate

shop . . .. "So there's a range."

This teacher had the impression ÍÌom talking with students that employers often

were not considerate ofthe age ofthese students and the fact that they were stilt attending

school. Her perspective was that they generally disregarded the fact that these adolescents

werejust high school students and that education should be the priority in scheduling
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student work hours. she explained, "some of the employers heat high school students

quite badly and give them way too many hours and will not let them drop a shift ifthey

need to study for something."

Ií¡orkload. There was an acknowledgement among some of the interviewed

teachers that students who were keeping up with course work and assignments in their

different subject areas were burdened with heavy workloads. They often appeared to be

overwhelmed and showed signs ofshess. one science teacher noted these observations,

... they're carrying a heavy load and ... I can't say that I,ve heard anything

expressed overtly. I think there's a fair bit of subvertive pressure ifthat,s the

conect word, that's all under the ¡adar I suspect. It's there 'cause when I see the

kids crash . .. 'cause they're flying so low. For example, you're returning a test

and a student's got a seventy-two or a seventy-four percent and they have a total

melt down. "Well, I gotia do better than that.', Then they go one of two routes,

it's like ohh I'm stupid or the teacher's a "meanie" . . . one of the two.

Time. Throtgh their observations, some teachers believed that students were

trying to accomplish too many activities beyond attending school full time and related

some ofthe students' anxiety to this. In addition to part-time jobs some of the students

are expected to help out at home while others are engaged in other activities. one teacher

stated, "The kids also have a lot of extra-curricular [activities] that they're doing, so time

constraints are, again, really hard to deal with." One teacher felt that the demands on

students' time outside ofschool was affecting students' ability to spend the time needed

on schoolwork. He has experienced situations when students became distraught afrer

receiving their test back,
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Is it realistic to expect a ninety when you're carrying on a part-time job, you're

looking after your siblings at home and you didn't study 'til the day ofthe test? Is

it realistic to expect a ninety? But I've seen more students this year that have had

an bit ofan emotional crash and then arejust sobbing over something.

Teachers also reported that students had a diffìcult time completing homework.

senior years teacher remarked that the after school life ofteens was filled with

other interests or responsibilities and that expecting students to complete homework was

a problem. It's kind of frustrating. He explained, "Here's the thing ... there,s a billion

other things they have to be doing, they want to be doing, but they shouldn't be doing, I

guess. And homework is not it."

one teacher described an incident in which school-planned activities affected the

ability of one student to keep up with his schoolwork. while this student who was

described as "low functioning" had been making an effort to pass the course, the teacher

noted that some planned field tüps sefhim FeÏind. Thð-teachèr elaborated;

... one student I have in class who is so /ow functioning, and he was passing until

he, I think, got over-stressed about a month ago. And hejust hejust had too much

pressure. He had three field trips out of the school, got a week and a half behind

in all his courses, and then hejust couldn't catch up. so, him, I'm going to rose.

Dropping out. several teachers mentioned that white the numbers were generally

small' students âs young as grade nine were dropping out of school. one teacher repofted

that an unusually high number of grade nine students dropped out during first semester

this year. She stated,
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I mean I [had] grade nines first semester this year, and I lost five of them in two

classes, but grade nines, they are only thirteen [years of age]. So, that,s pretty

high, but then it seems to drop off. The drop out rate ... if they get through grade

nine they seem to hang in there.

From the teachers' perspective, causes for student drop-out were not crearly

discernable. r hile students who quit school before graduating could be those with low

achievement, this was not always the case. Teachers reported that academically strong

students have made the decision to stop attending school as well. one teacher reflected,

I'm thinking of the five kids I had drop, I would say all of them, yep, I would say

all of them were really bright. some kids are bright and are still struggling readers

and writers, but not one of lthese students] was a struggling reader or writer.

This teacher explained her perceptions,

I'm not sure if I [can] generalize . . . but in this panicular group of kids that I lost,

[they] were all supported by their parents ... and I think financially and also their

parents wanted them to be successful. That's on the surface. you never know

what the under currents were at home.

Based on his experience at the high school level, particularly in the discipline of

science, one teacher stated that lack of school success causes some students to leave

school before earning enough credits to graduate,

I've found that grade eleven ... It,s hard on them ,.. they've been doing really

well and perhaps a little misleading in that the [Grade ten science] course wasn't

quite as rigorous and now they're suffering some defeats. ... [Grade] eleven is a

tough year for the kids. ... I find eleven is when many of my students meet with
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failure or poor performance something less than the eighties that they've gotten in

the past. There's a few students who fail in grade 10. Some ofthem are ESL ...

it's a language issue, and they may achieve an ESL credit where the requirements

are not as rigorous ... provincial standards don't apply or can't apply the same

way. But the transition from junior high to high school is tough on a few of the

tens and they usually lose credit because of withdrawal from school [or] they start

skipping.

With cautious reservation, several teachers perceived flom past experience

that family difficulties was a major cause for students dropping out ofschool. One

teacher stated,

I think in a lot ofcases it's family troubles. ... I know that two girls talked

a lot to me, they were mad at their parents, but I'm not sure what fourteen

year old isn't either, you know. It was ha¡d for me to know that. I would

say that in one family, there [was] a really negative relationship at home.

... It's about power I think. ... in a couple ofthe situations it [seemed] to

me that the parents were lost for what to do ... kind of the ,.out of control

kid". It's not that they had anger issues necessarily, they just [decided],

"I'm not doing that," (laughs). You know, "Make me." Right? So the

parents didn't know what to do. Well, [the student] just wouldn,t [attend].

Just wouldn't come, and then once they were behind, coming back the

next year [would be] embarrassing . . .

Another teacher explained,



... [one] girl, ... she had a lot of home difficulties and so I can tell she wanted to

be here to be social and to find a niche and do it that way. It depends a Iot on the

situations too, I guess, . .. but generally, .. . it's more Iike home Iife carrying over

[into] school."

Teachers reported that some students seemed to lose interest in school and were

no longer motivated to continue attending. It appeared that for some students there was a

wide gap between what school had to offer them and their current interests. one teacher

described a situation in which a student left school to follow a career interest. The teacher

explained,

She's general academic, but her big goal and she actually ran away during the

school year in the first semester. She wanted to be a singer and that's her thing.

... So you know that's something that she's gotta decide and work [on] with her

parents and do it that way. But yeah, she took the family car and went to [British

Columbial. Just [to] go out and sit on the beach and sing and practice, but that

was her.

Another science teacher commented that the decision of two students to drop out of

school " ... wâs more a matter they just really didn't want to be in school anymore."

The perspective of another teacher was that students whose performance was low

in high school had been weak students throughout their schooling and this needed to be

recognized in the form of instructional support and teacher flexibility and understanding.

Based on his experience, he explained,

Unfortunately ... they tend to fly through the cracks a tot. They're [often] weak

students to start with and so they need the help. ... You know like from a personal
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standpoint. ... I try to make sure that they know they can come here and they can

get help. And it's offered to them and youjust gotta make it welcoming enough

for them to come and stây. You know, and that's the big thing. I know I've had

kids transferred into class that other teachers could not get along with. But

generally those are the ones that won't bend ... "We gotta stick with the rules. We

have to have it standardized. It's gotta be this way." Whereas, I run a little

different classroom environment where it's more open ... so the kids like it better.

Support services. Support services and how they were accessed varied from

school to school. Some teachers mentioned a lack of support services for students who

were struggling academically. Para-professional support varied in the schools. The policy

in one school wâs that students with modified progrâms received para-professional

support. In another school with a student population of 1,250, there were only two

resource teachers. This was a school that offered a range of different programs from IB to

vocational. A chemistry teacher had the assistance of a para-professional for the first time

this year for five students in his class. The teacher stated,

I had one this yeâr but he was only for half the year . . . He was actually here to

cover actually five students. I guess they have a hard time finding para's or

teacher assistants who know science and feel comfortable coming into a

chemistry class and working in it. 'Cause that's the first time in the six years I've

been teaching, and the eight years I've been around that I've heard of having an

assistant in to help [in a chemistry class]. ... He was really good. He knew his

stuff. But ... he got ajob offer about halfway through the year and that was it. No

replacement. He would hang out in the groups with the kids [and] was able to
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work with them. And many of them were just ESL or international, so that,s kinda

why he was there. ... He was a great help, so then I could circulate and spend

more time with the students, too.

Some teachers called on the support of guidance counselors in their schools to

follow-up on their concerns about both academic and non-academic issues. At mid-term

report time in one school, a biology teacher contacted the school guidance counselors

with a list of fifteen out ofa class of thirty students concerned that they may not pass the

year. The guidance counselors met with the students individually and discussed their

options with them. The teacher's account of the events was as follows,

I was concerned that they would not make it ... get a credit in this course. So

about midterm ... they [were] spoken to by [the guidance counsellor]. I think

[that] was the wake-up call. . .. They would have brought the kids in and had

slightly different tâlks with all of them. One of the talks with the under

performers, who have the skil/s, was: "Would you like to take this lthrough]

correspondence?" And, that apparently motivates, "Oh, no, no. I'm going to try

harder". Other kids got a wake-up call. "You need this to graduate. Do we need to

come up with an alternative solution?" So then I had a lot of kids panicking,

"When can I come in for help?" And, I think the concern level was raised a little

bit. And, then there was a lot of extra help during lunch time and my preps, and

just a lot of contact with home. I now have two kids who are failing, one of them I

don't think will get the credit, and the rest should.

After meeting with the guidance counsellor and obtaining help outside of class

time from the teacher she reported that these students had applied themselves and the
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majority passed or even exceeded the pass mark. She reflected that Iow performance

should not be immediately attributed to lack of effort or ability. She believed that each

student's learning should be analyzed individually and that changes must be made based

on individual needs. The teacher described the situation.

Some of them ... have been studying like crazy ... and they work very

hard...Some of the weaker students are not necessarily lazy. I know some of them

might get that way, if they find it too frustrating. No one wants to do something

they can't do. Ahh ... This class was unusual. I would say of my thirty kids, ten of

them could of done much better from the beginning. Of the five that were

struggling, we started to talk about whât they could do. For one kid, it was just

come to class, because his attendance and his lates were unreal. And he was

missing most of the material, and he couldn't figure it out. One student came in

for help for half an hour, and did wonderfully on the test. He was getting in the ...

he got fifty on the last test, and seventy-five on the one that he came in for help.

So he thought that was wonderful. You come in for help, and fix up these Iittle

problems, and everything gets better.

Another teacher indicated that he called on the support of the school

counselors when he suspected students were dealing with some kind of personal issues

that might be interfering with their academic performance. One chemistry/biology

teâcher explained how he worked with the guidance counselors in his school.

[Support from the guidance counselors] It's been very good in this school, yeah

very good. And I've interacted with the counsellor and with the student. And I've

[contacted] the counsellor [about] a few kids in terms of ... you know, that
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something doesn't seem right, something smells wrong here, and [I] put them

onto it to discover what's ... what's going on. And sometimes it,s been some

really significant things, in other cases it wasn't so significant after all, but

they've been good about that.

Teachers report that parents' reactions vary in response to finding out that

their son or daughter is not performing well in school. Some parents became more

overtly involved in monitoring their child's work. one set ofparents began corurecting

weekly with the teacher as in this case, "I have one set ofparents, they e-mail me once a

week, and I e-mail a progress report." Another set of parents decided to establish

structuÌed study times for their child, as the teacher reported, ,.But, I have one set of

parents, who . . . they've kind of set up study times in the evening, and [are] still helping

him along. He will pass." Other parents reacted with surprise and sought suggestions

from teachers, "What's going on? ... Should we get him a tutor?', Some parents decided

to become more involved in their child's daily assignments, ,'I,lt check to see his work.,'

There are also other parents who considered it their child's responsibility to do the work

and pass the year. The teacher explained,

There's a lot ofparents, though, by grade twelve, they want their kids to start

taking responsibility. So I know at least one parent said to her son: ,,you know,

this is your life. This is very hard for me. I will support you, but this is yours."

And at that point, I think the student said, "Ohh. It's up to me now.,'

Attendance policl¿s. While many schools had attendance policies that restricted

the number of student absences to qualify for high school credit, several schools allowed

students to attend irregularly. A science teacher stated that one of his general stream
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students had missed approximately twenty-five out of the total eighty or ninety classes

for the year,

... and she still lattended] right up 'til the last day. she came and wrote her exam,

she got ... ended up with like thirty-eight percent in the course. But she still came

and she still participated when she was here. But no, it wasn't like she [made] any

effort in studying or anything like that.

while students who had not met the attendance requirements were not allowed to pass the

course, they were still welcomed to participate in some classrooms. Teachers who had

this kind of policy thought that even sporadic academic classes were better than nothing

at all and the least they could offer was a welcoming social environment.

Summary

In Part I of this chapter which was quantitative in nature, teacher responses to a

questionnaire were analyzed to determine the predominâte teaching approach of content

area teachers in the middle and senior years, and to determine the kinds of cognitive text_

processing strategies they use in teaching social studies and science. stâtistical analysis

revealed that instructional approaches were a mix of the predominant approaches

conceptualized in straw's model (2002), represented by three clusters: high scaffolding -
high collaboration - high/low transmission; high scaffolding - low collaboration -
high/low transmission; and Iow scaffolding - low collaboration - and low transmission.

Teacher application of cognitive text-processing strategies in the content areas seemed

relatively minimal, with more before reading strategies used than during and after reading

strategies.
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Part 2 of the study (qualitative) focused on identifying ten of the teachers whose

questionnaire responses indicated high use of scaffolding and collaboration in their

instruction. These are indicators ofa social constructivist approach to teaching. Interview

data provided further elaboration about teaching and learning from the perspective of

these teachers. Themes revealed impressions of their knowledge and beliefs, as well as

aspects of their instructional programs and their perceptions of adolescent learners, while

these themes cannot be generalized, they do provide insight into how theories and

research-based best teaching practices are being implemented in content ârea classrooms.

Responses to the research questions will be addressed in Chapter 5.



CTIAPTER 5

Summary of Findings and Conclusions

The focus of this study was to identifu the most predominant instructional

approach and cognitive text-processing strategies used by middle and senior years

content area teachers ofsocial studies and science and to gain insight into their classroom

practices and challenges' organized into two parts, the first part ofthe study required

teachers to complete a questiornaire responding to demographic characteristics, as well

as their use of instructional approaches or concems and cognitive text-processing

shategies. In the second part ofthe shldy, ten of the teachers whose practices were high

in collaboration, scaffolding, or a combination of the two, were interviewed. A summary

ofthe findings, for Part 1 and part 2 ofthe study are presented next.

Summary of Findíngs

Part L' Quantitative Analysis

The quantitative findings from part 1 of the study indicate that:

' Middle and senior years content area teachers were experienced or veteran

teachers, middle-aged or slightly younger, male or female, with a Bachelor's

degree.

' This sample ofteachers used a combination of approaches that while involving

transmission was predominantly high scaffolding, high colaboration (3g.5%) or

high scaffolding, low collaboration(35.3%). Just over 25% (26.2%) of the

teachers in the sample used a combination of limited amounts of scaffolding,

collaboration, and transmission. This finding was verified by teacher ranking of
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the thirty items describing instructional approaches and teaching concems, which

indicated that teachers used a mix ofall three approaches.

. Teachers used more before reading strategies than during and after reading

strategies regardless of instructional approach.

. When clustered, teaching approaches (high scaffolding_high collaboration_

high./low transmission, high scaffordingJow co aboration-high./row transmission,

and low scaffoldingJow cotaborationlow transmission) and use ofcognitive

text-processing strategies seemed not to be related to demographic profile

characteristics (educational level, year ofgraduation, years of experience, gender

or age).

Part 2: Qualitative Analysis

Findings from interviews with ten ofthe teacher participants who incorporated

scaffolding and collaboration into their instruction showed that:

' The interviewed teachers were knowledgeabre in their subject areas and continued

to keep up{o-date with current pedagogy and discipline-related knowledge.

' Teachers were focused on instructional plaming using creativity and flexibility to

engage students in personally meaningÍìrl ways, and to differentiate instruction as

well as assignments to meet the varying needs of learners.

' The transmission approach described by teachers was in effect an interactive

approach in that students were no l0nger passive rearners as teachers guided and

directed learning.

' Rather than following a textbook to guide instruction in their content area, middle

and senior years teachers in both science and social studies used multipre sources
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of information including the Intemet, historical accounts, government

publications, real life stories and newspaper articles.

¡ Interviewed teachers used both homogeneous and heterogeneous leaming groups.

' In addition to short tests, teachers used assignments and projects to determine

final grades.

' The challenge ofusing time efficiently was an on-going conside¡ation for

teachers' even to the point ofusing a transmission-recture approach to teach more

content in a shorter amount of time.

' Legislation and school division poricies have resulted in schools that have

students with diverse abilities, needs and culturavethnic backgrounds. Best

practice teachers plan differentiated instruction but are sometimes hampered by

classroom size that makes scaffolding and collaborative practices difficult to

implement.

Conclusions and Discussion

A summary ofthe conclusions is found in the accompanying Table 5.l.

Part l: Quantitative Analysis

Predominant instructional approacå. The statistical analysis indicated that

teachers participating in this study used instructional approaches that were not mutually

exclusive, they scaffolding student leaming, used collaborative groups as well as

interactive transmission. Neither a wholly traditional transmission model, nor a

scaffolded, nor a collaborative model as described in the literature prevailed. Rather

straw's conceptualization of different levels of scaffolding and collaboration with the



addition oflevels of transmission seemed to operate along a continuum and more

accurately reflected the instructional approach used by teachers in this sample.

Survey data indicated the following about:

school or divisional initiatives need to be revisited to assist with

Demographics

Middle and senior years teachers generally:. were experienced or veteran teachers, middle-aged or slightly younger, male or female. had a Bachelor's degree. were experts in their content area subjects

Instructional approach

' while teachers used a combination ofscaffording, collaboration and transmission the
traditional transmission approach seems to have evolved into an interactive approach with
students being more actively engaged as leamers

Cognitive text-processing shategies

' teachers used more before reading strategies than during and after reading strategies. cognitive text-processing shategies continue to be applièd sparingly in cõttent aiea
subjects

' multiple sources ofinformation have replaced textbooks and may have an influence on the
use of cognitive text-p¡ocessing strategies

Intervie\y data suggests that:

' teachers using social conshuctivist approaches in their instruction sha¡e characteristics related
to best practices

' teachers spent considerable time planning their instruction to meet different learning styles
and ability levels, and to deverop activities that engage students and build their conãeptual
knowledge

' students were often involved in projects, activities, and assignments that allowed them to
process content

' teachers used homogeneous group learning for briefactivities involving same abirity leamers;
while heterogereous grouping was used_for p¡ojects extending over timl and thut .rpportrJ '
struggling students with higher level and shategic thinking beìng modeled by the
academically stronger students in the group

' paper and pencil testing was used in combination with projects, assignments, and research for
determining hnal grades

Challenges and concems based on interview data:

' time rvas a constant factor in teacher decision-making related to instructional planning and in
meeting with other teachers. teachers felt that concern for grades was eclipsing the importance oflearning

' teachers pursued their own professional development needs and interests through the intemet
and networking with others in the field

Figure 5.L Summary of conclusions.
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Teachers reported their most frequently used instructional sftategies were:

circulating around the room to help students as they worked (scaffolding), having

students wo¡k collaboratively in small groups (collaboration), involving students in

projects and activities (collaboration) while often using some form oftesting at the end of

units (transmission). Teachers' attention was on meeting the leaming needs of their

students using Gardner's (1999) theory of multiple intelligences and student strengths

(whether they leamed best th¡ough visual, auditory or kinesthetic channels).

of note, however, is that the traditional transmission approach seemed to have

undergone a metamorphosis. Rather than simpry transmitting knowredge, teachers were

engaging students interactively in the content being discussed. As well, interview data

revealed that the descriptions teachers used to explain their approach to lecturing,

involved implicit social constructivist practices. so that while teachers structured their

lessons and guided the direction ofteaching and leaming, they concomitantly assumed an

interactive stance and engaged students in leaming by using graphic organizers to guide

discussion during their "so-called lectures", accompanied their lectures with interactive

activities, and modeled and demonstrated note-taking by using fill-in the-blank

overheads. In addition, using this kind of transmission allowed teachers to maintain

control while at the same time respond to questions and clariff misconceptions about

content, This interactive transmission-style instruction also helped teachers use time, a

precious commodity, effectively.

what seemed to be driving instruction was content knowledge together with

beliefs about how students leam, empathy for leamers, and efforts to make personal

cormections based on student interests, talents, and motivation in relation to instructional
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activities, as well as hadition or what Raphael (19g4) called the histo¡ical-cultural

context, the way in which teachers, themselves, had been taught.

Cognit ive Text- Pro ce ssing Strate gies

Differences in teacher use of cognitive-text-processing strategies were revealed.

Teachers in this study used before reading strategies more often than during reading

strategies and after reading strategies. From the list of37 comprehension strategies only a

relatively small number were used regularly by the content area teachers surveyed. The

most often used before reading strategies were activating or building background

knowledge, using analogies to link familiar with unfamiliar concepts, and using questions

to focus reading. The most frequently used during reading strategies were questions to

guide reading, identifuing main ideas to use later in summary writing, and the use of

visual imagery to c¡eate meaning and make corurections to what was being read. The

most frequently used after reading strategies included providing feedback to students and

having students write about concepts to show what they understood.

Another inte¡esting finding was that science and social studies teachers were not

using textbooks, prefening instead to access multiple sources of information such as

newspapers, news magazine articles, govemment publications, .,historical" 
accounts and

the Intemet to make the content more meaningful by providing contexts with which

students could make connections and that reflected real world information and

application. In their observations of middle and senior years content area classrooms,

Pressley and his colleagues (2004) found that teachers spent considerable time plaruring

and organizing their lessons, "being well aware that students could not and would not
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leam the content from texts" þ. 423). The need to teach cognitive strategies for

processing longer discourse in a linear fashion therefore seemed less urgent.

In several cases, textbooks were not used because they were outdated. Draper and

siebert (2002) found that the commonly-used content area texts that pre-service teachers

had sfudied during their certification years sometimes used 3O-year-old research to

suggest, for example, ways to solve mathematical problems, techniques that were not

coÍmensurate with current theory in the field of mathematics education. In addition,

shorter pieces tended to be less inhibiting to read and reread for meaning. Internet text

also offers the opporh.mity to seek more information on a topic simply by clicking on an

icon. Teacher competency in a subject area seemed to preclude reliance on textbooks to

guide instruction and allowed teachers to focus on student learning by being creative and

flexible in their teaching.

In addition, some content area teachers dismissed the idea that they somehow

must share in the responsibility for teaching text processing. That, in their view, was the

purview ofthe language arts teachers. Further, not all cognitive text-processing strategies

are effective across all disciplines and all text. one ofthe reasons that teachers in this

sample failed to use cognitive text-processing strategies may have been related to

difficulties applying the strategies to their own particular subject matter (Draper &

siebert, 2002). In fact as suggested by sweet and snow (2002) and by Raphael (1984),

effective literacy instruction depends on the content being studied, the texts, the contexts,

and the characteristics ofthe learners in the class as well as the historical context. one of

the problems in making cognitive text-processing strategies effective in content subjects

is not only that literacy educators lack sufficient background knowledge in particular



content area disciplines, but also that they may be unfamiliar with the relevant subject

area terminorogy and texts. Literacy educators, as a result, may rack credibility with

content area teachers.

While the contribution ofcognitive test-processing strategies to develop

competent and independent readers continues to be promoted in the literature (Duke &

Pearson, 2002; l{linger &. Va¡rghn. 1999), based on findings from this study, the use of

cognitive text-processing shategies is still not receiving sufficient attention from content

area teachers. Interviews revealed that content area instruction seemed to relate more to

historical-cultural factors as conceptualized by Raphael (19g4) in that the leaming

strategies that teachers emproyed seemed to relate back to their own personal experiences

with schooling as well as their own strâtegies for leaming.

Instructionar approach in reration to cognitive text-processing Etralegies. The

instructional approach employed by teachers (high scaffolding-high collaboration-

high,/low transmission; high scaffoldingJow collaboration-high,/low transmission; and

low scaffolding-low collabo¡ation-low transmission) was not related to the use of before,

during, and after cognitive text-processing strategies.

Relationship between teaching approach and demographics and between

cognitive text-processing strategl use and demographícs. In analyzing the relationship

between teaching approach and the demographic items studied (highest educational

credential, year of graduation, years of teaching experience, gender and age), no

statistically significant relationships were found. Similarly, no statistically significant

relationships were found between demographics and use ofcognitive text-processing

strategies (before reading, during reading, and after reading). That is, the use ofcognitive
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text-processing shategies seemed not to be related to educational level, year of
graduation, number ofyears teaching, gender or age.

Part 2: Qualitative Analysis

shared charqcterislics. These teachers had in-depth knowredge about their subject

are4 \¡r'ere lifeJong learners, exhibited a shong sense ofcaring and empatþ toward

students, implemented instruction and activities that were highly motivating, offered

students choices, structured lessons so students understood what was required which

allowed teacher to circulate around the crassroom to monitor rearning and provide

feedback, and adjusted instruction to meet individual needs. Alr teachers shared the berief

that instruction needed to connect with students in personalry meaningful ways through

relevant materials and real-worrd activities and assignments. Emphasis was placed on

thinking, over the need to find the comect answer. Teachers made their instruction

interesting for themselves as much as for their students.

These characteristics were corrunensurate with those identified by Ruddell (1995,

2004) in his studies ofinfluential literacy teachers. In his study, Ruddell identified beliefs

that we¡e shared among these teachers. It is interesting to note that several ofthese were

present among the interviewed teachers, including: empatþ for the leamer, monitoring

and providing feedback during rearning, in-depth knowledge ofteaching area, use of
highly motivating and effective instructional strategies, exhibiting a strong sense of

caring, as well as adjusting instruction to meet individual needs. Teachers need to be

supported in pursuing these ideals.

The instructional practices described by the ten teachers who were selected to be
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interviewed revealed best practice teaching in addition to their use of scaffolded and

collaborative app¡oaches. Interviewed teachers planned in advance with

considerable time spent on: content presentation, meeting different reaming styres and

ability levels, and locating and researching content materiars incruding the Intemet.

Knowledgeable about their content area, these teachers were able to focus on the leamer

and to be both creative and flexibre in their instruction. Teachers employed activities that

engaged students and herped them to bu d their conceptual understanding, Direct,

explicit instruction was used by teachers at times to model and demonstrate new learning

and then provide students time to practice with teacher feedback and support. At other

times the inquiry method was used but arways embedded within a supportive

instnrctional plan' Teachers offered student choice to make leaming more personalry

relevant.

students were often invorved in projects, activities, and assignments which

allowed them to work crosely with the contenvconcepts and thereby construct their

understanding individually and with others. As well assignments and activities involved

students in a number ofthe language modes (listening, speaking, reading, writing,

viewing, and representing) that contributed to their leaming. These teachers found that

lower performing students were often able to demonstrate tarents and understanding

when given the opportunity to communicate through means other than paper and pencil.

Interviewed teachers used collaborative group leaming as a regular part of their

instructional program. Teachers determined that homogeneous collaborative grouping

was most effective for short temr, similar ability learning situations; while heterogeneous

grouping provided struggling learners with higher level thinking and support wÉen
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grouped with more academic students. However, it was also discovered that collaborative

grouping was not successful with all students. some students relied on other group

members to complete the work, while other students preferred working independently.

Teachers indicated that they were experimenting with altemative assessment

forms such as rubrics as well as peer and self-assessment. Rubric assessment was used

periodically by teachers, but seemed to be at the trial stage. on the positive side, teachers

found that rubrics lessened student anxiety and made grading more transparent, reducing

student inquiries about marks. The time required to construct rub¡ics was a concem,

however. Teachers also found that students were often their own worst critics when

assessing themselves, grading themselves lower than the teacher would.

concerns and challenges facing content area teachers. ,Nlile teachers did not

feel pressured by time per se, they were always aware of it in planning their lessons,

determining when to stay on a topic, address cunent affairs issues, or move on to the next

topic. Time was also an issue in meeting with other teachers. social constructivist-based

instruction allowed time for teachers to activate or build background knowledge and then

engage students in related activities to process ideas and build understanding. Depending

on the school's scheduling plan, teachers found that the traditional forty-five minute class

was too short to follow through on this leaming cycle. Teachers also noted that

experiential activities did not necessarily guarantee success for everyone, although these

opportunities sometimes "drew out" students with previously unrecognized abilities.

Evaluation ofstudent work and the assigning ofgrades was a major concem for

teachers, seemingly driven by changing student dynamics as well as demands outside the

classroom-divisional requirements and parents. In terms of school division policy, a
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new mandate referred to as "fair and balanced assessment" required common tests and

quizzes to be administered across some school divisions for same grade subjects. This

initiative lacked teacher support for several reasons. Teachers felt that: (l) their

professional autonomy was being compromised, (2) implementing different instructional

techniques would be curtailed in favour of uniformity, and (3) differentiating instruction

to meet student interests and needs would be undermined.

several teachers reported that in response to student decisions to undertake only

those assignments wofh marks they now used grades to motivate assignment completion.

Teachers were uncomfor¡able with students choosing to do only graded assignments

since non-graded assignments were opportunities to practice and spend time working

with content. To the teachers, grading all assignments and projects placed more attention

on management than learning. New incentives to ensure assignment completion were:

responding to student work with brief, feedback corffnents; grading work simply as

completed or not completed; and using admit or exit slips to measure understanding that

was quick and personally informative. Teachers also felt that students and their parents

were overemphasizing test scores that failed to take into account the complexity of

leaming and in effect undervalued learning.

common meeting times for teachers teaching the same subject and grade lever

were rarely integrated into the timetables of middle and senior years schools. Although

teachers requested scheduled, in-common preparation times, without them teachers met

informally in the hallway or visited when one or the other teacher had a preparation class.

otherwise, with classes scheduled differently and extra-curricular responsibilities being
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met before or after school and at noon hour, collaborative conversations were informal

and brief.

school and divisional level support þr professional development.Interviewed

teachers pursued their own personal professional needs on an on-going basis. These

teache¡s used the Intemet to keep up{o-date in their discipline area as well as networking

with others to leam about instructional practices other teachers were using. A number of

teache¡s also sought the support oftheir English Language Arts Department regarding

literacy strategies that could be integrated into their discipline area. Teachers suggested

that professional development could include opportunities to plan cross-curricular

integration ofsubject areas. It was also suggested that any school or divisional initiative

needed to be revisited to suppo¡t teacher implementation.

curricula, timetablìng, class síze and composition Teachers stated that they did

not feel pressured by curricular demands at the school or divisional level. Timetabling

was problematic in several ways: common preparation times were rarely scheduled for

same grade and subject teachers; mandatory subject requirements for high school

certification often resulted in mixed ability classes with teachers finding it a challenge to

meet the needs of all leamers, and the provision ofspecial programs at the high school

level sometimes resulted in small classes of highly academic students, leaving other same

grade students to be placed in larger classes with a range ofabilities.

Teacher knowledge about adolescent students. Teachers were aware that between

30 - 50% of their students had part-time jobs by the time they entered grade eleven and

that this provided their students with purchasing power which seemed to be peer-driven

to some extent. students at this age were dealing with heavy workloads, sometimes in
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terms of academic course requirements and sometimes in response to holding down jobs,

extracurricular activities, and occasionally home responsibilities.

Teachers were concemed about students who dropped out ofschoor earry. They

were uncertain about the causes for dropping out but a number ofteachers felt it might be

related to home issues. There was little support for students who were struggling in their

learning outside ofthe classroom teacher. parents, once notified oftheir child's school

difficulties were ofren concemed and became involved by regular contact with the

teacher, setting up a study schedule, and checking daily assignments. other parents felt

that it was their child's responsibility to pass the grade. students whose absences had

exceeded the allowable days were allowed by some teachers to continue to come to class

if only for the emotional and social support.

Implications þr Instructíon

Teachers interviewed in this study were secure in their content area knowledge

that permitted them to focus on student needs and responses and on ways to adapt

instructional practices to meet the diverse needs of leamers. Teachers who were life-long

leamers pursued personal professionar areas ofstudy and inquiry in search of becoming

more knowledgeable. Thus the following seem essential for success in content area

instruction: (1) a strong content knowledge base; and (2) professional development

support at the school division level to accommodate personal inquiries and division-wide

initiatives.

Draper and siebert (2002) have been encouraged by cunent definitions ofliteracy

and text that extend beyond traditional print material or web-based media to consider text

"that takes account ofall the things people c¡eate to convey or negotiate meaning,, þ.3).
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In this sense, literacy, in its broadest definition, is a concem to teachers in every content

area "because creating, communicating, and negotiating meaning is an essential part of

authentic activity in any discipline" þ.3).

Content Area Knowledge and Text-Processing

while interviewed teachers in this sfudy were exemplary in their instructional

goals to assist students in making personal and meaningful connections to the content,

their focus was centred on the acquisition of content knowledge perpetuated by the way

high schools are structured into discipline-related departments and conshaints that arise

when the school day is divided into separate discrete subjects (Moore, Bean, Birdyshaw

& Rycik, 1999). The interviewed teachers in this study seemed to appreciate the

advantages of combining science with language arts but seemed immobilized in terms of

implementing such an initiative.

Moreover, most secondary teachers assert that theirjob is to teach content, not to

teach students how to read, write, and communicate @ressley ,2004). yet, pressley

(2004) contends that more than 90% ofparents, teachers, and the general public believe

that strong literacy skills should be the priority ofhigh school graduates, over the

acquisition of content area knowledge, asserting that the long-term consequences of low

ability in reading, writing, and communicating have more serious life implications than of

not leaming the content in secondary school. some ofthe blame for isolating teaching

content area subjects from text-processing (reading, writing and communicating) may

rest with the literacy educators.

Draper and Siebert (2002), for example, state that literacy inshuction in the

content area needs to be reconsidered. An important first step for literacy educators in
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resolving differences is to become familiar with the kinds oftexts and kinds ofteaching

commonly used in content area classfooms and to begin discussion that resonates. The

sample of interviewed teachers used varied sources for leaming- newspaper articles,

historical documents, government publications, the Intemet, and video clips. The use of

these, however, occurred with relatively little instruction in effective ways to aid

processing the information. At the same time though, the interviewed teachers were able

to remove themselves from the pull oftheir discipline and draw on a broader view of

literacy (stewart, o'Brien, & saurino, 2003). Findings from this shrdy might be a place

to begin the dialogue about the interface bet\ryeen adolescent literacy and comprehension

strategies in the content areas.

In s tr uc t i o nal App r o ac hes

while previous research ¡evealed content area teachers possessed traditional

academic values, both the questionnaire data and the teacher interviews seemed to

suggest that teacher orientation towa¡d instruction included social constructivist practices

in which teaching and leaming were supported by teacher scaffolding and collaborative

group work. It seems advisable, therefore, to continue to focus on instruction that values

high scaffolding and high collaboration in order to meet the needs ofa diverse student

population.

In this regard, Straw's model (2002) could serve as a framework at both the

preservice and inservice level to help conceptualize instructional approaches and guide

discussion about their historical development as well as their attendant advantages and

disadvantages.



Adolescent Culture

Descriptions of the out-of-school lives ofadolescents, are unlike those of the past.

students were struggling with balancing heavy academic workloads while attempting to

maintain high grades, participating in extra-cunicular activities, working at part-time

jobs, and managing home responsibilities. Large numbers of students were employed in

the workforce beginning in grade ten. The imprications ofbeing a viable consumer and

accountable to an employer may place students injeopardy. In fact, outside

responsibilities may be a factor related to making the decision regarding whether or not to

complete an assignment that does not contribute to a final grade. Employers seemed to be

providing contradictory messages to students placing the value ofajob over the value of

education. Even in-school activities, such as extended field trips, created stress, putting

students behind in their work in other subject areas.

Adolescents are highly concemed about how they are perceived by their peers and

many make decisions based on avoiding ridicule and being labeled as ,,nerds,,

(Alvermarur, Young, Green, & Wisenbaker, 2004; Gee, 2001). It may be that having a

part-time job is more highly valued among certain peers than full attention to academic

studies. This may result in a peer culture that plays down literacy rather than valuing

shong literacy skills, in effect valuing mediocrity. But as cited in the work of Alvermarur

and her colleagues (2004), and according to Finders (1997) and, wells ( I 996), teachers

can bridge the gaps between the culture ofadolescence, the culture ofthe school, and the

culture of the community.

Teacher interviews indicated a diversity of sfudents in classrooms from students

who were living on their own, to teenage mothers, to intemational students with cultural
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and ethnic differences, from students choosing a vocational school to students entering a

university program. such diversity may be a trend emanating in part from the enrollment

programs instituted by school divisions. while teachers were aware ofdiverse student

backgrounds, interview discussion did not centre on cultural influences and competing

"Discourses" (Gee, 2001) and their impact on the literacy leaming complexities that are

"often unrecognized even by those who spend much oftheir own time working or living

with teenagers" (Bean & Harper, 2004).

Student Supports

Interviews with teachers revealed a number ofissues existing within their schools

that may need to be explored further with a wider range of schools. It seemed that grade

nine (senior 1) was a critical year for student drop-outs. While teachers expressed

concem about students leaving school at only thirteen or fourteen years ofage, they

lacked specific knowledge ofwhy students dropped out. The general consensus was that

there were family issues involved. Further, while teachers identified students who were

struggling in reading and writing and responded with modified instruction as well as

modified assignments, generally there was a dearth of school support for students who

were functioning below grade level in literacy. Teacher support for these students

focused on content knowledge acquisition, rather than on building literacy skills. Sweet

and Snow's (2002) conceptualiz¿tion of the reader may help teachers provide more

effective instruction in becoming competent, independent readers.

Implications for Teacher Preparatìon Programs and policy Makers

Current entrance prerequisites for faculties ofeducation, that require a first degree

in certain teachable subject areas as well as two years ofstudy in education, is supported
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by findings in this study. Teacher preparation programs also need to continue to prepare

candidates with the instructional tools to create programs that meet the needs of diverse

leamers.

Based on teacher accounts in this study, a class size of approximately twenty

students may be the optimal level for providing scaffolding and collaboration. If cur¡ent

practices continue, interspersing low-income housing developments throughout the city,

legislating for inclusion, recruiting students fiom abroad, and including special programs

to provide education for all youth, then teachers need to refine their practices regarding

differentiated instruction as well as instruction in reading comprehension and text-

processing. Smaller class sizes could help teachers facilitate the range ofneeds within

each class.

While teachers in this study were using a variety of ways to make meaningful and

authentic connections between content and student background knowledge, it appears

that students and their parents persist in using test scores and grades as determiners of

student success. while this state of affairs may be driven by entrance requirements for

post-secondary institutions, it fails to acknowledge the complexities of leaming. The

concept of"fair and equitable" assessment that some school divisions are implementing

may be driven more by a response for community accountability than by educational

research and theory. The movement may not only prohibit professional autonomy and

inhibit instruction based on response to student needs, but also place the assessment

emphasis on paper and pencil testing. For the interviewed teachers in this study, the focus

on grades over the value of leaming was uncomfo¡table. Although this issue ofgrades is



a timely one, with accountability testing in the united states at an all time high, divisions

here need to conside¡ teachers' perspectives and concems.

Teachers pursued self-identified areas ofprofessional development. while some

school divisions provided a modest part of their allotted professional development days to

allow teachers to pursue personal interests, many did not. school divisions could better

support teacher development by providing time to pursue personal inquiries. on the other

hand, teachers acknowledged the value of division-wide professional development

initiatives, but appealed for ongoing support and feedback to assist them with long-term

implementation rather than "random acts of inservice" that have proven to be ineffectual

(Stewart, O'Brien, & Saurino, 2003).

Study Límitations

Findings from this study may have been influenced by the questionnaire itself.

The wording of items and their categorization in terms of being representative of a

particular instructional approach or as typical before, during, or after cognitive text-

processing strategies may have been misleading. The language classifuing the

predominant instructional approaches as well as the descriptive items themselves may

account for the statistical finding that approximately one quarter of the teachers in the

sample used neither a predominantly scaffolded, nor a predominantly collaborative, nor a

predominantly transmission approach to instruction. Demographic items did not separate

out clearly the nature of academic degrees or distinguish between undergraduate fields of

study and teacher education. There appeared to be an anomaly regarding the reported

year ofgraduation and responses that indicated the majority ofc¡edentials had been

obtained within the last ten years, yet most teachers wore veterans. One possible
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explanation is that teachers may have entered the field before completing their Bachelor's

degree and have upgraded thei¡ credentials while teaching in the field, although there was

no substantive evidence to support this notion. Another explanation may be that teachers

simply indicated their year ofgraduation incorrectly.

The participants in this study were volunteers, and by defurition a select group.

The interview format invited self-reports not verified by observation. The fact that

participants volunteered, suggested that they were secure in their teaching. Only sixty-

five teachers ÍÌom the thirteen schools that responded to the ethics call for participants,

from an overall possible sample of approximately one hundred and sixty-three,

participated in this study. The questionnaire retum rate was  \Vo,leaving the perspectives

of 60% ofthe pool ofteachers untapped. Findings cannot therefore be generalized across

a larger population. There were also discrepancies in the number of middle and senior

years participants with more senior than middle years teachers taking part.

Implications for Further Research

This research has overcome the criticism of decontextualization that accompanied

earlier research on instructional approaches and cognitive text-processing strategies in

that the study both surveyed and interviewed classroom teachers. Although, as indicated

by the self'reports, findings suggested that teachers used a variety of instructional

approaches as defined in the literature, interactive practices prevailed, govemed by the

need to create a leaming climate as well as structure and guide the direction of teaching

and leaming, Further research to confirm the findings in this study could focus on:

establishing the construct validity ofthe questioruraire; repeating the study with a larger

sample with more equal numbers ofmiddle and senior years teachers as participants; and
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conducting follow-up research with both classroom observation to obtain in-depth

descriptors ofthe classroom context, and student interviews to better unde¡stand the

situated context or complexities ofthe teachingJeaming environment. Research needs to

focus on the social context ofadolescence in more depth so that instructional programs

can better meet the needs of adolescence.

An interesting line of follow-up research might pursue the role of multiple texts,

the use ofdownloaded information, and the attendant discussion that becomes, in tum, a

text in itself.
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APPENDIXA

Middle and Senior Years Content Area Teacher euestionnaire

Dear Middle and Senior Yea¡s Content Area Teachers,

As you know our understanding ofthe teaching and leaming process continues to
grow, and, at our professional discretion we now have available to us a number of
teaching and learning strategies to help support a range ofdiverse learners. Recently
though, it has come to the attention of¡esearchers that traditional experimental studies
have not considered factors such as classroom contexts or school environments in which
teachers and their students interact that influence teaching and leaming. The purpose of
this study is to identify the strategies that teachers across subject areas use and cãnsider
to be the most supportive of student learning needs. The survey is also an opportunity to
create a better understanding ofteaching and leaming within the context ofthe
classrooms of today.

This questionnaire represents the first phase of this study. your participation in
this questionnaire is completely voluntary. Further, you may choose to not answer all of
the questions. Should you decide to participate in this questionnaire you will be
contributing to the identification of inshuctional strategies that are used most often in
specific content areas. The second phase of this study involves teacher inte¡views to
gather reflections on the challenges teachers face in the classrooms oftoday.

There are three parts to the questionnaire. The first pa.t is to gather some general
information about yourselves, as content area teachers, and the teaching environment in
which you teach. The second part is to identifi the teaching strategies that you use most
often in your classes. The third part asks you to identi$.' the strategies that you use most
often during textbook reading. This questionnaire was developed to be considerate of
your time, requiring checkmark responses, and a brief listing of preferred instructional
strategies indicated by item number.
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Middle and Senior Years Content Area Teacher euestionnaire

PART A

Please read carefully ând check off the boxes that apply to you.

l. Highest degr€e obtained,
Ð Teaching certificate

E Bachelor ofEducation or Bachelo¡ of
E Masten ofEducation or Masters of
E PhD in Education o¡ PhD in

2, Year degree was awarded

3. Total number ofy€ars of teaching experience.
E o - 3 years

E4-Tyears
E8-13years
E 14 + years

4. Gender: E Female E Male

5, Is your age:

E under 30

0 behveen 3l and 39

E between 40 and 49

E between 50 and 59

E oo+

Ifyou are a Middle Years Teacher, go to 6-a and omit 6-b, Ifyou are a Senior Years T€acher skip 6-a
and go to 6-b.

6-a. Subject area(s) CURRENTLY teaching. Check more than one ifapplicable,

Middle Years - Grades 5-8

Social Studies

D Geography

E History

E science

E Both Science and Social Studies

B other
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6-b, Subject area(s) CURRENTLy teaching. Check mor€ than one ¡fapplicâble.

Senior Ye¡rs - Grades SI - 54

Science
El Biolog,
El Physics

El chemistry

Social Studies

E History
E Geography
E World Issues

E Both Science and Social Studiçs
E other

7. Total number ofyears t€âching this subject.

(subiect area) (subiect a¡ea) (subiect area)U o-3vears E o -3 fl o-3vear.
lJ 4-Tvears lJ 4-Tvears u 4-7
l-l 8- 13 veax tJ8 E 8-13veur"
O 14 

* years E 14 
* 

vears Er
8. Location of the school; E Inner city core E More suburban (sunounding inner city core)

9. Total number ofstudents in school

E Under 100

tr ror -zooE zol -aoo
El ¡ol -qooE +or -soo
E Over 500

10. Number ofteachers in my subject area other than myself,

lsubiect area) (subiect area) (subiect area)u0-l tro-r tro-
lJz-3 Cl2- f]z-s
rJ4-s u4-5 fJ4-s
f]6-'l u 6-7 u6-'1
U 8 or more I-l I or mo.. lJ 8 or more
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circle the number on the rating scale beside each statement that best describes your teaching concems andinstructional approach according to the following:

PART B

your teaching to what extent do you:

Never
Seldom
Sometimes

4 Offen
5 Very Often

There are no right or wrong answers Responses wifl be poored together, and common themes arisinsf¡om rhe responses wir be the focus of sruoy. ror trre rrnãipan-,;ñ;ilrdr;;äiËil"iirffi;ioii'f
strategies you use most often.

T l. Present information in a lecture format, using an overhead orpower
point presentation.
t2345

C 2. Have students work in groups to talk and share their ideas.12345
C 3. Use projects or activities that relate to real world application (posters,

trochures, oral presentations, newspaper articles).12345
T 4. Hâve students work independently on end-oÊchapter or worksheet questions.12345
S 5. Use graphic organizers (maps or chads to represent key concepts and suppoñing ideas).t2345
T 6. Have students copy notes ftom the boa¡d or overhead.12345
C 7_. Have students explain or demonstrate their understanding to the rest of the class.t2345
T 8. Test at the end of each unit or textbook chapter.12345
S 9. Prompt students orally during discussion to clarifr their understanding.12345

TEACHING CONCERNS AND INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACHESI USE TO PROMOTE STUDENT LEARNING

code to analyze predominanú teaching app"@
the teacher copy of the questionnaire.)
Scaffolded = S Collaborative = C Transmission = T
Located to the left of eåch item.
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C 10. Hâve students work together collaboratively in small groups.
12345

S I l. Move around the room to provide assistance as sfudents work .12345
s l?, Teach tips for leaming or remembering (metacognitive strategies) to help students read and study1234s
T 13. Use the textbook as the major focus ofstudy.

t2345
S 14. Acknolvledge difficulties o¡ inconsistencies in text.

12345
C 15. Find out tvhat students âlready know about a new topic or unit before you begin.t2345
T 16. Have students work independently when reading and writing.12345
S 17. Use a variety ofprint material (trade books, newspaper articles, pamphtets, etc.)t2345
C 18. Have students consider divergent points ofview.

r2345
S 19. Croup students based on ability levels.

12345
C 20. Have students discuss their knowledge, ideas, or questions.

1234s
S 21. Have students decide on their own topics for research and inquiry.t2345
C 22. Work directly with small groups ofstudents.

12345
T 23. Worry about covering curriculum content

t234s
S 24. P¡ovide students with a rubric or scale that will be used to grade their work.12345
C 25. Work with other teachers in the school to develop lesson plans or units ofstudy,t2345
T 26. Prefe¡ that students work quietly.

12345
T 27. Anange students' desks to reduce student talk.

t234s
S 28. Cive students an overview ofthe content that rhey will study.12345
C 29. Instruct students in strategies to process text.

12345
C 30. Assume complete responsibility for cunicular planning.

Now review the 30 instructional strategies and teaching concerns. On the lines below, list the numbe¡s of
the five statements that indicate the instructional approãches you use most often and;h;;;c".n:s you-h;e
about teaching. The five strategies or concems I uie/have moit often ã-.e,

a, c.
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PART C

Circle the numberon the rating scale beside each statement that best describes your use ofinstn¡ctional
shategies when using textbooks according to the following:

)ver
2 ,m

cmetimes
4 en
5 Very Oflen
6 Not fàmiliar with

once again, there are no right or wrong answers. Responses will be pooled together, and common
themes arising from the responses will be the focus ofstudy. Note: ihe inclus-ion of #6 - Not familiar
with.

Prereading

L heteach vocabu¡ary.
123456

2. Build background.
t23456

3. Use analogies to move from the familiar to the unfamiliar.
123456

4. Use advance organizers.
1234s6

5. Use questions to focus reading.
123456

6. Use predicting.
123456

7. Use think alouds.
t23456

8. Identiry the purpose for reading.
1234s6

9, Preview text headings, subheadings, illustrations, charts, graphs, etc.
123456

I0. Use anticipation guides,
t23456

I l. Have students themselves identiS unfamiliar words
t23456

During reading

12. Encourage use ofvisual imagery.
1234

13. Use questions to guide reading.
1234

14. Teach the use of self-generated questions.
1234

5. Teach self-monitoring shategies.
1234

5

5

5

5

6

6

6

6
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16. Construct semantic or mind maps.
t23

17. Use semantic feature analysis.
1234

18. Use KWL (Know-Want to Know-Learned).
t234

19. Use DRTA (Directed Reading Thinking Activity).
t234

20. Use Cuided Reading.
1234

21. Use Reciprocal Teaching.
1234

22. Use Questioning the Author.
t234

23. Use study guides.
t234

24. Teach text structure.
1234

25. Teach summarizing.
t234

26. Teach sentence combining or sentence reduction.
t234

27. Teach shategies for clariling ideas.
1234

28. Teach outlining.
t234

29. Teach notetaking.
1234

After Reading

28. Have students write about thei¡ understanding.
1234

31. Provide feedback to student responses.
1234

32. Use peer response groups.
1234

33. Use inquiry groups.
1234

34. Use wr¡ting for recall, extension, or application.
1234

35. Use compare-contrast ftameworks.
1234

36. Use thejigsaw strategy.
1234

37. Use the fishborvl technique.
1234

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6
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Appendix B

Interview Questions

Following are a list ofopen-ended questions that will be asked to seek participant views
oftheir experiences, or in other words, to tell a story about their teaching in their own
words. Questions are open-ended so that participants can speak to their own, personal
experiences. Prompts are listed below each question to assist the interviewer in probing
further.

A. Your responses to the questionnaire that you filled in earlier indicate that you are
using a number of teaching strategies that meet with curent thinking in the field of
adolescent literacy. (Interviewer names some ofthe instructional strategies that the
interviewee indicated they used on the questionnaire and asks a number ofprobing
questions.)

Prompts:
Describe the students you teach (university bound, vocational training, business
training,job training while in high school, ethnic make-up, diversity).
Which teaching strategies do you find work best? Why?
Which do the students seem to like the most? Why?

B. Please describe the challenges you have faced and/or are no\ry facing in implementing
the strategies you identified in the questioruraire. For instance, (Identifu an instructional
practice the teacher indicated using.)

Prompts:
Can you tell me more?
Can you be more precise?

Can you give me an example?

C. Do you meet with other teachers to discuss teaching?

Ifparticipant answers "yes", prompt with:
How do you find the time to meet?

How often do you meet?

Do you meet during common preparation times?
Do you plan units together? How do you go about doing this?
Does the administration set special times for your group to meet and plan
together?
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D. What about professional development?

Prompts:
How do you keep your teaching current?
Does the school division provide leadership?
Have you attended any workshops this year? who do you find most supportive in
terms of professional development?
Does your language arts consultant or reading clinician have a role to play?
Does sorneone from Education and rraining help you understand the áemands of
the new cunicula? In Language Ar1s? In your field?

E. How do you describe the worþlace environment in which you teach? How do you
feel you are supported?
How do you deal with this in terms of:

The new curriculum?
Use ofa prescribed textbook?
Role of administrator in your instructional decision_making?
Demands of the school division in terms of division-wide testing, timetabring,
class size, and class composition?

Additional responses will be sought to quer.ies that evolve from participants,
responses to the questionnaire. . .
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